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So why not make Raytheon your weapon in the

to win the elusive trophy next year.
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VA"GUARD 46

This innovative design by
yachtsman Dick Cawse and
naval architect David Lyons is
making its mark on the racing

COVER: Sunday morning in winter at the Cruising Yacht Club of Australia as the crew of Ron Ellis' Wild
Thing set up the mainsail halyard before heading out to sail in the BMW Sydney Winter Series on the
harbour. This unusual coloured mainsail, made by Ian Short Sails, is cut from a new sailcloth called PBO,
made from a inbre called Zylon by Dimension Sailcloth in the USA. IPIc - Ian Mainsbridgej
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From Italy comes this
elegant cruiser/racer with
outstanding handling
q ualities
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XXXX ANSEIT AUSTRALIA

RACE WEEK 99
HAMILTON ISLAND

It's that time of the year
when a southern yacht
owner's fancy turns
north towards the

warmer climes of

Queensland. .. races to
the Gold Coast, then on
to Mooloolaba and Airlie

Beach, finally to the
Whitsunday island
resorts and that sailing
mecca of Hamilton

Island. And if you're
lucky, an invitation to
Hayman Island for the
Big Boat Series.

^,.tl
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^^^

., c, ,...,,
~~ mm

ney Heads on the afternoon of Satur-
day, July 31.

Brindabella missed last year's race as
her replacement sweptback spreader
rig designed by the yacht's designer
Scott Jutson was not quite finished in
time for the 380 nautical mile race.

She went on to dominate Hamilton

Island Race line honours, returning to
Sydney for a great summer season that
has included second to world champi-
on maxi Sayori@r@ in the 1998 Telstra
Sydney to Hobart and line honours in
the 1999 Sydney - Mooloolaba race.

The race will see another clash

between Bri?, dabell@ and Australia's

newest maxi, Grant Wharington's andy
Dovell-designed 70-footer Wild Thing.

Brimd@helm proved superior in the
Telstra Cup, Canon Big Boat Challenge
and the Telstra Sydney to Hobart Race,
but since then the Victorian based

Wild Thing has taken line honours in
the Adelaide to Port Lincoln Race and

the Auckland to Denarau (F^i) race
and will provide stiff competition.

The rare double of line and IMS

handicap honours in last year's race to
Southport on the Gold Coast went to
Charles Curran's Sydney 60, Sydney,
with David Kenett as sailing master.

The good news is that both Kenett
and Sydney will be back in the Gold
Coast fleet after both man and boat suf-

fored damage in an altercation with a
rock off the northern end of Stockton

Beach in the 1999 Sydney - Mooloolaba
race in March.

The Sydney - Gold Coast Race, while
being a significant race in its own right
as the opening event in the Cruising
Yacht Club of Australia's Blue Water

Pointscore for 1999-2000, is a in:^jor
feeder race to the big Queensland
races and regattas in August and Sep-
ternber.

Among early entries was the Victori-
an yacht Chatz#@h, a 35-footer designed
by andy Dovell for wellkriowii Me I-
boume yachtsman Bruce Taylor.

Also racing will be Sword of Orion,
the Sydney 40 bought by Rob Kothe to
replace the Sword of Orion lost in the

stormswept 1998 Sydney to Hobart.
The Gold Coast Race will also see

the return to racing of yet another
Murray, Bums, Dovell/Barnford Inter
national concept, the Sydney 46, ABN
MinO, owned by Sydney yachtsman
Ray Roberts.

Despite his America's Cup commit-
merits, Syd Fischer has entered his
Farr 50, Rag@inI'd:", his sights set on
yet another Blue Water Pointscore,
while Roger Hickinan will be back
from the Admiral's Cup to skipper the
Lyons 43, At@70.

Also competing will be several of the
popular Farrdesigiied Beneteau 40.7s,
including the Melbourne boat Atomfy,
owned by Black Rock Yacht Club me in-
her Phillips Coombs.

Richard Fermi's former boat, the

Mumm 30, Addiction, will be racing for
its new owner, Queenslander Stewart

Sydney - G. I, Coast nasale

-- ---~

Brimal, erua bark
inn ^"111 coast
Headed by maxi yacht Brtnd@bell@, the
line-up for the Cruising Yacht Club of
Australia's midwinter dash north to the

Queensland Gold Coast looks like
70 and 80again boasting between

starters when the fleet rums left at Syd.

^,o4ee, ,storedBound

Lewis. Other Queensland entries are
expected.

The 1999 Sydney - Gold Coast Yacht
Race will start from Sydney Harbour at
1300 hours on Saturday, July 31.

".. s Breami "IC. hula"a
to Airlie Beach

Flying the are risers spinr"ker at the Port
Douglas coatn. the well named RINlc Bar An
expected competitor at Hamilton Ishrxi and then
to Hogb Breath Race Week at Nino Beach in
early Sep, amber. pie - Ian Mainsbrldge).

Yochf^^g

Passage to the
Writs""days

Offshore

One of the pleasures of competing in
the big regattas in the Wintsunday Pas
sage of Far North Queensland is the
1000 nautical mile passage, either rac-
ing or cruising, up the Queensland
Coast. This year, a record fleet is roc-
ing north in the Hogs Breath
Mooloolaba to Airlie Beach Race,

organised by Mooloolaba Yacht Club,

I;

Offshore Yochting

The harbour at Hamilton Island with an Ariset. aircraft on the runway in the backbround, taken during
last year's XXXX ingot. Hamilton Island Race Week. IPIc - Richard Bennettj.
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^^.^... HAMILTON ISLAND
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you're serious about fishing.With a very impressive towing
For more information about thecapacity of up to 3,400kg and a choice

awesome Suburban, see your nearest Holdenof either the 57ntre Petrol V8 (190kW)

Suburban Specialist Dealer, call 1800 629222or the 6.51itre Turbo Diesel V8 (145kW)

the Holden Suburban is the way to go if or visit WWW. holden. comau/suburban
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Fremantle Ph 0894329432 City Motors. Path Ph 0894227777 * 1500 Suburban, and 2500 Suburban and us models. seat 9 people 1500 us and LT, and 2500 U models seat 8 people only * * Mass produced
4WD passenger vehicle rolesel models only Petrol models can tow up to 2720kg Subject to State Regulations and tow bar design Vehicle shown with optional aloy whee s available at extra cost GMSU8054
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Corinthian Doors IRichard Perlnij one of several new Farr 40's heading North. IPIc - Ian Mainsbridgej
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and starting on August 14. It's a great
race north.

o

Job" "ayna" Islam
Big Boat Series

Kiwis are 0011/1/1!I
Hawnan Island in the Whitsundays is
one of Australia's most exclusive

resorts and invitations are eagerly
sought by yacht owners keen to coin-
pete in the 10ico Hawnan Island Big
Boat Series. With this international

professional haircare company gaining
sole naming rights the Big Boat Series
will certainly be a five star series for the
25 yachts accepted.

This year's event will be staged over
a wide array of courses in the tropical,
island-dotted waters of the wintsunday
Passage between August 14 and 191t
promises to be the biggest and best
yachting event hosted by the island
resort.

A restructure of mooring facilities
within the harbour means that the fleet

will be expanded to a maximum of 25
yachts. Already three yachts from New
Zealand, Georgia (Iim Farmer) , Time to
Bum (Bob Bassett) and the winner of

the inaugural series, Chris Packer's
Starlight Express, have signalled their
intention to compete. Nick Lykiardop-

Among the early entries are six yachts
from New Zealand.

Hamilton Island Race Week is more

than a racing regatta, it has become a
lifestyle event on the Australian yacht
ing calendar. This year it will be held
from Saturday, August 21 through to
the following Saturday, August 28,

Some fine tun-comprising nine races.

ing of the program, introduction of
new classes, and an expansion of social
events has made the regatta even more
attractive for sailors and their friends

and families. In fact, accommodation

at Hamilton Island Resort was already
booked out by the end of June.

Race Week last theyear won

Queensland Tourism Award for Major
Festivals and Special Events, but the
island also hosts other sailing and
aquatic events through the year.

Changes this year include:
. Introduction of a Big Boat Class

for fast yachts over 48' LOA. These
boats will race on Perfonnance Handi-

cap in a separate class with early entries
including M@rchioness and Team Jaguar
I'llittib^ inf"om Sydney and Cn" Control
from Brisbane.

. Reintroduction of the traditional open-
ing race, the South Mone/Daydream
Island Race, on the first Saturday instead
of having an invitation race.

. The White haven beach party is back.
in trying to balance the popularity
for White haven with the enthusiasm

for racing, the organisers are plan-
rimg do both. On the Thursday, the
racing classes will have a morning
race which will finish in the vicinity of

aroundbeachWhite haven

lunchtime. Cruising yachts won't
race that day and will be free to sail to
White haven any time they like.

. The social program now includes an
End of Race Week Dinner on the last

night, following the presentation,
and will be a high class function.

ulo's Swan 46, Aer@, from the UK will
be a starter and at least two Australian

maxis, Wild Thing (GrantWharington)
and the syndicate-owned Marchioness
are also expected.

101^ ms. it "anim" Islam.
race Weak

^ ^...
., EU ,,,.,,
~... .~.

11.00ril meet

preili^tell
Race Week at Hamilton Island is grow-
ing and growing, with XXXX and
Arisett back again for the 16th consec-
utive year as inqjor sponsors of AUS
tralia's most popular keelboat regatta.
"Surely this must be a record in AUS-
tralian sports sponsorship, " says Race
Director Wantck Hoban, who has

been involved that long himself.
With two months to go, the 1999

XXXX Ansert Race Week had already
attracted more than 70 entries from

around Australia and New Zealand,

with Hoban confident of breaking the
record fleet of 144 boats set last year.

HAMILTON ISLAND.

A POPULAR DESTINATION
FOR BOAT PEOPLE.

August . September 1999

^:11. . HAMILTON ISLAND
Greot Borrier Reef AUStroliq

Offshore Yochtin

THE WHITSUNDAYS ARE ONE OF THE BEST PLACES

IN THE WORLD To SAIL, AND THE BEST PLACE To SET
SAIL FROM Is HAMILTON ISLAND. WITH ITS OWN MARINA,
IT Is THE IDEAL PLACE To BARE BOAT CHARTER. OF
COURSE AFTERWARDS You CAN SPOIL YOURSELF IN ONE

OF OUR TEN RESTAURANTS OR JUST ENJOY THE WIDE
RANGE OF ACCOMMODATION. FOR FURTHER PACKAGE

DETAILS CALL OR DROP INTO AN AFTA TRAVEL AGENT

< ^ Hamilton. The island that's spoiling Australia.
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Sports are popular with young sailors at Hamilton Island Race Week and other regattas in Queensland.
IPic - Ian Mainsbridgej

The IMS class has already attracted
some of the top racing yachts in AUS-
tralia and New Zealand, including the
1997 Telstra Sydney to Hobart Race
winner AUSm"id, now owned by South
Australian Kevan Pearce, Victorian

Grant Wharington's maxi, Wild Thing,
fresh from her line honours win in the

race from Auckland to Denarau, Ftii,
and the New Zealand yachts Georgia, a
Corel 45 owned by Jim Farmer, and
Time to Bum, a Bakewell-White 42
owned bv Rob Basset.

Heading the strong Queensland
entry is the Sydney 41, ZOe, now owned
by Townsville yachtsman Warne Minar,
the optimised Jutson 129, E$#., it de
Co, /, s, owled by Brisbane yachtsman
Brian Graves, and Kevin Miner's Nel-

son Marek 43, Industti@! Quest.
From Sydney there will be Ray

Roberts' anN Am70 Ch@!hage, Roger
Hickinan's At@r@, David Coe and David
Lowe's Loco and several Beneteau

40.7s, including C@#, t@ (Paul Hyland),
Smile (Simon Winston) along with the
Melbourne 40.7, Prtortty (Phillip
Coombs).

^^^
DACE ,,..,,
"... mm

The IR2000 class, previously CHS,
continues to attract more yachts and a
feature will be the expected appear-
ance of four Farr 40 IDs - Corinthian

Doors (Richard Fermi), Lefu? Brown
(Warren Wieckman) and Ernotio?,@!

Hoolig@?a (Marcus Blackmore) from
Sydney and young Australia (Laurie
Shannon) from Melbourne.

The Cruising Yachts class will have
by far the biggest fleet, attracting own-
ers and their crews more interested in

some more relaxed racing in the tropi-
cal annosphere of Hamilton Island and
the Whitsundays.

Lachlan Murdoch, chairman of

News Limited Australia, has already
entered his Swan 51, Kayakor@in, in the

Cruising Yacht class, as has America's
Cup winning navigator Hugh Treharne
with his Peterson 50, Bright Momiitg
Star

B, ,ridabe, ,a, the Scott Jutson-designed maxi
owned by George Snow, is favourite for line
honours in the Sydney - Gold Coast Race, and
will continue north for the XXXX fusett Hamilton

Island Race Week in late August. (Pie - Ian
Mainsbridgej

ing'a Breami race Week

More parties and
yacht raring
The 10th annual Hog's Breath Race
Week, scheduled for August 31
through to September 5, 1999 has
some exciting changes to the racing
and social format.

With the addition of a race to the

world famous White haven Beach from

Airlie Beach, returning the next day, a
bigger lay day beach party and awards
presentation, interest has never been
higher.

The Hog's Breath Race Week is a
series of races around the beautiful

Whitsunday Islands, with race head-
quarters centred in Airlie Beach. This
allows for a wide range of accommoda-
tion choices without the high costs nor
many associated with staying at a resort.

A

August . September 1999

L A

the LAGOON 410.
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HAMILTON ISLAND
Greot Borrier Reef AUStrolio
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pinchcol us o9e of wince urea und size. All up, ifs o glent bout

for living, soiling und enter mining.
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The Notice of Rac for

the I999 Telstra Sydn

to Hobart Yacht Race

includ s a y

SIg I ICant anges

1191bility and afe y

rules for both boats and

sailors, as Peter

Campbell reports.
.\
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As a dii'eCt\;esuJL of \^e Ci'urniri^ Yacht Th;: chai\^^s\,^ver all safe'. .!. '.'^e -'
Club of Airstialia's 1998 Sydney Hobai't ' the 630 nautical n. ile race - weat he I'. eligi-

bility. ci'ew expel'Ience and*raining. yachtReview Committee's Repoi't into the
safety equipment. pel'sonal safety equip-
merit. communications and adjninis, ration

and PIOcedui'es leading Lip to and dUi'lag
tile event

While the Ocean Racing Council and
the AUSti'allan Yachting Fedei'ation is car-
rying out furthei' investigations into such
matters as decl< construction and life I. rift

design. the In OSt significant changes to be
implemented for the 1999 Telstra Sydney
to Hobart Race affecting yacht ownei. s
and crew members 31'e

. All competing yachts must confoi'in with
IMS stability I'ecommendations foi' Cat-
egoi'y I I'aces of I 15 degi'ees. whethei'
they race Lindei' INS, IR2000 (previous-
Iy Channel Handicap System) or PHS
(Performance Handicap System). There
will be no fui'the I' "gi'andfathering" of
pi. eviously accepted yachts

. IR2000 and PHS yachts in List demon-
sti'ate compliance with stability I'equii'e-
merits by way of an IMS Cei. tificate or
eqLiivalent document at 1011

SL I'm swept race. the CYCA 11as imple-
';,*ed ntost of t^e I'econlinendations in

., .

the Notice of Race and in ovei'all planning
foi. the 1999 Telsti. a Sydney to Hobart
Race

The Notice of Race. which includes a

special "Welcome bacl< to Tasmania in
1999" message fibm Premier 11m Bacon.
is now available fi. onI the CYCA and from

other maioi' yacht clubs. In fui. cliei' sup-
port for this year's lace. the Tasmanian
Government is funding pi. oduction of a
lace postei' foi' the 630 nautical mile race

scheduled to SLai't. as always. at 1300
110urs on Boxing Day. December 26.
1999

in addition to the coinpulsoi. y recoin-
mendations made by the Review Commit-
tee. the CYCA will ui. ge yacht ownei. s
and ci'ews to accept the appi'opi'iate non-
compulsory recommendations I'egai'ding
weather, yacht and pel'sonal safety equip-
merit, and communication equipment and
opei'at 10n

.

^

,

tion available at that stage.
. Increase in required experience of the

crew to at least 50% of the total, with no

crew to be under the age of 18, even if
they have competed in previous Sydney
to Hobart races.

. Compulsory attendance for at least 30%
of the crew of each yacht at seminars on
weather, he ary weather sailing tech-
niques, safety and search operations,
man overboard strategies, liferaft
deployment and survival techniques,
and overall search and rescue tech-

niques, including rescue by helicopter. it
is recommended that all crew attend

such seminars where possible. One
member of the crew will also have to

have completed a recognised first aid
course.

. introduction of qualifying races, with a
200 nautical mile offshore passage by
new boats. in New South Wales the

qualifying race will be a Cabbage Tree
Island Race, in Tarmania the Maria Island

Race, in Victoria a Bass Strait Race.

. Compulsory yacht safety equipment to
include the more accurate 406 Mhz

Emergency Position Indicating Beacons
(EPIRBs) in place of the present
121,51243 Mhz EPIRBs, plus additional
EPIRBs for each mereft. Owners are

urged to consider further upgrading to a
GPIRB - a 406 Mhz with GPS interface.

. Personal safety equipment to include
personal strobes or high density lights
and dye markers, and a replacement
time of seven years for safety harnesses.
Recommended for crew members are

personal EPIRBs, buoyancy vests to be
part of personal kit and should be worn
at all times.

. Safety harnesses to be stowed in a
watertight container and each yacht
shall carry additional harness tethers for
one third of the declared crew number

for use in heary weather. These addi-
tional tethers to be used for dual clip-
ping of crew members or to focilitate
safe movement on deck.

. Yacht safety inspections will include the
deployment of storm jibs and trysails for
recognition and reporting at the start.
Sheets should be sewn/spliced on and
permanently attached on storm jibs and
trysails.

. Four white flares must be carried in

addition to current flare requirements.
. At least one of the ship's batteries
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yachts entering IR2000 and PHS. . dM-
510ns will be I'etjuiFed to'sign a declai'a-
tion to 111e effect that rib changes have
been made to the yacht's jig. sailing con-
figtii'at ion, hull andlor appendages that
affect stability as declai'ed by document-
ed methods

. Adding a wealhei. foi'ecaster to the Race
Control Centre in Hobai. t to genei'are
(close to) I'eal-time forecasts to the fleet
through the Radio Relay Vessel, including
reports from Bass Sri'ait oil jigs and orh-
er sources in Eastei'n Bass Sti'ait

. Coinpulsoi'y radio I'epoi'ting of strong
winds (above 40 1<nots) and estiinated
wave heights by competing yachts

. A coinpulsoi. y situation assessment and
I'epoi't by the 51<1ppei' of each yacht
when abeant of Gleen Cape on the Far
South Coast of New Sourli Wales - 37

15' S. Each ownei'/SI<IPPei' will be

I'equii'ed to Inal<e a declai'at10n by I'adjo
to Race Conti'o1 as to the capability of
the boat and ci. ew to colicinue in the

I'ace aftei. acl<nowlcdgiiig titat the boat

has I. eceivcd tile latest wentliei' informa.

fishore VCchiih12
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Team Jaguar, """kyin was one of the casualties of the 1998 Telstra Sydney to Hobar. , bur to now back
to racing. foie - Thierry Martinezj

should be the gel or closed cell type for
the purpose of starting the engine or
operating radios after being inverted.

. The CYCA to apply a more stringent
and formal protocol to scrutinise each
entry to ensure that stability, seaworrhi-
ness and crew experience are complied
with.

. Yacht names will be limited to two

ofwords maximum for the purpose
radio communications.

. The CYCA will enforce Sailing Instruc-
tions provisions that retiring yachts pro-
vide position, destination, ETA and
details of the condition of the

yachdcrew.
Meanwhile plans are under way to

improve race administration and proce-
dures and race communications. This

includes upgrading of radio transmission
focilities at the Royal Yacht Club of Tas-
mania, and upgrading of marine radio and
satellite telephone equipment aboard the
Radio Relay Vessel. Each yacht will also be
required to carry a hand held VHF radio
as a final resort for communication in a

search and rescue situation.

The CYCA is in the process of a devel-
oping a new SHYR Race Management Plan
that covers every facet of race administra-
tion from the issuing of the Notice of
Race to the Post Race Review. The

CYCAIRYCT is also developing a Crisis
Management Plan to be in place before
the 1999 Sydney to Hobart.

The CYCA 1998 Sydney Hobart

Review Committee's Report should be
read by at least every owner/skipper, sail-
ing master and navigator planning to coin-
pete in the 1999 Telstra Sydney to

Copies are available for $20,Hobart.

plus postage, from:
CYCA

New Beach Board

Darling Point NSW 2027.
Telephone: (02) 93639731
Fax (02) 93639745.

Offshore Yochfing

Certain personal aafoty equipment will be
mandatory for all crew in the ,999 Teletra
Sydney to Hobar. IPic - Thlerry Martinez)
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tile event
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';,*ed ntost of t^e I'econlinendations in

., .
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merit, and communication equipment and
opei'at 10n

.

^
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tion available at that stage.
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weather, he ary weather sailing tech-
niques, safety and search operations,
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and overall search and rescue tech-
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is recommended that all crew attend

such seminars where possible. One
member of the crew will also have to

have completed a recognised first aid
course.
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Emergency Position Indicating Beacons
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urged to consider further upgrading to a
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. Personal safety equipment to include
personal strobes or high density lights
and dye markers, and a replacement
time of seven years for safety harnesses.
Recommended for crew members are

personal EPIRBs, buoyancy vests to be
part of personal kit and should be worn
at all times.

. Safety harnesses to be stowed in a
watertight container and each yacht
shall carry additional harness tethers for
one third of the declared crew number

for use in heary weather. These addi-
tional tethers to be used for dual clip-
ping of crew members or to focilitate
safe movement on deck.

. Yacht safety inspections will include the
deployment of storm jibs and trysails for
recognition and reporting at the start.
Sheets should be sewn/spliced on and
permanently attached on storm jibs and
trysails.

. Four white flares must be carried in

addition to current flare requirements.
. At least one of the ship's batteries
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should be the gel or closed cell type for
the purpose of starting the engine or
operating radios after being inverted.

. The CYCA to apply a more stringent
and formal protocol to scrutinise each
entry to ensure that stability, seaworrhi-
ness and crew experience are complied
with.

. Yacht names will be limited to two

ofwords maximum for the purpose
radio communications.

. The CYCA will enforce Sailing Instruc-
tions provisions that retiring yachts pro-
vide position, destination, ETA and
details of the condition of the

yachdcrew.
Meanwhile plans are under way to

improve race administration and proce-
dures and race communications. This

includes upgrading of radio transmission
focilities at the Royal Yacht Club of Tas-
mania, and upgrading of marine radio and
satellite telephone equipment aboard the
Radio Relay Vessel. Each yacht will also be
required to carry a hand held VHF radio
as a final resort for communication in a

search and rescue situation.

The CYCA is in the process of a devel-
oping a new SHYR Race Management Plan
that covers every facet of race administra-
tion from the issuing of the Notice of
Race to the Post Race Review. The

CYCAIRYCT is also developing a Crisis
Management Plan to be in place before
the 1999 Sydney to Hobart.

The CYCA 1998 Sydney Hobart

Review Committee's Report should be
read by at least every owner/skipper, sail-
ing master and navigator planning to coin-
pete in the 1999 Telstra Sydney to

Copies are available for $20,Hobart.

plus postage, from:
CYCA

New Beach Board

Darling Point NSW 2027.
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CD The Report on the 1998 Sydney
. Hobart Race prepared by our Review
e Committee has now been in the "pub

^ Iic domain" for two months. I am
e extremely happy (and mightily

= relieved) that the Report has been
most positively received and pleased to

= report that the Board has put in place
O rigorous procedures to ensure that the

^ recommendations set out in the Report
are implemented in a timely way. I also

CD note with great pleasure that Peter
^ Bush, the Chairman of the Review
^, Committee (and more importantly the

guy who did most of the work!), has
been awarded a life membership to the

O orcA in rorcA in recognition of his efforts. A
. just reward.
.With the NSW Coroner's Inquiry

scheduled to begin in November this
year, our primary focus has now shifted
to the Club's representation at those
proceedings. it is becoming increasing
Iy clear that one of the key issues we
need to be mindful of is the potential
for parties to make submissions to the
Coroner which bear upon the duty of
care of race organisers.

To date, the orcA (and all other
Race Organisers around the world)
have relied on the Racing Rules of Sail-
ing which place the overriding respon-
sibility for the safety of a yacht and its

individual skippers. If,crew on

through the Coronial Inquiry proce-
dure, it was sought to transfer all, or
some, of the weight of that responsibil-
ity to race organisers and officials (such
as by requiring use of the race aban-
donment power), our sport could be
profoundly adversely affected. I, for
one, would seriously reconsider my
own (and the Club's) preparedness to
act in any organising capacity if the

14 August . September 1999
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potential liabilities of organising offi-
cials were increased.

Clearly, this issue has the potential
to affect all other sailing clubs and
quite possibly other sports also. Whilst
at this stage it looks like the orcA will
have to carry the cost burden of repre-
senting the sport at these proceedings,
it would be nice if the Australian Yacht-

ing Federation and other sailing clubs
could see their way clear to lend a hand
in some way. Let me assure you I will be
putting the proposition to them before
long!

One of the few negatives to come
out of the release of the Review Coin-

mittse report has been the degree of
media focus and public airing of views
regarding Mangaret Rintott! Ills (Awl)
sighting of Sun, d of Orion (SoR) whilst
disabled at the height of the storm.

As most orcA members would be

aware, there have been consistent

rumours and mutterings regarding the
matter, both within the Club coinmuni-

ty and in the public domain ever since
the 1998 Sydney Hobart Race. The
Club deliberately chose not to coin-
merit on the issue prior to the release
of the Review Committee Report so as
not to fuel public or media interest.

report by seeking a joint statement by
the skippers of Amyl and SoR to the
effect that there was no issue. Unfortu-

nately, the skippers of the two boats
were unable to reach such a resolution.

As a consequence, the Club consid-
ered the only responsible and proper
course of action to be available was to

make a report to the Protest Commit
tee, so that all of the facts could be

considered in a proper way that is fair
to all parties and would bring damag
ing rumor and innuendo to a close. In
doing so, the Club again deliberately
did not make comment on the issue,

other than to endeavor to explain the
process to the media.

I must acknowledge at this point
that during the press conference held
to release the Report, and in response
to a question from a journalist regard-
ing Racing Rule 1.1, I made the follow-
ing statement:

"The Rules of Yacht Racing and
Maritime Law are quite specific, in
terms of the obligation on all yachts to
render whatever assistance they can
safely provide to a yacht that is in dis-
tress. Not dissimilar at all to not stop
ping after a car accident. "

I understand that Mr Furcell feels

that the "car accident" analogy I used is
inappropriate and conveys a wrong
impression. I apologise to Mr Furcell if
my comments caused him or his family
any distress or hurt feelings. There was
certainly no intention on my part to do
anything other than to field the
reporter's question. I did not intend
for the comment to cast any particular
slant on MRIl's actions after having
sighted SoR.

Information gathered by the Review
Committee was the SUI?ject of a report
to the Protest Committee under Rule

69n is important to note that Rule 69
is unusual in that there does not need

to be a protesting party or protest
lodged. it is the Protest Committee's
role under the Racing Rules of Sailing
to delemmine whether or not to investi-

gate further, call a hearing, take other
action or impose any penalties. The
Protest Committee, which acts inde-

pendently of the Club, reviewed the
material at its disposal, made certain
enquiries and determined that the full
extent and appropriateness of Mar/*

Offshore Yochting
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The Club, in the opinion of the
Board, had no option but to mention
in the Review Committee Report the
fact that a yacht had passed close to SoR
whilst she was in distress. To have not

done so would have exposed the Club
to criticism of not having been trior-
ough or open in its investigations.

it was our hope that we could have
reached "closure" on the matter prior
to the release of the Review Committee
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. Hobart Race prepared by our Review
e Committee has now been in the "pub

^ Iic domain" for two months. I am
e extremely happy (and mightily

= relieved) that the Report has been
most positively received and pleased to

= report that the Board has put in place
O rigorous procedures to ensure that the

^ recommendations set out in the Report
are implemented in a timely way. I also

CD note with great pleasure that Peter
^ Bush, the Chairman of the Review
^, Committee (and more importantly the

guy who did most of the work!), has
been awarded a life membership to the

O orcA in rorcA in recognition of his efforts. A
. just reward.
.With the NSW Coroner's Inquiry

scheduled to begin in November this
year, our primary focus has now shifted
to the Club's representation at those
proceedings. it is becoming increasing
Iy clear that one of the key issues we
need to be mindful of is the potential
for parties to make submissions to the
Coroner which bear upon the duty of
care of race organisers.

To date, the orcA (and all other
Race Organisers around the world)
have relied on the Racing Rules of Sail-
ing which place the overriding respon-
sibility for the safety of a yacht and its

individual skippers. If,crew on

through the Coronial Inquiry proce-
dure, it was sought to transfer all, or
some, of the weight of that responsibil-
ity to race organisers and officials (such
as by requiring use of the race aban-
donment power), our sport could be
profoundly adversely affected. I, for
one, would seriously reconsider my
own (and the Club's) preparedness to
act in any organising capacity if the
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potential liabilities of organising offi-
cials were increased.

Clearly, this issue has the potential
to affect all other sailing clubs and
quite possibly other sports also. Whilst
at this stage it looks like the orcA will
have to carry the cost burden of repre-
senting the sport at these proceedings,
it would be nice if the Australian Yacht-

ing Federation and other sailing clubs
could see their way clear to lend a hand
in some way. Let me assure you I will be
putting the proposition to them before
long!

One of the few negatives to come
out of the release of the Review Coin-

mittse report has been the degree of
media focus and public airing of views
regarding Mangaret Rintott! Ills (Awl)
sighting of Sun, d of Orion (SoR) whilst
disabled at the height of the storm.

As most orcA members would be

aware, there have been consistent

rumours and mutterings regarding the
matter, both within the Club coinmuni-

ty and in the public domain ever since
the 1998 Sydney Hobart Race. The
Club deliberately chose not to coin-
merit on the issue prior to the release
of the Review Committee Report so as
not to fuel public or media interest.

report by seeking a joint statement by
the skippers of Amyl and SoR to the
effect that there was no issue. Unfortu-

nately, the skippers of the two boats
were unable to reach such a resolution.

As a consequence, the Club consid-
ered the only responsible and proper
course of action to be available was to

make a report to the Protest Commit
tee, so that all of the facts could be

considered in a proper way that is fair
to all parties and would bring damag
ing rumor and innuendo to a close. In
doing so, the Club again deliberately
did not make comment on the issue,

other than to endeavor to explain the
process to the media.

I must acknowledge at this point
that during the press conference held
to release the Report, and in response
to a question from a journalist regard-
ing Racing Rule 1.1, I made the follow-
ing statement:

"The Rules of Yacht Racing and
Maritime Law are quite specific, in
terms of the obligation on all yachts to
render whatever assistance they can
safely provide to a yacht that is in dis-
tress. Not dissimilar at all to not stop
ping after a car accident. "

I understand that Mr Furcell feels

that the "car accident" analogy I used is
inappropriate and conveys a wrong
impression. I apologise to Mr Furcell if
my comments caused him or his family
any distress or hurt feelings. There was
certainly no intention on my part to do
anything other than to field the
reporter's question. I did not intend
for the comment to cast any particular
slant on MRIl's actions after having
sighted SoR.

Information gathered by the Review
Committee was the SUI?ject of a report
to the Protest Committee under Rule

69n is important to note that Rule 69
is unusual in that there does not need

to be a protesting party or protest
lodged. it is the Protest Committee's
role under the Racing Rules of Sailing
to delemmine whether or not to investi-

gate further, call a hearing, take other
action or impose any penalties. The
Protest Committee, which acts inde-

pendently of the Club, reviewed the
material at its disposal, made certain
enquiries and determined that the full
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actions following the sighting of SoR
should be considered by them, and a
hearing held in order to assist with
doing so.

This process, as prescribed under
the Racing Rules of Sailing, gives all
parties every opportunity to put for-
ward their case and is the process that
we all agree to abide by when coinpet-
ing in yacht races.

Unfortunately the media has not
understood the process and has POT-
trayed Mr Furcell as being charged (by
the Club) of a breach of the Racing
Rules. The issue has consequently
received significant exposure in the
media and put an unfavourable spot

light on Mr Furcell, the orcA, and the
sport of sailing.

What is also extremely unfortunate
is that Mr Furcell is denied the OPPor-
runity of the process being completed
promptly because there are other
issues relating to this matter that must
also be taken into account. Not least of

these is the forthcoming Coronial
Inquiry, where matters relating to SoR
(amongst others) will be relevant. The
Coroner has not yet determined
whether the sighting of SoR by Awl is

and hasrelevant to hisInquiries

requested that as litrle as possible be
said and that no derenninations be

made until he has further considered

Wine 11 aise inn
I;Yl;A nan"F1 un
I ^^a hibart
With hundreds of copies of the Cniis-
ing Yacht Club of Australia's 1998 Syd-
mey Hobart Review Committee Report
distributed throughout Australia and
overseas, the Club has received many
favourable coriuments from yachtsnien,
yacht clubs and madthne authorities.

The Australian Maritime Safety
Authority, which coordinated the res-
cue of 55 sailors during the race, said
it fully supported the orcA's crew
training initiatives and would continue
its close relationship with the club in
pre-race briefings.

"AMSA particulary supports the
report's recommendations in regard to
search and rescue, " chief executive offi-
cer Clive Davidson told OFFSHORE.

"It is undeniable that the mandatory
carriage of a 406 MHz emergency be a-
con in each yacht and a beacon in each
literalt would be beneficial " he added.

"The value of sailors wearing their
own personal distress beacon for use
when they're in grave and imminent
danger - such as a 'man overboard' - is
also clearly recognised.

"From AMSA's perspective, the coin-
merits provided by race participants in
the orcA's post-race question aire were
also valuable, and provided an addi-
tional source of information that we
and other search and rescue authori-

the matter's relevance. For the Protest

Committee to fully consider the matter
prior to the coroner publishing his
findings could be prejudicial to other
interested parties.

it is my sincere hope that there is
ultimately a favourable finding for Mr
Furcell and that the matter may be put
properly to bed as soon as practicable.
Unfortunately, with the Inquiry
a4joumed until I November 1999, it is
likely to be some time before that will

ties will be able to draw on, " Davidson
added.

Other comments made to OFF-

SHORE in a survey of yachtsmen who
competed in the 1998 Sydney to
Hobart included:

occur.

^̂
r::

Hugo van Kretschmar
Commodore

Cruising Yacht Club of Australia

2. Changes to the winter program so
that crews will experience he ary
winds when the westerly influence is
about, sayJuly to September.

3. Every yacht should carry at least one
person who has experienced Bass
Strait conditions at their worst.

4. Mandatory that the webbing deck
strap is not used for crew harnessing
while on the weather rail.

The communication recommenda-

tions ourlined in the report are all part
and parcel of upgrading the system,
which is a good thing. "

^.::

John SIanley

Ich" St""by, in, mm ch","hill -
"I found the report very coinprehen-
sire in a lot of areas. The area I am

most interested in is life rafts, which

should and will go further. After the
findings of the Coronial Inquiry are
released and after observing tank test
ing of the life raft I was in, I am sure
there will be a further review of rafts. "

in Ps"It's, Ant Midnight Rambler -
"All in all it was a good report and all
the recommendations will be achiev-

able. However, they will place further
financial burden onto the boat owners,
but what's a human life worth? I would

like to see the increased costs shared,

perhaps between the owners and the
Club.

Iwas glad to see the report didn't set
out to blame anyone for the events of
the 1998 race. "

August . September 1999

Bill Roteljjff, Mercedes r, ' -
"While everything in the report was rel-
evant, there are several issues that our

sailing office and safety inspectors
should address. These include;

I. Changes to the sailing program that
initiate additional ocean races and

mandatory attendance for crews to
be allowed to go on and do the
Hobart Race.

."

,

Syd Fischer has
dedicated his fifth

challenge for the
America's Cup to the
youth of Australia,
renamed his challenge
yacht Young Australia
2000 and nominated a

19-year-old as skipper.
At the age of 19, James Spithill will be
the youngest ever skipper of an Amen-
co's Cup challenger when he helms Syd
mscher's hung ALStr"!to 2000 in the
opening round-robin of the Louis Vuit-
ton Cup challenger trials in Auckland
in late October this year.

Litde known beyond his club, the
Royal Prince AMred Yacht Club in Syd-

the national and internationalney,

youth sailing arena which he has sailed
so well over the past few years, and in
the crew of Fischer's ocean racer, Rag"-
inI!din, Spithill has emerged as one of
Australia's most talented young helms-
men, both in fleet and match racing.

Fischer was quick to see his poren-
tial and for the past season he has been
a Fischer protege, working on the
boats owned by the veteran yachtsman,
steering fog@may/'/in and being funded
by Fischer to gain experience on the
international match racing circuit.

He has certainly rewarded Fischer's
confidence, helming fog@in14n?, with

Offshore Yochtlng
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Keith Flint - He!sal "' -

"The report was very comprehensive.
My only comment is that there must be
many more stories and incidents that
occurred during the race but were nev-
er reported. "

John Q, ,inn, Polaris -
"There has obviously been a lot of work
go into this report and I compliment
the Committee on that. I feel that the

keyissue of the capability ... go top@ge 68

James Spifriill who at 19 will be the youngest
skipper in the history of the America's Cup when
challenger competition for the Louis Vuitton Cup
starts in AUGkland on 0610ber ,8.

"It's time for us old guys to hand
over the wheel. We've put this sundi-
cate forward to help build a team of
young match-racing specialists who can
take our kinetica's Cup tradition into
the 21st century, " he said.

James Spithill is the eldest of three
children of a sailing family who grew
up on the waterfront at Elvina Bay on
Pittwater in Sydney's north. The only
access to home was by boat or ferry and
he began sailing as a five-year-old.

Joining the Royal Prince A1fred
Yacht Club as ajunior member, James
developed his skills under coach Rod
Hagebols and in 19951ed the Pittwater
High School team to victory in the
NSW Secondary Schools teams series,
winning it twice more and the

National championship - before coin-
pledng his Higher Schools Certificate.

He burst into prominence in the
match-racing scene when he won the
NSW open championship in 1996 and
followed this with a fine third in the

Lexcen Cup in Perth.
James has been sailing on Rag@may'

jin in offshore racing in Australia and
overseas since early last year, at the
same time being given the opportunity
by Syd Fischer to contest international
match racing events, with impressive
results.

Last year saw a win in the Continen-
toI Airlines Corporate Regatta in New
York, the Harken International Youth

Match Racing Regatta on Pithvater,
and an outstanding victory in the Coke
Cup World Youth Match Racing Chain-
pionships in Auckland. In World
match racing rankings he is NO I youth
sailor (under 20) , 49th in open rank-
ings and N0 2 in Australia.

Young Australia 2000 will compete
in the Louis Vuitton Cup (the lead up
series from which the ultimate chal-

Ienger is selected) in New Zealand
starting October 18 in an attempt to
qualify to challenge for the America's
Cup. The team will then continue to
train through to the 2003 America's

^Cup.

17August . September 1999

great skill and concentration and show-
ing his match racing potential in
becoming NO I ranked youth (under
20) in the world.

At the same time, it became obvious

that with the Sydney 2000 Olympic
Games drain on sponsorship money,
Fischer's Australian Challenge for the
America's Cup (ACAC) syndicate chal-
Ienge through the Cruising Yacht Club
of Australia could not get the support
needed for a fullscale challenge,
including building a new boat.

So it came to pass that ACAC repre-
sentatives Syd Fischer OBE and Sir
James Hardy OBE unveiled their "new
generation" 2000 challenge syndicate -
Young Australia 2000 - at the orcA in
early June.

Not only will James Spithill be the
youngest ever skipper of an America's
Cup entry, but, in another Cup first,
the crew will consist of U talented

young sailors aged 18-22 as well as four
experienced "mentor sailors".

"To mount a challenge for the
America's Cup, one of the most presti-
gious events in the yachting world, is
simply the ultimate dream for many
young sailors, " Fischer said at the
orc\. launch.

"I have been considering the idea of
a youth challenge for some time now,
and with the approval of the ACAC
board and the support of the orcA, it
has become a reality!

Offshore Yochting
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. Teak 'v' loin, ed boarding
to cabin sides

. Teak raced bulkheads

. Double berth

. 125mm mattress

. Teak hanging locker

. Teak storege locker.

. Slunge under bunk

. I x large deck hatch

. I x overhead light

. 2 x reading Iigh.

. 2 x fixed portholes

. Carpel on noor

. Teak cabin door

Guat Cabin,

. Soft fabric headliner

. Teak faced bulkheads

. Upper and lower
single bunks

. 125mm mattress

. Teak hanging locker

. Teak storege locker.

. Storege under bunk

. Access 10 mas,

. 2 x reading Iigh. s

. I x under deck 118h.

. Carpel on noor

. Deck hatch

. Opening port hole

. Fixed port hole

. Teak cabin door

Saloon

. Laininaied 13 mm tin, ed
safety glass windows

. Soft fabric headliner

. 'I' shape genee covered
un Iea, her

. Double sellee covered in
leather wiih 5.0mge
drewers underneath

. Helm seat covered
in leather

. Teak dinette table
(ex, endable)

. Teak cocktail cabine, on
51arboard side

. Teak handmils

. Teak steps down
10 galley

. Teak and holly floor

. Engine access hatches

Offshore Yochfing

. Slainless steel
fixed boom vang

. Roller headsail
funing system

Endne tommy, men"
. Foam sound proofing
. 2 x engine room lights
. 920 lit slainless

steel fuel tanks

. 000 lit stainless steel
water rinks

. 40 11r ho, water unit

. Freshwater
pressure pump

. Ball valves on
all skin fittings

. reinm slainless steel
propeller shall

. Feathering (3) bladed
propeller

. Teak floor cupboards
with plenty of storage

. 2 x deck hatches

. 6 x 12 vol,
overhead lights

. I x 12 vol, power ourlet

. I x 240 volt power our let

. I x window wiper

. 10 x verosol blinds

hulae Sneer1.19
. Teak dashboard complete

wirh engine controls.
warning lights. audible
alann. o11 pressure gauge.
water reinpemiure gauge.
Iachomeier. vol, merers

. Wind instrument
multifunction
repeater unir

. vhf redio

. Coinple, e 12 vol, d. c
panel with breakers

. hamina. e bench lops and
splash backs

. Teak lop cupboards
with 510mge for plates.
cups ac

. Teak pantry

. Teak raced bulkheads

. Teak 'v' jointed boarded
headliner

. Teak and holly noor

. Gimballed gas glove and
oven

. Microwave

. Slain!ess steel sink

. Hot and cold
pressurised water

. 24th and engine driven
eu, ECUc refugemtor

. 24th and engine driven
eutedic freezer

. 2 x over bench 118h,

. I x overhead lights

. I x 240 vol. double Duller

. I x large deck hatch
Stybo"d An Obin=

. Son fabric headliner

. Teak raced bulkheads and
bunk sides

. Single bunk

. Stunge under bunk

. 125mm mattress

. Teak navigarors
charr reble

. Vet locker

. I x overhead Iigh,

. I x chart Iighr

. 3 x electric bilge urnp
(hid. engine & a I

- and about 85 years '
experience

coinparimenrs)
. I x manual bilge pump
. Compressor (u, ec)
Generator,

. 6.5 k. v a. die"I
freshwater cooled

Engine,
. 4 cylinder 100 h p volvo

with marine gears

. Complete 240 volt a. c
panel with breakers

. Hydmulic steering
Oven",

. Around 3,000 kilos
or resin

. 500 linear metres
or electrical cable

. 6,000 screws and bolts

. 90 litres of paint

. 3,400 rele hone
calls and axes

Designed and built to an unequalled standard of craftsmanship,
globalIy acclaimed, Australian-made "Beautiful Buizen" 40' and 48'

pilothouse yachts deliver a combination of luxury, performance and
handling ease that is simply beyond compare

. 1875 cups of
coffee and rea

. urn leen late nights
an early mornings

. lashings of elbow grease

.

I

YACHTS
A CLASS APART

f M. \I r r I MJrindV I

Telephone (02) 9450 1441 Facsimile (02) 9450 2472
WWW. buizenyachts. comau E-Mail: buizen@magna. coma
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111"I. y
t may be he last show

he centur but the

ydney
ternational boat Show

is set to farewell the

^er, tury in style.
exhibitoi;s will display
260 million worth ofs at

, ne engines, electronics, fish-
inc e, nautical clothing and acces-

what has been described as

greatest recreational boating exhi-
on in the Southern Hemisphere.

e Show will be staged over six
2 to 2;Z, at its tradition-

g Har our home.
Is of the Darling Har-

'b'tion 99ntre were sold out
d of June with a vast display of

at-rdated accessories.

u e, in adjoining Cockle Bay,
ao 'rig marina will be packed with

large motor cruisers and an increasing
of yachts, including the latest

boats from Beneteau, Jeanneau, X-
Yachts, Bavaria, Grand Soleil, the

litord internation muge of Syd-

fashion parades featuring the latest in
nautical clothing.

.

Salety Einin, nani
Yacht owners and their crews planning
to enter the 1999 Telstra Sydney to
Hobart will have the opportunity to
assess the latest safety equipment, both
for the boat and personally, in the
light of the orcA Review Committee's
findings and recommendations in its
report on the 1998 Sydney to Hobart.

In particular, owners will need to
look at 406 MHz EPIRBs which will be

compulsory new equipment for all
yachts in the 1999 Hobart. Each yacht
will also have to carry an EPIRB for
each literalt on board.

The orcA has introduced the 406

MHz EPIRB to enable more accurate

pinpointing of distress signals, but also
to enable search and rescue COOTdina-

tors to identify the boat whose EPIRB
This latesthas been activated.

improvement in EPIRB technology can
provide a precise fix within five min-
utes of the distress call being received
that is accurate to within 100 metres.

By providing a 406 MHz unit with GPS
data, not only is the vessel idenulica-
tion sent, but also its last known POSi-
non.

,

be coming across to Sydney with a coin.
PIete range of safety equipment,
including the Sadind CPIRB 406 MHz
unit. These are the preferred types Tee
ommended by the orc\ Review Coin-
mittse Report into the 1998 Telstra
Sydney to Hobart.

While personal EPIRBs will not be
compulsory for the next Sydney
Hobart, the orcA Review Committee
has included them as recommended

o

a

ney class yachts, Butten, Farr, Scany-
adjts and of our.

GPeople are always
asking us what' s
in 21 Buizen that

makes it so special
here goes -so

The Sydney B at Show win be open
loam to un daily, exce t for the

Sunday w " dose at 6pm. More
than 8 are expected.

'ons win indude the

ds Fishing Clinic, the
, and a number of

Safety equip
specialist

REDcompany

(Australia) Pts, Dad
will be displaying
ACR Electronics

Satoriite's RapidFix
406 MHz EPIRB

with GPS interface

at the Boat Show.

ACRThese

CPIRBs are said to

provide a precise
position fix within
five minutes that is

accurate to within

100 metres. Port

Adelaide-based

Quin Marine will

merit

~

Hung

outer skin. rip g 150phthalic
gelcoa. Ile layered with
denkane spv 304 vinyl ester
resin. backed up with
150ph, halic polyester and
e-glass maxal reinforcement

I . September 1999

The Sydney International Boat SI. ow is said to
be the largest rocreatior, al boating exhibi"on -in
the Soul, orn Hemisphere.

Deck

outer skin. n p g 150phihalic
gelcoa, lie layered with
polyester resin and e-glass
reinforcement

Core.

PVC. roam Solid
reinforcemen, under all
fillings
inner .k",

isuphibalic polyester resin
and e-glass reinforcement
Deck Equip"cm"
. Slainless steel stemhead

wiih double bow roller.
one filled with a 275 kg
plough anchor and 50 intr
or 10 mm chain

. He ary duty eleciric
anchor winch 1000w

. large selldmining anchor
locker divided into ino
tompar. men's

. stainless steel pulpit.
pushpit and sinnchions
with double lite lines and
boarding gales

. 2 hid and 2 all fa, rleads
and mooring clears

. 2 inIdship clears

. 5 alloy deck hatches

. 8 opening port holes

. 6 fixed portholes

. Stainless 51eel handrails

. 2 solar vents over toilets

. 41arge deck drains

. I sail water anchor wash

. Genoa tracks and main
track

. Fuel filler

. Water filler

Cockpit
. Moulded fibreglass self

dinining
' 3 $10mge lockers
. 2 gas bottles
. 2 pushpi, sears
. Teak laid cockpit floor

and seals

. Fed"Ial wiih stainless
steel wheel. compass and
hydmulic steering

. 'autohelm' Iridata +
combination windspeed
and direaion

. Engine control

. Elearic hyd"ulic runtng
controls

. Anchor control

. 2 electric hydmulic genoa
winches

. 2 mainshee, winches

. aluminium door 10 saloon

Tramcom,

. Plaitorm moulded in
transom

. Non skid fibreglass

. Bum in fibreglass steps to
cockpit

*-

I

. stainless steel swim
ladder

. Freshwater Innsom
shower

Electrical

. One 12 volt bank of
batteries for engine

. Two 12 volt banks of
batteries for geneml use

. 240 vol. battery charger
80 amp

. 240 vol, shore
power inIe.

. 4 x 240 volrs outlets

. I x 12 volrs ou, Ie.

. 26 it 12 volts Iighrs
Omenor)

. Navigation lights

. Anchor light

. Combination
steamingdeck Iigh,

. Cockpit 118h.

. 12 vol. panel with
breakers

. 240 vol, panel
with breakers

. Bartery isolation switch

. Battery link switches

. 3 x bilge pumps

. I x deck wash
pump (salt)

. I x hydraulic pump

. 2 x engine room lights

. 2 x shower sump pump

. I x fresh warer pump
Mrst a musing
. Keel stepped alloy mast
. Double spreader rig
. Alloy boom with

hydmulic funing system
. Slainless steel standing

rigging with swaged
rerminals

I

. Freshwater cooling

. internalor

. Vonme. er

. Tachomerer

. 011 pressure gauge

. Water reinpemrure gauge

. Audible alarm

. Warning lights

. Raw water sirsiner

. Fuel filler

Head,

. 2 x shower. roller and
vanity unit

. One peee fibreglass
moulding

. Toilets are ledmsan
system

. Ho, and cold
pressurised water

. Vanity basins

. 2 x 12 vol,
overhead lights

. I x 240 volt Duller

. Automatic discharging
shower sump

. Hand held shower

. Mirror

. Towel nil

. Solar ven. s

. Opening poll holes

. Overhead locker

. Teak shower ginies

. Teak access doors

Gamey=

Yachts and largo motor erui~s rinod in Cockb Bay will be a habure of
tile ,999 Sydney In^"", al ^ ^low.

. I x reading 118hi

. 2 x opening portholes

. Teak & holly floor

. Access 10 greenng
coinpanmen,

. Teak cabin door

Porn Am Cabin=

. Soft fabric headliner

. Teak raced bulkheads
and bunk sides

. Double bunk

. 125mm manners

. Teak hanging locker

. Teak dresser

. SIomge under bunk

. I x overhead 118h,

. I x reading light

. 2 x opening portholes

. Carpel on floor

. Teak cabin door

Forward Cabin=

. Son fabric headliner

. Teak 'v' loin, ed boarding
to cabin sides

. Teak raced bulkheads

. Double berth

. 125mm mattress

. Teak hanging locker

. Teak storege locker.

. Slunge under bunk

. I x large deck hatch

. I x overhead light

. 2 x reading Iigh.

. 2 x fixed portholes

. Carpel on noor

. Teak cabin door

Guat Cabin,

. Soft fabric headliner

. Teak faced bulkheads

. Upper and lower
single bunks

. 125mm mattress

. Teak hanging locker

. Teak storege locker.

. Storege under bunk

. Access 10 mas,

. 2 x reading Iigh. s

. I x under deck 118h.

. Carpel on noor

. Deck hatch

. Opening port hole

. Fixed port hole

. Teak cabin door

Saloon

. Laininaied 13 mm tin, ed
safety glass windows

. Soft fabric headliner

. 'I' shape genee covered
un Iea, her

. Double sellee covered in
leather wiih 5.0mge
drewers underneath

. Helm seat covered
in leather

. Teak dinette table
(ex, endable)

. Teak cocktail cabine, on
51arboard side

. Teak handmils

. Teak steps down
10 galley

. Teak and holly floor

. Engine access hatches

Offshore Yochfing

. Slainless steel
fixed boom vang

. Roller headsail
funing system

Endne tommy, men"
. Foam sound proofing
. 2 x engine room lights
. 920 lit slainless

steel fuel tanks

. 000 lit stainless steel
water rinks

. 40 11r ho, water unit

. Freshwater
pressure pump

. Ball valves on
all skin fittings

. reinm slainless steel
propeller shall

. Feathering (3) bladed
propeller

. Teak floor cupboards
with plenty of storage

. 2 x deck hatches

. 6 x 12 vol,
overhead lights

. I x 12 vol, power ourlet

. I x 240 volt power our let

. I x window wiper

. 10 x verosol blinds

hulae Sneer1.19
. Teak dashboard complete

wirh engine controls.
warning lights. audible
alann. o11 pressure gauge.
water reinpemiure gauge.
Iachomeier. vol, merers

. Wind instrument
multifunction
repeater unir

. vhf redio

. Coinple, e 12 vol, d. c
panel with breakers

. hamina. e bench lops and
splash backs

. Teak lop cupboards
with 510mge for plates.
cups ac

. Teak pantry

. Teak raced bulkheads

. Teak 'v' jointed boarded
headliner

. Teak and holly noor

. Gimballed gas glove and
oven

. Microwave

. Slain!ess steel sink

. Hot and cold
pressurised water

. 24th and engine driven
eu, ECUc refugemtor

. 24th and engine driven
eutedic freezer

. 2 x over bench 118h,

. I x overhead lights

. I x 240 vol. double Duller

. I x large deck hatch
Stybo"d An Obin=

. Son fabric headliner

. Teak raced bulkheads and
bunk sides

. Single bunk

. Stunge under bunk

. 125mm mattress

. Teak navigarors
charr reble

. Vet locker

. I x overhead Iigh,

. I x chart Iighr

. 3 x electric bilge urnp
(hid. engine & a I

- and about 85 years '
experience

coinparimenrs)
. I x manual bilge pump
. Compressor (u, ec)
Generator,

. 6.5 k. v a. die"I
freshwater cooled

Engine,
. 4 cylinder 100 h p volvo

with marine gears

. Complete 240 volt a. c
panel with breakers

. Hydmulic steering
Oven",

. Around 3,000 kilos
or resin

. 500 linear metres
or electrical cable

. 6,000 screws and bolts

. 90 litres of paint

. 3,400 rele hone
calls and axes

Designed and built to an unequalled standard of craftsmanship,
globalIy acclaimed, Australian-made "Beautiful Buizen" 40' and 48'

pilothouse yachts deliver a combination of luxury, performance and
handling ease that is simply beyond compare

. 1875 cups of
coffee and rea

. urn leen late nights
an early mornings

. lashings of elbow grease

.

I

YACHTS
A CLASS APART

f M. \I r r I MJrindV I

Telephone (02) 9450 1441 Facsimile (02) 9450 2472
WWW. buizenyachts. comau E-Mail: buizen@magna. coma
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personal safety equipment for crews,
along personal flare packs. Coinpulso-
ry personal equipment will be personal
strobe or high intensity lights and per-
sonal dye markets. Among companies
displaying personal EPIRBs will be
Standard Communications with the

CME MT310 and Pains Wessex.

Sydney Yachts
iron ^z

000,000,000 .................................

Australia's major boatbuilders, Bash-
ford International/Sydney Yachts,
have have been on a high these past
few months, having their Sydney 41
chosen as the cruiser/racer of the year
in the Us, followed by the Sydney AC
40 being named Sailboat of the Year at
the Australian Boat of the Year awards,

and then seeing the Sydney AC 40
make its debut as the new one'design
yacht in teams at the Admiral's Cup in
England in July.

One of the company's successes has
been the Sydney 36 Gclass developed
for club racing and charter operators,
featuring a fractional swept back
spreader rig and non-overlapping
headsail configuration.

Sydney Yachts is now offering this
boat as the Sydney 36 Sports with van-
ous racing options. In particular, this
stiff, easy to handle boat should
address the interests of shorthanded

and twilight-oriented racing, combin-
ing this with an interior that this type of
sailing requires.

Already two Sydney 36 Sports have
been ordered from Bashford Interna-

tional. The first, for delivery in early
September, will have a recessed racing
wheel and carbon fibre mast. The sec-

ond will have an aluminium mast and

will be tiller steered. These options
demonstrate the ability to customise
the Sydney 36, both in styling and
price. The base specification Sydney
36 Sports starts at under $240,000.

Further infomiation: Sydney Yachts
phone (02) 99798044.

I;atalms
iron us A
Carolina Yachts will exhibit the brand

new Camlina 310 at the Sydney Boat
Show. Hull number one was displayed
at the Miami Boat Show in the USA,
hull number two was shipped to AUS-
tralia for its Southern Hemisphere
debut.

Designed by the innovative Camlina
design team in the USA, the Carolina
310 is positioned between the tradi-
tional Catalina 30 (of which 5,000 have
been built) and the

popular Camlina 320.
The designers lis

toned carefuly to sail- I
ing couples and built
the boat accordingly
to Incorporate many

big boat features
these potential cus-
tomers wanted in an

easily handled, stable,
31 ft hull.

The accommoda-

has beention

designed primarily
for a couple, with a
large owner's cabin
forward with a centreline double berth

and a huge double berth art for guests.
Systems have been built to enhance
life aboard. Special features include a
80 litre hot water heater, two 275

Amp/h batteries with an electronic bat
tery charger, high quality fixtures and
easily accessible pumps, valves and in-
ters.

Further infomnation contact:

Catalina Yachts Australia Pty
Limited

235 Spit Road, MOSman NSW
2088 Ph: 0299605511

yachts in Australia, will feature the new
Beneteau Oceanis 361 Clipper yacht
and Lagoon 410 catamaran at the Boat
Show.

A fine illustration of the innovative

design and building skills of Beneteau,
the Oceanis 361 Clipper was launched
at the Paris Boat Show last December

and made its Australian debut at the

Sanctuary Cove International Boat
Show in May. Designed by Berret-
Racoupeau, this 36footer has a longer,
faster hull than its predecessor, the
351, plus a larger sail area and heaw
ballast for increased stability and

,
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Boneteau Megail will also be displaying the Lagoon 410 cruising catamaran
at the Boat Show at Darling harbour.

:..,

20 August . September 1999

Bereteaii
Iron Frame

improved performance. Below decks,
the 361 has cherry-mahogany wood-
work which provides the warin, light
ambience found in the Beneteau Ocea-

nis range. The yacht comes with an
option of two double cabins or three
double cabins.

With more recorded miles than any

Luxury interior of the Grand Soleil which should
attract considerable attention at the Sydney Boat
Show.

Beneteau - Vicsail, the agents
for the French-built Beneteau,

Boneteau's new Oceanis 36 Clipper cruiser which will be
the most popular imported featured at the sydney Boat Show.

00,000,000 .........."""'

other manufacturer of catamarans,

Lagoon is a world leader in consomc-
tion of luxury cruising catamarans. in
conjunction with Beneteau design,
Lagoon catamarans are constructed
using the same high-tech methods that
have won trans oceanic speed records
for her sister yachts.

More infonnation: Beneteau - Vie

sail, phone (02) 93272088
or fax (02) 93624516.

^ram 8.1ell
iron Italy
Australia has seen imported
yachts from France, Ger-
many, the United States,
Finland, Sweden, Great

Britain, New Zealand and
Taiwan over recent years'

The latest luxury yacht
range to be imported is the

Grand Soleil from Italy
The Grand Solei1 37, on display at

the Sydney Boat Show, is an outstand-
ing boat designed specifically for those
who want a quality fast cruiserracer
with the emphasis on cruising.

Without doubt, the Grand Soleil is

one of the most stoutly-built, superbly
finished and equipped cruiser/racer's
imported to Australia, and has the
added characteristics of being a

delightfttl boat to sail.
The latest Grand Solei1 34.1 made

an impressive racing debut at the Euro-
pean IMS championships, winning the
first two races in Class 3.

Further information: Ken Lang
ford, phone (02) 9960 6598.
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Offshore Yochting

Since making their Australian debut at
last year's Sydney International Boat
Show, the German-built Bavaria and X-

Yachts from Nonvay have made quite
an impact on the Australian market.
This year, North South Yachting, which
distribute both the Bavaria and X-

Yachts in Australia will be unveiling the
X-362 Sport at the Boat Show.

The X-362 was due to arrive in Syd-
neyjust two weeks before the Show and
will be racing out of the Royal Sydney

=
.

You know where you ore when you cross

the line in " furr 40 One Design!

Offshore Yochting

.

.

Farr Internalional IAuslr. lid
lie 214 - 89 High Siree

Kew VICTORIA 3101

Tel 61398546280

Fox 61398529333
Ernoil. shone@for rini

Website WWW Foil40 o19

Enquiries
Shone Tyrre11 04/2569654
joson Rowed 0414332255

USA
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personal safety equipment for crews,
along personal flare packs. Coinpulso-
ry personal equipment will be personal
strobe or high intensity lights and per-
sonal dye markets. Among companies
displaying personal EPIRBs will be
Standard Communications with the

CME MT310 and Pains Wessex.

Sydney Yachts
iron ^z

000,000,000 .................................

Australia's major boatbuilders, Bash-
ford International/Sydney Yachts,
have have been on a high these past
few months, having their Sydney 41
chosen as the cruiser/racer of the year
in the Us, followed by the Sydney AC
40 being named Sailboat of the Year at
the Australian Boat of the Year awards,

and then seeing the Sydney AC 40
make its debut as the new one'design
yacht in teams at the Admiral's Cup in
England in July.

One of the company's successes has
been the Sydney 36 Gclass developed
for club racing and charter operators,
featuring a fractional swept back
spreader rig and non-overlapping
headsail configuration.

Sydney Yachts is now offering this
boat as the Sydney 36 Sports with van-
ous racing options. In particular, this
stiff, easy to handle boat should
address the interests of shorthanded

and twilight-oriented racing, combin-
ing this with an interior that this type of
sailing requires.

Already two Sydney 36 Sports have
been ordered from Bashford Interna-

tional. The first, for delivery in early
September, will have a recessed racing
wheel and carbon fibre mast. The sec-

ond will have an aluminium mast and

will be tiller steered. These options
demonstrate the ability to customise
the Sydney 36, both in styling and
price. The base specification Sydney
36 Sports starts at under $240,000.

Further infomiation: Sydney Yachts
phone (02) 99798044.

I;atalms
iron us A
Carolina Yachts will exhibit the brand

new Camlina 310 at the Sydney Boat
Show. Hull number one was displayed
at the Miami Boat Show in the USA,
hull number two was shipped to AUS-
tralia for its Southern Hemisphere
debut.

Designed by the innovative Camlina
design team in the USA, the Carolina
310 is positioned between the tradi-
tional Catalina 30 (of which 5,000 have
been built) and the

popular Camlina 320.
The designers lis

toned carefuly to sail- I
ing couples and built
the boat accordingly
to Incorporate many

big boat features
these potential cus-
tomers wanted in an

easily handled, stable,
31 ft hull.

The accommoda-

has beention

designed primarily
for a couple, with a
large owner's cabin
forward with a centreline double berth

and a huge double berth art for guests.
Systems have been built to enhance
life aboard. Special features include a
80 litre hot water heater, two 275

Amp/h batteries with an electronic bat
tery charger, high quality fixtures and
easily accessible pumps, valves and in-
ters.

Further infomnation contact:

Catalina Yachts Australia Pty
Limited

235 Spit Road, MOSman NSW
2088 Ph: 0299605511

yachts in Australia, will feature the new
Beneteau Oceanis 361 Clipper yacht
and Lagoon 410 catamaran at the Boat
Show.

A fine illustration of the innovative

design and building skills of Beneteau,
the Oceanis 361 Clipper was launched
at the Paris Boat Show last December

and made its Australian debut at the

Sanctuary Cove International Boat
Show in May. Designed by Berret-
Racoupeau, this 36footer has a longer,
faster hull than its predecessor, the
351, plus a larger sail area and heaw
ballast for increased stability and
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Boneteau Megail will also be displaying the Lagoon 410 cruising catamaran
at the Boat Show at Darling harbour.
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Iron Frame

improved performance. Below decks,
the 361 has cherry-mahogany wood-
work which provides the warin, light
ambience found in the Beneteau Ocea-

nis range. The yacht comes with an
option of two double cabins or three
double cabins.

With more recorded miles than any

Luxury interior of the Grand Soleil which should
attract considerable attention at the Sydney Boat
Show.

Beneteau - Vicsail, the agents
for the French-built Beneteau,

Boneteau's new Oceanis 36 Clipper cruiser which will be
the most popular imported featured at the sydney Boat Show.

00,000,000 .........."""'

other manufacturer of catamarans,

Lagoon is a world leader in consomc-
tion of luxury cruising catamarans. in
conjunction with Beneteau design,
Lagoon catamarans are constructed
using the same high-tech methods that
have won trans oceanic speed records
for her sister yachts.

More infonnation: Beneteau - Vie

sail, phone (02) 93272088
or fax (02) 93624516.

^ram 8.1ell
iron Italy
Australia has seen imported
yachts from France, Ger-
many, the United States,
Finland, Sweden, Great

Britain, New Zealand and
Taiwan over recent years'

The latest luxury yacht
range to be imported is the

Grand Soleil from Italy
The Grand Solei1 37, on display at

the Sydney Boat Show, is an outstand-
ing boat designed specifically for those
who want a quality fast cruiserracer
with the emphasis on cruising.

Without doubt, the Grand Soleil is

one of the most stoutly-built, superbly
finished and equipped cruiser/racer's
imported to Australia, and has the
added characteristics of being a

delightfttl boat to sail.
The latest Grand Solei1 34.1 made

an impressive racing debut at the Euro-
pean IMS championships, winning the
first two races in Class 3.

Further information: Ken Lang
ford, phone (02) 9960 6598.
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Since making their Australian debut at
last year's Sydney International Boat
Show, the German-built Bavaria and X-

Yachts from Nonvay have made quite
an impact on the Australian market.
This year, North South Yachting, which
distribute both the Bavaria and X-

Yachts in Australia will be unveiling the
X-362 Sport at the Boat Show.

The X-362 was due to arrive in Syd-
neyjust two weeks before the Show and
will be racing out of the Royal Sydney

=
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on ship under TMS.
Overseas, the new

X-562 will be

launched theat

Southampton Boat
Show in September,
With typical under
statement, XYachts

describe her as a per
formance cruiser.

However, if the per
formances of her

smaller sister, the X-
482 which won the

China Sea Series, and

her larger sister, the
X-612, winner of the

cruiser/racer division

at Fiedem in Noiway
and in the top three
at the 1997 Antigua

Race Week are any guide, she too
should be a good racing boat.

Further information: Ralph Hogg,
North South Yachting, phone (02)
99793266, fax (02) 99793244.

The new X-362 Sport yacht from Norway in action. The boat will be
shown at the Sydney International Boat Show.

Yacht Squadron this coming summer.
The light displacement, 7/8th rig X-
362 is already a proven winner, scoop
ing the prestigious Spi Quest 1998
regatta at her first outing and winning
the 1998 European XYachts champi-

Advent"!^"SunyaJeS Aroundtjje World Wjtjjg, ,111,101,101

S^anya^"18
Iron Swaneii
Windcraft, the Australian marketing
agents for several European brands of
yachts, will be displaying the recently
launched Scanyacht 399 Deck Saloon,
designed and engineered in Sweden
for shorthanded sailing enthusiasts.
All Scanyachts, including the 391 and
3990S, come standard with self-tack-

ing headsails and other gear to make
sail handling easier.

Due to the success of Scanyachts in
Australia, Windcraft have recently been
appointed Australian distributor for
the Comet range of yachts from ItsIy.
The quality range runs from the 30-
footer through to a new 63-footer and
also includes two new 48footers.

Further information: Windcraft,

phone (02) 9979 1709, fax (02) 9979
9499, or visit their website: WWW. wind-
craft. comau

Senior 10 00/10r Jack Christ offersen at
tic helm.

AUStrolio con CIOim KGy Cottee OS the
first wornon to soil solo, nonstop
oround the world, ond the youngest
mon to do the some in Dovid Dicks.

Now lock Christoffersen pions to be
the oldest person to complete such o

circumnovigotion

yachts for the circumnavigation.
Balmain-born Jacko has a long history

of offshore sailing, including competing
in 20 Sydney to Hobarts (he is famous for
climbing the mast of a yacht in Constitu-
don Dock, hand<)ver-hand, and the

standing on the top the mast - back in
the days when masts were thicker) and
many other Australian and international
events.

He has competed in two Admiral's
Cup challenges and was foredeck boss
on Grete! 11 at the 1977 America's Cup.
He is a longtime member of the Cruising
Yacht Club of Australia and the Royal
Sydney Yacht Squadron.

In the marine business, the 69-year
old grandfather is proprietor of IBC
Engineering in Careening Cove, Milsons
Point, where he invented the Hydralign
feather propellor. The yacht will be
equipped with another of Jacko's innova-
tive ideas - manual steering assisted by
wind vane and auto pilot which can be
armnged to operate in tandem in given

in the Year of the Elder Person, Syd-
ney yachtsman and marine industry
identify Jack 'lacko" Christoffersen, is
scheduled to leave Sydney on December
19,1999, five days after his 70th birthday,
in an attempt to sail single-handed, non-
stop around the world.

A purpose-built 46foot cutter, yet to
be named, is being built by North Shore
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Grand Soleil conquers Europe.

circumstances.

Jacko is no stranger to solo sailing. At
the age of 17 he sailed a 3.35m W dinghy
from Sydney to Pithyater - not a feat he
would recommend in the interests of

safety-
Nor is a world circumnavigation new

to him. He sailed around the world from

east to west, completing a leisurely two
handed voyage in 1984.

This time, Jacko will leave Sydney Har-
hour to head west to east on a voyage he
estimates will take six months, cover

some 22,000 nautical miles as he sails

south to New Zealand, to Easter Island,

Cape Horn, St HeIena, the Maldives,
Cape Leeuwin, then south of Tarmania
and back to Sydney
. The Senior Solo Support Committee

will launchJack Christoffersen's Senior
Solo single-handed "round the world
adventure" at a black tie reception at
the Royal Sydney Yacht Squadron on
Wednesday, August 25. For further
infonmation phone 0414350808. ^

Offshore Yochfing
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DOUBLE ACCLAIM SUCCESS. January 97 "Die Yacht" the

authoritative German sailing magazine, named the Grand Solei137' BOAT

OF THE YEAR a first for an Italian yacht

January 98 "Die Yacht' named the new Grand Solei146.3 BOAT OF

THE YEAR - a second acclaim for Grand Soleil.

^
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Serum coinpromessi.
PACIFIC RIM YACHTS

78 WOLSELEY ROAD, MOSMAN 2088
PHONE/FAX 02 - 99.69.41.41

EMAIL : PACRIM @ ONE. NETAU

Grand Solei146.3 has forced us to double planned production. More than

50 Grand Solei137 s are now delivered.

Meanwhile, a new model, the Grand Solei143', just launched has

already sold half the first years production and a beautiful, new small

sister will soon be announced

SALES SUCCESS. The outstanding sales success of the

blending of allits traditional strengths into every yacht: speed, structural integrity

quality and size of fittings, ease of handling for small crews, sailing comfort,

safety, sea kindliness, beauty and style

QUALITY WINS. The reasons behind this success are Grand Soleil's
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AUStrolion yochtsmen Grid
women hove been Joined by
overseos competitors for
severo1 long roces to distont
ports in recent months. . . to

OSoko in lopon, Suvo in Fin
Grid Port Mores by in Popuo
New GUIneo. The winners

were o11 Aussies, OS wos the
fine honours victor in the

roce from Aucklond to
Denorou, F1i.

Sayeriiara
liret to 118aka
The Australian yacht Soym, @r@ has won
the Osaka Cup double-handed race
from Melbourne to Osaka, streaking
away from the remnants of the 20 boat

fleet from four nations, battered by a
storm off the Australian East Coast in

the first week of the 5,500 nautical mile
voyage.

Only 11 boats completed the course.
Soyait"r@ crossed the finish line in the
Port of Osaka on May 18, the last boat
in the fleet, An?I Marie, was still at sea

on June 23, being swept to the east by
Japan's Black Current.

Sailed by owner Rob Drury from
Sydney and Queensland-based design-
er 10n Sayer, Sayait@r@ completed the
course in 30 days 3 hours 39 minutes,
taking line honours, first in Racing
Division B (there were no boats in Rac-

ing Division A this year) slashing five
days off the record set by Just Lucky
Lady in the 1991 race.

The Melbourne yacht Bitnd@bend 11
sailed by Roger Sayers and Murray
Iacob, also broke the class record for
Cruising Division C with a time of 40
days 20 hours 5 minutes 31 seconds.

During the race, the specially built
Soym, @70 achieved some exceptional
speeds, including 14.4 knots in Osaka
Bay as she surfed towards the finish
line under spinnaker. This was record-
ed by the ARGOS data) but the crew

24
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Owner/skipper Rob Dury and crawldesigner John Sayer are welcomed ashore after winning the Osaka
Cup ocean race from Melbourne to Osaka, Japan. IPIc - Taketoshi YamazakVKAZl)

inF1, ^^

estimated they were hitting 26 knots as
they sailed off the NSW coast during
the low that hit the fleet, sinking the
New Zealand yacht Gre"a Hornet.

After a huge welcome by members
of the Osaka Hokko Yacht Club, skip
per Rob Drury said the win was the
result of a year of planning, which
included having the boat designed by
10n Sayer and built by All Yacht Spars.
"They have done a great job and the
result was shown today, " Drury said.

sata mumle hauling in Yacht mare

88-year-"111 Any
makes it to Suna

up to the helm of his 50-footer, AM@?;
and steered it across the finish line at

Suva in the inaugural Coffs Harbour to
Firi ocean race held in late May. In
doing so, the world's oldest ocean rac-
ing owner/skipper kept intact his
record of never having retired from a
long ocean race.

When AM"r negotiated the narrow
passage through the coral reef at the
entrance to Suva Harbour there was lit-

tie evidence of the punishment the
yacht or the crew had endured over the
12 days of sailing from Australia's east
coast. But below the waterline there

was a gaping 18 inch crack in the hull
near the bow and the only two working
sails left in the wardrobe - a staysail and
a stonn trysail - were set.
Although in considerable pain from
the injuries he received in a fall during
the stonny crossing, Burgin insisted on
joining his crew, Robert LOLL, John
Duncan and Herman Oberli, for weI-

come celebrations at the Royal Suva
Yacht Club before being taken to hos-
pithl for a check up.

The veteran of 30 Sydney to
Hobarts, Cyclone Emily in the Bris-
bane to Gladstone, the Bicentennial
Around Australia Race, double and

single-handed races across the Tasman
Sea and the 5,000 nautical mile Mel-

boume to Osaka double-handed race,
described this race as one of the tough-
est he had faced in his 74 years of sail-

Offshore Yocht^^g
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Despite fractured ribs and possible
spinal injuries, 83-yearold Lake Mac
quarte yachtsman A1by Burgin stepped

August . Sepfember 1999

Line and handicap winner of the inaugural Cof, a Harbour to Fiji race was
Bright Morning Star, skippersd by winning America's Cup tactician Hugh
Treharne. IPic - Ian Mainsbridgej

ing. "In ust didn't give up, " he said. "11 was 35 to 40 knots on
the nose for nine days. We saw gusts of 50. "

Line honours and first place on handicap went to fomier
America's Cup tactician Hugh Treharne in his 50-footer Bright
Morning Star finishing a day ahead of Burgin in AM@r

ruby Burgin Ileft) with his crew before setting sail
in the inaugural Coffs Harbour to Suva ocean
race. (Pie - lain Mainsbridgej
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In1.17hi"g
nutsails Kiwis to an
Mornington yachtsman Grant Wharington has notched up
his first first international victory with his hady Dovell-
designed 70-footer Wild Thing, taking line honours in New
Zealand's Auckland to Denarau Race in May/June.

Conducted by one of New Zealand's most experienced
ocean racing clubs, Royal AkamnaYacht Club (they have con-
ducted a dozen TransTasman Cups dating back to 1931 and
many races to Ftii since 1956, the 1999 race to F^i attracted a
strong line-up, mainly Kiwi boats.

Wild Thing, the newest maxi in the fleet, quickly out
stripped the fleet, sailing the 1143 nautical mile race in 6 days
17 hours 26 minutes 26 seconds, just on a day ahead of the
New Zealand race record-holder, Antae"s. Third to finish was

Ron Packer's wellknown Starlight Express, two hours antem of
mine us.

However, Wild Thing is time was two days and 9 hours out-
side Antaet, s '

record set last

with theyear,

fleet sailing in
mostly light
winds all the

way.
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Around Australia Race, double and

single-handed races across the Tasman
Sea and the 5,000 nautical mile Mel-

boume to Osaka double-handed race,
described this race as one of the tough-
est he had faced in his 74 years of sail-
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Despite fractured ribs and possible
spinal injuries, 83-yearold Lake Mac
quarte yachtsman A1by Burgin stepped
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Line and handicap winner of the inaugural Cof, a Harbour to Fiji race was
Bright Morning Star, skippersd by winning America's Cup tactician Hugh
Treharne. IPic - Ian Mainsbridgej

ing. "In ust didn't give up, " he said. "11 was 35 to 40 knots on
the nose for nine days. We saw gusts of 50. "

Line honours and first place on handicap went to fomier
America's Cup tactician Hugh Treharne in his 50-footer Bright
Morning Star finishing a day ahead of Burgin in AM@r

ruby Burgin Ileft) with his crew before setting sail
in the inaugural Coffs Harbour to Suva ocean
race. (Pie - lain Mainsbridgej
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In1.17hi"g
nutsails Kiwis to an
Mornington yachtsman Grant Wharington has notched up
his first first international victory with his hady Dovell-
designed 70-footer Wild Thing, taking line honours in New
Zealand's Auckland to Denarau Race in May/June.

Conducted by one of New Zealand's most experienced
ocean racing clubs, Royal AkamnaYacht Club (they have con-
ducted a dozen TransTasman Cups dating back to 1931 and
many races to Ftii since 1956, the 1999 race to F^i attracted a
strong line-up, mainly Kiwi boats.

Wild Thing, the newest maxi in the fleet, quickly out
stripped the fleet, sailing the 1143 nautical mile race in 6 days
17 hours 26 minutes 26 seconds, just on a day ahead of the
New Zealand race record-holder, Antae"s. Third to finish was

Ron Packer's wellknown Starlight Express, two hours antem of
mine us.

However, Wild Thing is time was two days and 9 hours out-
side Antaet, s '

record set last

with theyear,

fleet sailing in
mostly light
winds all the

way.
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a W Sydney Winter Series

Lots of sunshine, light breezes, and close competition for
the record fleet of more than 200 boats. That has been the

scene on most Sundays for the Cruising Yacht Club of
Australia's BMW Sydney Winter Series on Sydney Harbour
through April to inid July.

When Offshore went to press with this issue, only two
races remained to be saled, and it was anybody^ call as
who would emerge the winners in almost each of the eight
divisions. in Division A, the pointscore lead has changed
almost weekly between Dick Cawse's Vanguard and Ron
Ellis' Wi d Thing, with Styx, skippered by Rolfe Miche, putting
in a late run. It's been much the same in the other

divisions. .. the winners almost certainly would have been
decided on the final day of the Winter Series in inid July.

One winner has been the CYCA!s Breakfast Club which

over the years has raised thousands of dollars to improve

amenities for Members. They have regularly been serving
more than 200 breakfasts on a Sunday morning.

.

Vanguard covers Wild Thing
as they close reach down
Sydney Harbour in the BMW
Sydney Winter Series

a
a
D
S

The winner of the BMW Z3 Promotion is
Mr T. POWell of MOSman

26 August . September 1999

Attention to sail trim

"ew chapter in allllW Roadster
BMW Australia has set the direction for the tofure of BMW roads, .r

motoring with the decision to go all six cylinder for the new look Z3
model line up. The release of the new roadsle, e, which have
undergone signMcan. body design and specification enhancement, is a
move which is sure to bolster the already well established position of
the markers most popular luxury marque open two seater.
The new BMW Z3 roadsters were scheduled to arrive in early July. The
all six cylinder line-up begins with the new BMW Z32.0 which is
powered by the new ,, OkW/, 90Nm 24 valve in line six whimn
VANOS. in addition to the new power plant, which propels the Z32.0
from O to ,00 Kimh in 9. , seconds, tile new car hag a Mr of additional
luxury and technological foamre. to add to i's new look.
Kay amongst those is the inclusion of side aimags and standard
funorit of roll-over bars, added to which is an electrically operated soft
top, cruise control, extended Oregon leather upholstery, a radio/CD hi-
11 ay, am and a new mart chrome interior trim.
The fully equipped BMW Z32.0 retails at $78,000 while the high
perlormance Z32. a sells at $9, ,500.

The new BMW Z3

roadster. .. lust
arrived in Australia

pornn86.0n ab
onI a heyWal

n the un r Series on
pie -a

bridgej

11.00ra" 31
Late model, the best we'ue seen. 30ft' fomi!y performance
yacht. Factory finished teak interior Hydroutic centreboord
No running backstoys. Buhh soildriue diesel

$68,500Must Clear

,
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In. arus*rial q"eat Nelson Mare^ 43
This consistant!y top performer will continue to giue her
owner & crew top class results. Recently optimized by us to
the 99 Ms Rule & ready for the coming season. New

Priced to sell $305,000wordrobe of soils.

.
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Gay

or the Super 308 in Division
Winter Sohe8. .. Bull9000,
od Shallotj in pursuit of the
, Maximum Nul. anco IG &

W' nj.

Offshore Yochting

For further listings see our website
nun@a^^a ~

PERF@""", ICE. Bin7i C.
^ERICES

SYDNEY

RON JACOBS

Mobile: 0414407051

Phone/Fax: (02) 99799780
Phone: (02) 99799122

PERFORMANCE YACHT SALES OPnMISING & MAINTENANCE

Email

Gibson Marina - 1710 Pithyater Road, Bawiew NSW 2104

BRISBANE

MIKE DAVIDSON
Mobile: 0418741581

Fax: (07) 33485839

comaii
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Owners of superyachts
around the world are

booking berths in Sydney
for the Olympic Games
and many plan to
compete in the Cruising
Yacht Club's Super Yacht
Race division of the 2000

Telstra Sydney to Hobart
Race. Peter Campbell
reports.

, , ,

o

o

Sydney Harbour will play host to more
than 60 superyachts, both sail and POW-
er, during the Sydney 2000 Olympic
Games, according to New South Wales
Minister for Ports, Carl Scully. Their
stopover, he says, will generate up to
$50 million for the State economy.

In expectation of this grand show-
ing of opulence, the State Government
will build 25 temporary superyacht
berths in Rozelle Bay. The remainder
of the superyachts will be spread
around the harbour at existing marinas
and wharves in MOSman, The Spit and
Rushcutters Bay, including the CTuis-
ing Yacht Club of Australia.

More than 60 superyacht owners
have already lodged expressions of
interest with the Wateruays Authority
to find a berth in Sydney during the
Olympic season. Each owiier will pay
$83,000 for a two month berth in

Rozelle Bay. Their yachts muge in size
between 30 and 70 metres LOA and

have an average value of $25 million
each. Worldwide, there are some 5,600
superyachts, with most located in the
northern hemisphere.

Ports Minister Scully said construc-
tion of the temporary berths was part
of the NSW Government's vision for

the future use of the inner-west marine

o o

o

.
o

"^
-^ ^

Hyperion, the 47.42, n auperyach. , designed by German Frors and built at the Royal Huisman Shipyard i
Holland, may be one of the huge ve. 8013 berthing in Sydney during the Sydney 2000 Olympic Game,
and later contesting the SuperYacht dMslon of the 2000 Tel, ba Sydney to HobarL

Sinnd has built its name on

products which do what they are

do. 101. d to do, whatever th.
conditions. Built on the rim.

principles " th. company',

sophistiat. d electronics for the

demanding conm. ,rid and ficheri. ,

martot. Sinnd chars a conpl. t.

S, "RAD "An, "EL, "E

region. "Waterways has already called
tenders for the refurbishment of the

wharves as part of the Can Govern-
merit's mastery Ian for a maritime
precinct in Rozelle Bay, " he said. Fol-
lowing the Olympics, power supply will
be retained on some pontoons for
future maritime use.

Many of the sailing superyachts,
such as Morning Glory, owned by News
Limited International's Rupert Mur-
doch, have indicated their interest in

competing in the orcA's 2000 Sydney
to Hobart following the Olympics with
the motor superyachts also accompany
ing the fleet south to Tarmania as a

28
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range of hidi quality systems

including autopilot. .instruments,

dan, V"F, DerS charrplotten and
echo sound. r. . A worldwide xi" and

rentce n. troth is amil. ble to you.

cruising division.
The orcA has already issued a pre

Iiminary Notice of Race for the Sydney
to Hobart Super Yacht Race 2000, as
part of the 56th Sydney to Hobart. The
NOR also includes an invitation to

compete in the Canon Big Boat Chal-
Ienge on Sydney Harbour in the lead-
up to the Sydney to Hobart.

The Superyacht division will be
open to vessels with a minimum
LOA of 33 metres, with PHS category
yachts being granted dispensation
to use powered winches or other sail or
rig equipment.

^

... marine e^ectronics t

6", 10" and 14" displays in brig}It TFT
colors which can be viewed from any
angle. User friendly and intuitive to
operate via the windows type monu
systam, split sneerI dual chart scale and
navigation infonnationis easily accessible

The new quality
range of Sitarad
OOFS (optional)
chartplotters
offers a choice

of models with

Sitarad cockyit
autopilots combine
attractive styhng
with stonn

proof weather
protection to
with shad the

The new

quality range
of Sitarad

Chartsounders

offers a choice

of models with

6" 10" and 14"

displays in bright TFT colors, including
CR OOFS, (optional) chartplotter with
Tidetracker function and ed 1000under.

Sop}Itsticated electrorulcs and ethdent
Sirruad transducers ensure a detaited

graphic depiction of the sea bed and
der^ single fish dearly and pusitivdy

Offshore Yochting

improve sai"rig

environment for which they are desigyied.
Exceptionaly easy to
instaU, power-
in and

Tenable

in use, these autopuots hd to make saimg
even more pleasurable. ,

^

^;,,.,.,

^
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^^^^

The new Sitarad

ISI5 instrument

range has been developed to be the easiest
to fit, and easy to use, a major advance in
economical stand alone and integrated
systems. in the stand alone system the
transducer cable and power are connected
directiy to the ISI5. The immunent win
detennine which transducer is connected

and configures automaticaUy to the
input - plug in and use it umediately.

WORLDWIDE HANUIACTURER Of NARINE ELECTRONICS

as'; ^^
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.

PHONE TOLL FREE 1800 811303
FOR PRODUCTADVICE & LOCAL DEALER
DIMb", ed in Austin"a by Q"in Mache Pry. Ltd. ACN @07 537439
77 Styinc. nt Street, PortAdel. Ide, SouthAu, ball. 5015
Ph (08) 8447/277 Fax (08) 8341 0567 Emal"quin"leg@quinm. rine. coin. an
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Sirntad

Autopilots
win constantly
maintain the

desired

course and

provide accarate steering
whatever the weather. Sitarad Autopilots
have been designed to automaticaUy
adapt to a boat's steering characteristics
and varying sea states.

F1S^..
",.

s^,a ,-"

Coll for the new Simrod MarineUne
catalogue or visit Quin* web site,

myw. quinm@rine. comau fill of infomiotion obout
SImmd and its products

11/11
A 1<0NGSBERG Company
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Sydney Hobour hos
become one of the most
loopUIOf ChOftef yOCht
destinotions in AUStrolio,
Giong with Pittwoterjust to
the north. Dov!d

Lockwood surveys the
scene.
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regattas are structured, it shouldn't be

too hard convincing your boss of the
merits of sailing. Details: Eastsai1, (02)
9327/166.

EOS YACHT CHARTERS is a new

entity on Pithyater with a stylish Gen
man-made Banana 38 yacht that has
accommodation in three wood. lined

cabins for three couples or a family.
While the yacht is in the uniitsundays
this winter, it will return to Pittwater in
November.

The Bavaria is available for bareboat

charter, skippered charters and New
Years Eve. it costs $550 for a day inid-
week including linen, tea and coffee,
snorkelling equipment, and innatable
dinghy with outboard.

Catering can be arranged and toi-
light racing is an option. Details: EOS
Yacht Charter, (02) 94876568.

PITTWATER YACHT CHARTERS

believes that nothing quite encapsu-
lates the Australian way of life like the
Seawind 1000 catamaran. Of all the

boats it has the best barbecue, more
places to Iaze in the sun and shade, ter-

of IC water access, and lively perfor-
mance that a couple can easily manage
on their own.

Considered movers and shakers on

the Pithyater charter scene, PYC will
soon have four Seawinds in its fleet at

Heron Cove Marina, Newport.
These will join its Beneteau,

Northshore, and Scanyacht monohulls
to create the largest and newest fleet in
Pithyater by 2000.

Still, service is the biggest attraction
of this enterprise. Client surveys state
there is litrle to complain about and
lots to praise.

Vessels are well-prepared, newslet-
Iers are sent out to keep you abreast of
developments, off-season specials help
make yachting more accessible, and
enticements include a frequent sailor
program, weather guarantees, full pro-
visioning and catering, holiday guides,
and instruction.

Proprietor Alec Barrass believes

strongly in Pithyater as a holiday desti-
nation. " it has totally sheltered
anchorages containing moorings
rather than having to anchor, vast sail-
ing areas, great on shore facilities, end-
less walking tracks through temperate
rainforests and across craggy peaks.
32 August . September 1999

"Here you are surrounded by 30,000
hectares of National park, giving you
the feeling of isolation and peace,
especially once you round The Horn
[West Head] and nudge into Cowan
Creek, but you're only 40 minutes from
Australia's largest city. " he says.

Off-season sailing specials include a
free day's charter with every weekend
charter, a free weekend with every

weekend charter in winter, five days
inid-week for the price of a weekend,
and 20 per cent off single-day charters.
You can also bring a friend for half
price to its sailing course. Details:
Pithyater Yacht Charter & Sailing
School, (02) 9997 5344
WWWyachtcharter. comau

SUNSAIL at Lavender Bay has Syd-
ney's fastest growing fleet of luxury
Jeanneau, Beneteau and Fontaine-
Pajot charter yachts and catamarans
from 32 to 45-feet. Based out of a

quaint boatshed at Lavender Bay in the
shadow of the Bridge, the company is
perfectly positioned to capitalise on
the passion for corporate and twilight
racing in Sydney

The great success story here is its
AAPT Regatta in which company teams
are taught to sail, equipped with team
attire, fed and watered at postmatch
barbecues, and shouted to a gala final
night at an eatery by the shore.

Sunsail is also popular for its learn-
to-sail classes and skippered and bare-
boat sailing. At last count, there were

Sydney Harbour
with the bridge

providing the
backdrop to on o. 0r
Eastsail's Bombau

40 c
available

C to.

pie - Davi
Lockw

22 charter yachts in its Harbour fleet.
But with the interest growing in yacht
investtnent and, and the added allrac-

tion of income guarantees for Sunsail
investors, the fleet was building rapidly

With bases all round the world, Sun-

sail is, of course, well versed in the ways
of bareboat chartering. Its low-season
charter rates start from $24 per head
for a day out on a yacht on the harbour.
Details: Sunsai1, (02) 99556400.

SYDNEY BY SAIL at Darling Har-
bour is surely the most imaginative
yacht-charter operator on the harbour.
Among its new concepts are bed and
breakfasts in Cockle Bay, romantic
nights at anchor for two, and winter
racing aboard identical Beneteau
Oceanis 351 yachts from $59 for four
hours,

Due to its location close the CBD,
the company is well patronised by
office workers and the IT crowd. In

summer, these keen sailors dash from

the city with their jackets slung over
their shoulders, brief cases swinging by
their side, to slip on the deck shoes and
partake in a spot of hailight sailing.
and why not: crew positions can be
bought on a single-fare basis from $49.

in the realms of bareboat charter,
Sydney by Sail has five yachts from 34
38ft. A half day inid-week costs from
$230. If you have special requirements,
be it weddings, parties, this is the char
ter company to try it on. Details:

Sydney by Sail, (02) 9280 1110- A
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regattas are structured, it shouldn't be

too hard convincing your boss of the
merits of sailing. Details: Eastsai1, (02)
9327/166.
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Wood is good with Rick Wood
Wooden boot speciofist
shipwright Richord Wood is
one of the lost links to o
Sydney Horbour trodit^^n of
shipwrighting which some
yeors ogo looked like dying
out. It in okes the mon

sound old, but he's not. Story
& PICS by Peter Forbes.

Though only 41 years old, kick Wood,
as he is also known, has direct lineage
with the troditional past, having been
trained by now-longretired master
shipunights in the fine art of timber
crafting as an apprentice at Cockatoo
Island shipyard in Sydney

The island, after a stint in the early
colony days as a convictjail, was the ser-
vice centre to the Australian Naw's sub
marines and builder and refitter of

many a fine seagoing vessel until it
closed in the 1980s.

There, as Wood says, he and his fel-
low apprentices were "lucky to get the
tail-end of the old guys", and he is now
able to pass on the traditional knowl-
edge he gained there to his own
apprentices.

Among his personal credits are the
preparation of vintage entrants for the
50th SydneyHobart race in 1994,
Ce!este 1/1 (which campaigned as the
Toyota-sponsored Roti4-Cateste) and
Archiit@ (the entrant from the in augur-
a1 1945 SydneyHobart race which
joined so many other comeback craft
to swell the numbers to 371 starters in

the 50th's record field).
When Offshore visited Wood's

Timber Boat Services yard in Snail's
Bay, Balmain, he was repairing a
restored 1929-vintage Port Phillip 'cou-
to boat, Rob Rc, :. The one-time Bass
Strait barracouta-fishing, galf-rigged
smack had recently broken ribs and
topside timbers in a T-bone collision

during racing with the Sydney funa-
teurs Sailing Club on Sydney Harbour,
where she is now based.

The yard was also sprucing up
the hull of one of the miteres class of

34

small yachts, the mistair MacKerras-
designed Amber K, a 27.5-footer. The
hull of the vintage 1940s yacht had
been "wooded" back to the bare tim-

bers and a new 10hp Yanmar diesel
engine was to be installed. As well,
there were plans to move on to Tortb
bing and refastening the shipwtight's
own quite famous Sydney Harbour 30,
Wait@?zgi, which was built in 1920-21
and was for many years a Royal Sydney
Yacht Squadron icon.

During Offshore's visit, another
grand old timber lady was also moored
at the wharf below the slipways. Once a
Port rubert, Victoria, shark and cmy
fishing boat, the 28-foot Grade n' was
back from Hardy's Bay on the NSW
Central Coast for some Balmain "TLC".

Made more conformble than it was in

its professional fishing days, but still set
up to allow owner John Flax to be a
keen amateur fisherman, the vessel was

a major rebuild by kick Wood six to sev-
en years ago.

Other Wood restoration credits

include the complete rebuild of the
1884built Sydney Harbour gaffer Kg4, ie
for owner John Wood and restoration
work on the Australian National Mar

fume Museum's pride-andjoy, the early
champion 18-footer Britannia. Baton-
rein was built in 1919 by one of the ear
Iy mentors of apprentices at Cockatoo
Island and famous 18-footer sailor, Bal-
main's "Wee Georgie" Robinson.

"We choose what work we do, "

Wood said of his business. "Though we
don't have a large enough staff to do
somejobs (there are five on staff at pre
sent) , we have a consistent group of
clients and we take other work that
Interests us.

"We work only with timber. Not in
fibreglass or other materials. "

Wood's work on the 1994 Sydney
Hobart race entrants involved getting
them ready for the demanding condi-
tions of the race. For Archi"@ there

were new chainplates; a new bobstay fir
ting; a new bowsprit; a remodelled
deckliouse (from an old "bony" num-
ber) ; a new shaft tube; installation of

grown timber hanging knees; a new
cockpit and combings. For Geleste firit
was a forehatch rebuild; strengthening
of winch supports; installation of
pumps; new deck tracks.

Wood has a reputation for meticu-
IOUs work. Sinnon Sadubin, Wood's
mature-age apprentice who moved
from the Australian National Maritime

Museum to get into boat-building and
repair work proper, is a great admirer
of his work and traditional experience.

"kick's a very humble bloke. He
doesn't say much about what he does "
said Sadubin (who along the way
showed Offshore how he could pick
rough-hewn Huon pine by its smell).
"He is one of the last links with Sydney
Harbour tradition. "
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joyce , , Offshore
publisher Larry jamieson
have returned from a

brief sojourn in Tahiti
full of enthusiasm for

organising a grand
cruising regatta in the
Leeward Islands in Iune
2000. Trevor wrote

the story and tool< the
pics; Larry, still in island
mode, simply dreamed
up the concept!
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Richard Wood trightj and Simon Sadubin working on the 'Gouts boat Rob Roy at Richard's Timber Boa
Services at Snail's Bay in the Sydney water, ront suburb of Balmain. IPic - Peter Fomes).
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only a fraction of the original crater,
Mount Oremanu still rears 2,000

feet skyward. Oremanu becomes
the backdrop for every picture you
will take on Bora Bon, and I guar-
antse that you take more than just a
few. The water is so blue you just
have to keep taking pictures, hop
ing that somehow or other you'll be
able to convince the folks back

home that it's actually true blue in
your PICS.

The frivolity this night will be
held in the Bora Bora Yacht Club

and again the following day will be
set aside for exploring this incredi-
ble lagoon, swimming with the
sharks or the Manta rays, or doing
absolutely nothing. No. I won't say it
again.

The last race will be the most

demanding, sailing into the wind
and across the current back to

Raiatea. The race will finish just
inside the reef on the western side

of the island because, in consulta-

tion with Offshore's publisher Lar-
IyJamieson, I deemed it just a rod

>
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Ofohore'e publisher and crew hard at work on the foredeck in Tahiti.

dangerous to suggest that the yachts
should work down a channel between

coral crags that occasionally just break
the surface to warn of lurking danger.
Actually the system of channel marking
is excellent but you do have to stay on
your toes when passage making inside
the lagoon.
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The last night prize-giving and
celebration will be held at the South-

eru Cross restaurantjust behind the
Stardust base back at Faaroa Bay.
What a way to combine the world's
three very best past-times, yacht rac-
ing, yacht cruising and doing
absolutely nothing!

^
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^ Water doesn't come any flatter
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A good place to do absolutely nothing.

Provisioning for breakfast and
lunch on board each day will add
about $200 to this cost and then you
have the room to move ashore,

splash out at dinner time and still
come home with change from
$3,000. Not bad when you consider
this is the very best cruising there is,
anywhere.

The regatta package is estimated
at just over $3,000 per person
including the airfares, transfers,
yacht charter with a crew of six on a

The Jeanneau Lagoon 47 we
sailed charters at $6,685 per week
in the low season and $9,152 in the

high season. The Lagoon 47 has
four double cabins each with its

own private facilities and there is
ample room in the saloon, cockpit
area and on the tennis court sized

foredecks for eight people. had if
you don't like the spotjust pick up
the anchor and move on.

Packaged up with an Air New
Zealand airfare, the domestic

flights and two night's accommo-
dation in Papeete, 7 days on the
Lagoon 47 will cost $2250 per per
son in the low season $2,550 per
person in the peak.

.

Tahitian beauty!

FFl
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11. areI Facts
The popular perception of Tahiti as
a holiday destination is that it is
expensive. If you want to spend a
week in an over-water bungalow on
BOTa BOTa Lagoon that's certainly
true. But the solution to the prob-
Iem still puts you on the water, on
board a yacht.
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The Lagoon 47, operated by Stardust Marine.

Eerieteau First 42s7, race man-

agement, the five presentation
dinners, trophies and a specta-
tor boat that will follow the

race. The regatta is set for
June I-10,2000. There will be
two divisions, one spinnaker
and one non-spinnaker and
the yachts will be provided by
Stardust Marine.

More information on Tahi-

ti from Manner Boating,
6133 Chandos Street,

St. Leonards, NSW 2065,

Phone 99669014,
Fax 99665888.

Dinner at The Hibiscus

^L.
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only a fraction of the original crater,
Mount Oremanu still rears 2,000

feet skyward. Oremanu becomes
the backdrop for every picture you
will take on Bora Bon, and I guar-
antse that you take more than just a
few. The water is so blue you just
have to keep taking pictures, hop
ing that somehow or other you'll be
able to convince the folks back

home that it's actually true blue in
your PICS.
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and across the current back to
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tion with Offshore's publisher Lar-
IyJamieson, I deemed it just a rod
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Ofohore'e publisher and crew hard at work on the foredeck in Tahiti.

dangerous to suggest that the yachts
should work down a channel between

coral crags that occasionally just break
the surface to warn of lurking danger.
Actually the system of channel marking
is excellent but you do have to stay on
your toes when passage making inside
the lagoon.
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AIR NEW ZEALAND

Includes return economy
airfares, domestic flights in
Tanti and Tonga, arrival
trarrisfer, 5 days bareboat
charter with 6 shari, Ig a
Beneteau 400 or sinnilar,
local taxes.

**Prices are per person, condition" apply.
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World champions in the Olympic Tornado class, Danen Bundock and John Fomes, have dominated
racing on the European emuil this Northern Hemisphere summer. (Pie - Sport the LibraryI
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With the Sydney 2000
Olympic Games sailing
regatta on Sydney
Harbour just over a year

Australian sailorsaway,

are already making their
mark on the

international sailing
scene. Peter Campbell
reports.
To represent Australia in sailing on
Sydney Harbour at the Sydney 2000
Olympic Games must rank as the ambi-
tion of any sailor, to win a gold, silver
or bronze medal the ultimate goal. in

more than 80 aspiringany case,

01ynpic sailors have begun their final
bid for Sydney 2000 Olympic Games,
competing in specific World and
National championships and major
regattas overseas this winter and back
in Australia over the summer.

Australia is eligible to have one coin-
petitor/crew, along with all other
nations, in each of the U sailing disci-

PIines in the Olympic 2000 sailing

around Australia have been sailing on
the European circuit during the North.
eru Hemisphere, competing at major
regattas such as Spa in the Netherlands,
the Danish Spring Cup, Kiel Week in
Germany, and European champi-
on ships for their classes.

Back in Australia, those selected

(one only per class) will contest the
1999 Sydney Harbour Regatta,
SOCOG's second test event from Sep-
tomber 1626, but this is not a Nomi-

nation Event for the Sydney 2000
Games. SOCOG expects an Olympic
scale regatta with 400 athletes from 53
nations competing in all 11 disciplines,
with the Stars also competing this year.

Call for

inforu, allom

and bookingg. ..
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regatta on Sydney Harbour and off Syd-
ney Heads. In total, 400 competitors
from around 50 nations are expected
to compete.

The largest line-up for Sydney 2000
selection is in the Soling class (three-
handed keelboat) with eight crews
nominated and in the Laser (single-
handed open dinghy) also with eight
nominations.

Most of those who competed at the
Adanta Games, where the the sailing
was off Savannah, have nominated for

selection for the Sydney Games, includ-
ing Tornado catamaran class silver
medallists Mineh Booth and Andrew

Landerberger and Star keelboat class
bronze medallists Colin Bearhel and

David Giles.

Going into the Northern Hemi-
sphere summer of sailing, Australians
held the World Championship titles in
three Olympic classes - Colin Be ashel
and David Giles in the Stars, Darren

Bundock andJohn Forbes in Tornados
and Chris Nicholson in the 49ers -

the 1999 World titlesince winning

Daniel Phillips has rejoined him as

fundusk/forms
will Tunnell"

minusa"s
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Darren Bundock and John Forbes won
the Tornado European championships
in Manorca, Spain, the first of the Syd-
ney 2000 Olympic Nomination Events.
Fellow Australians Mitch Booth and

andrew Landenberger placed third
with the Austrian crew of Gaebler and

Schwall second.

Lack of wind on the final caused a

premature finish to the regatta, with
only eight of the scheduled 12 races
taking place. Of the eight, Bundock
and Forbes, the current World champi-
ons, won five races.

Offshore Yochfing

crew.

Australia 1.11
team at 111.1 Week

The majority of the 80 sailors from

After winning the IOC President's Cup
at the '99 Worlds in Melbourne lastJan-
uary, the Australian Sailing Team has
won the prestigious Team's Event at the
huge 1<iel Week regatta on the Baltic
seacoast of Germany in lateJune.

The win was the result of many
exceptional results for the Aussies,
including wins in the 49ers, Tornados
and Soling, second and third overall in
the Mistral women, second in the

Europe dinghies, and third in the 470

August . September 1999 39
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^. Sobstad Genesis Technology Wins

TELSTRA Cup

I" CHS -"Challenge Again"
2' CHS -"852"

PITrwATER - CoFFS
I" CHS -"Abracadabra"

Overall Series Winner"Abracadabra"
ELBOUR E - "oBARr

I" IMS -"First Priority"
Overall Sovereign Series Winner

"First Priority"

women.

,

Sydney sailors Adam Be ashel and Teague Czislowski won
the 49ers, ahead of the French and Italian crews, Eininet
Lazich and EUan MCNicol finished in seventh place, whilst
current 49er World Champion, Chris Nicholson and crew
Daniel Phillips finished in ninth. The win for Be ashel and

Czislowski has given them an early lead in the pointscore for
the 49er class in the Sydney 2000 Australian Olympic team

Also off to a good start in the Olympic Team Nomination
was the Team Nortel Soling crew of Neville Wittey, Joshua
Grace and David Edwards. With the fickle winds on the final

day of competition, racing was abandoned. The result was
they were declared equal first placegetters with 1996 Olympic
gold medallist, Germany's IOChen Schumann and his crew.
Current Tornado World Champions, Darren Bundock and
John Forbes also continued their good form, convincingIy
winning this event.

Sobstad

Sails

AUStrali

nomination series.

Capture the Ultimate. Ultimate Velocity, M.
Ultimate Technology. Ultimate Value.

YotJ asked us for jiglitei; fastei' sails willI greater snellgtli to
weiglit ratio Sobstadls pateiTted structured sail Iecliiiolo, y
and Sobstad's pate!Ited filetliod of stress distilbtit!o11 have

accoinplislied tills Gel7es!s Velocity'"' sails are tile tiltimate

bigl, teC17 racing sally

Call us now at 7800 772457 Discovei' why Genesis
Velocity"' is a proven 1,111iner Filld out now yo!I can
capture tile ultimate willd, speed alld wave of the initi!'e

wini Genesis Velocity'"' I'ac!rig salts

Sobstad Sails Australia, Sydney, Melbourne. Perth. Southport.
Singapore. Kaula Lumpur. Brunei. Tokyo. Osaka. iakart
Call today. Phone 1800 772457, (6,2) 99056305
Fax (612) 99057322. E-mail: sobstad@ozemail. coma
Internet: WWW. sobstad. coin

Sy""eyllarl, ""I'lle!laita
jin lilyiiij, I^ mule
The 1999 Sydney Harbour Regatta, the second Olympic test
event for sailing, will be in full Olympic mode with all 11 sail-
ing disciplines being contested between September 1626.

The Star keelboats did not compete in 1998 but there will
be a strong line-up here in September, sailing on the offshore
and harbour courses.

SOCOG's sailing competition manager Glenn Bourke
expects a maximum 400 athletes to compete in 266 boats,
with all nations limited to one competitor in each discipline.

Fleet maximim sizes will be: Mistral men - 36, Mistral
women 23, Laser 36, Europe 27, Finn 26, 470 men 30, 470
women 21,49er 22. Tornado 16, Star 13 and Soling 16.

The Sydney Harbour Regatta will again be based at Rush-
cutters Bay, with competition on the harbour and off Sydney
Heads.

SOCOG and Waterways have advised that an exclusive
aquatic license will be in operation on the Harbour for the
duration of the regatta, with all clubs suspending club racing
during that period. In fact, the Royal Sydney Yacht
Squadron/Royal Prince Edward Yacht Club combined
pointscore racing will not start until October 9, as will the

Cruising Yacht Club of Australia's offshore pointscore racing.
The exclusion zone will stretch from the Sydney Harbour
Bridge to The Sound and will also include two offshore areas

and will be in force each day between 11am and 5pm.
While restrictions will apply on recreational craft, people

are encouraged to go out on the harbour to watch the racing
and see the work being done to prepare for the 01wnpic
Games.

^
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"From the beginning we were very surprised by the liveliness ornd speed of q very sturdy yqcht. "
"She I; a sleek looking boot. .. The Bavaria proved herself there^ a dead 'thunk', and when people stand on the side

last, able and very manouveroble. .. on all points of sail the deck, she barely alters her trim. Its reassuring, and indeed,
it I; how it should be. This yacht is builtjor quality OS well asBavaria is certainly good to handle. "Theret; c sense of

solidity builtinto the Bavoria. .. the furniture below is heavy comfort and carries Lloyds cert!Itcqtion OS a worranty of her
and robust. .. ifyou thump the hull with the side of your fist, build integrity. " "Sailing Today" magazine.

The Bavaria sufferedThe latest generation of
scumng damage onlyBavaria Yachts from 18n
The Marina suffered twodesign are fast, easily
loosened piles and had tohandled and seakindly
replace three lengths ofyachts which are ocean
pontoon. " Itiching Monthlyproven and well suited

Bavaria:s sales haveto rugged Australian
been increasing by 20%conditions. They continue
annually, and for the yearthe tradition of superb
2000 is on target to reachconstruction, flawlessly
1100 yachtsfinished and immensely

Bavaria are firmlystrong interiors which
positioned as one ofhas led to Bavariats

Europe!s leading producersinternational reputation
of sailing yachts. Withfor enduring quality and
over 20 yachts orderedhigh resale value
since their introduction at"The strength of Bavaria

yachts was given an unexpected test recently when an the Sydney Boat Show, Bavaria Yachts are well on their
army landing craft lost control in Portsmouth Harbour way to becoming an established part of the Australian

Yachting scene.and hit a Bavaria 38 amidships.

NORTH So
Bawlew Anchorage Waterfront Office

1714 Pitchater Road, Bawlew, Sydney 2104
Telephone +61299793266 Facsimile +61299793244

Mobile 04/2544057 Email: nsyacht@ozemail. comau

Offshore Yochting

A

BAVARIA YACHTS

AAAAAAA
Alt Cockpit Range

AAAA
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Centre Cockpit Range
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Boats, like cars, evolve annually in

^=
:!= I response to safety issues. Every year
^: ' we see a new set of rules or a toeak

to old rules in an attempt to make
1.0 our lives safer. Also like cars, these
= . rules are rarely made retroactive. In

this regard it can be said that older.^

Gl, vessels, at least in the realm of sumc-.^

ture, are potentially less sound than^i newer vessels.

^ I Combine rule induced issues
^ with advances in engineering sinn-

^ ; dards in the design and build of new
; vessels and toss in an element of

fatigue for good measure and the
car analogy fits nicely - all things
being equal a new boat should be
stronger, and therefore safer, than
an older boat.

My experience in nurturing sev-
eral production designs through the
transition to the new rules bears this

out. In each case substantial upgrad-
ing was required to meet ABS.

The issue of structural safety and
"old vs new" was raised in the fallout

from the 1998 Sydney to Hobart
Race where the phrase "newer, light
weight boats" was used to define a
perceived negative trend and one
which the user of the phrase hoped
would prove to be the source of
most of the fleet's problems.

Nothing could be further from

.^

the truth. The truth is that the whole

concept of structural regulation for off-
shore yachts was born out of the 1979
Fasmet Race and saw its first tottering
steps with the introduction of the ABS
rules in 1987. Prior to this I think it is

fair to say that you could do what you
wanted.

Adding to the ABS rule (and it's
ongoing developments) were additions
to the IMS rule which effected sumo

tore such as the Hull Skin Construction

Limits which mandate a minimum skin

weight as well as a minimum number of
ply's. Also for the cruiser/racers there
are very conservative limits for bulk-
head , partition and panel construc-
tion. Whether the rules are adequate is
not the issue - the fact is things are a
lot better with them than without

them. it is also true that to build a new

boat today you need to satisfy a fair few
structural regulations that simply did
not exist 13 years ago.

In this regard I suggest we have two
areas for concern:

. Firstly, that the regulations covering
the structural adequacy of offshore
boats are promoted and developed.
Issues such as the strength of decks
under ABS are an example of new

out of the lastconcerns growing
Hobart that need to be addressed.

. A second, and perhaps greater area

for concern, is the large portion of
the fleet that has a pre -1987 age
date. These are the boats that were

built to no real standard and while

many may well be overbuilt in certain
areas by today's standards it is also
fair to assume that in many areas they
are not.

Now, like the old car on the road,
there is not a lot that can be done

beyond staying current with the AXE
regulations and doing an annual rig
check. However, there are issues that

individual owners may wish to consider
prior to the next manor offshore event.
The following items, while not meant
to be inclusive, form a basic list of

things that should be considered:
I. Hatches and other hull openings: Its

bad enough when you get knocked
down but the problem becomes
worse if the boat then floods. The

most common reason for flooding is
hatches blowing in as the result of a
large wave hitting the deck. This
happened with old and new boats in
the last Hobart. Unfortunately, this
is not an area that the current rules

deal with so this is something to
check in a new boat as well. As a

basic rule, all hatches cut-outs

should be framed in regardless of
the type of construction. Also, if the
deck is cored construction the basic

core should be replaced by higher
density foam or timber and the
edges capped with glass before the
hatch is fitted. As a rule of thumb, if,

when you remove the hatch, there is
no visible evidence of reinforce-
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merit, consider taking remedial action. You'll probably
solve a few leaks in the process.

2. Cabin side windows: Again, not much in the way of regula-
tions here. However, the coachroof sides, where most win.

dows are fitted, are typically quite thin and often the win-
dows are simply cut out and a small overlap is considered
adequate. Add to this the practice of bolting the Perspex in
place and the problems become apparent. First, if the Per
spex is old and crazed, consider replacing it as UV degra-
dation reduces the strength markedIy. The cabin edges
should be heavily edge capped with glass and mullions
should be fitted if they are not already there. See your
designer for specific advice in this area. This is a common
area of failure so we use a commercial design code for this.

3. Rudder stocks: Nothing disables a boat quicker than a loss
of steerage. Many boats from the late '70s and early '80s
used hollow tube stocks that look beefy but are pretty weak
in reality. Enquire as to sisterships of your vessel. it they
have a history of stock breakage then chances are you are
overdue. it is easy enough to check the design, but I can
say that I have not seen many pre - 1987 designs that are
strong enough.

4. Keel attachment: First in line here is the strength of the
bottom in way of the keel. IdealIy, this is solid GRP laminate
and it should be quite thick. In the case of a cored boat the
solid glass should be at least 75% as thick as the surround-
ing cored laminate. Some popular early '80s production
designs are sorely lacking in this area as the laminate in way
of the keel is simply a lapping of the inner and outer skins
on the vessel centerline. another style of construction to
look out for is the metal space frame. While these are con-
ceptually OK (but not ideal) they are obviously subject to
corrosion. Any signs of deterioration should be cause for
alann. Keel structures saw a major boost in 1994 when the
standard was upgraded to account for a high speed
grounding case. This really beefs up the internal structure
and is an optimal standard to aspire to if you like to sleep
well on the off watch. Finally - keel bolts. interestingIy
enough, these have rarely been a cause for problems but if
they are inadequate it is relatively easy to sink another one
in. Rarely required.
As I said this is not a comprehensive list but it does cover

some of the more obvious problem areas. Supplementary to
this list are any new problems that may be created by in odin-
cations to the boat. Even the addition of stronger rigging or
Kevlar sails to an older boat can have serious consequences
and should be considered carefully

Post 1987 boats must have their ABS plans upgraded with
any changes, but pre-1987 boats are free to chop and change
at will. Caution and professional advice are the watchwords.
and finally, if you survived the last Hobart and Mooloolaba
does that mean you should ignore the above? Well, it certain-
Iy raises a point with boats and the sea. One good wave can
ruin your whole day.
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date. These are the boats that were

built to no real standard and while

many may well be overbuilt in certain
areas by today's standards it is also
fair to assume that in many areas they
are not.

Now, like the old car on the road,
there is not a lot that can be done

beyond staying current with the AXE
regulations and doing an annual rig
check. However, there are issues that

individual owners may wish to consider
prior to the next manor offshore event.
The following items, while not meant
to be inclusive, form a basic list of

things that should be considered:
I. Hatches and other hull openings: Its

bad enough when you get knocked
down but the problem becomes
worse if the boat then floods. The

most common reason for flooding is
hatches blowing in as the result of a
large wave hitting the deck. This
happened with old and new boats in
the last Hobart. Unfortunately, this
is not an area that the current rules

deal with so this is something to
check in a new boat as well. As a

basic rule, all hatches cut-outs

should be framed in regardless of
the type of construction. Also, if the
deck is cored construction the basic

core should be replaced by higher
density foam or timber and the
edges capped with glass before the
hatch is fitted. As a rule of thumb, if,

when you remove the hatch, there is
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dows are simply cut out and a small overlap is considered
adequate. Add to this the practice of bolting the Perspex in
place and the problems become apparent. First, if the Per
spex is old and crazed, consider replacing it as UV degra-
dation reduces the strength markedIy. The cabin edges
should be heavily edge capped with glass and mullions
should be fitted if they are not already there. See your
designer for specific advice in this area. This is a common
area of failure so we use a commercial design code for this.

3. Rudder stocks: Nothing disables a boat quicker than a loss
of steerage. Many boats from the late '70s and early '80s
used hollow tube stocks that look beefy but are pretty weak
in reality. Enquire as to sisterships of your vessel. it they
have a history of stock breakage then chances are you are
overdue. it is easy enough to check the design, but I can
say that I have not seen many pre - 1987 designs that are
strong enough.

4. Keel attachment: First in line here is the strength of the
bottom in way of the keel. IdealIy, this is solid GRP laminate
and it should be quite thick. In the case of a cored boat the
solid glass should be at least 75% as thick as the surround-
ing cored laminate. Some popular early '80s production
designs are sorely lacking in this area as the laminate in way
of the keel is simply a lapping of the inner and outer skins
on the vessel centerline. another style of construction to
look out for is the metal space frame. While these are con-
ceptually OK (but not ideal) they are obviously subject to
corrosion. Any signs of deterioration should be cause for
alann. Keel structures saw a major boost in 1994 when the
standard was upgraded to account for a high speed
grounding case. This really beefs up the internal structure
and is an optimal standard to aspire to if you like to sleep
well on the off watch. Finally - keel bolts. interestingIy
enough, these have rarely been a cause for problems but if
they are inadequate it is relatively easy to sink another one
in. Rarely required.
As I said this is not a comprehensive list but it does cover

some of the more obvious problem areas. Supplementary to
this list are any new problems that may be created by in odin-
cations to the boat. Even the addition of stronger rigging or
Kevlar sails to an older boat can have serious consequences
and should be considered carefully

Post 1987 boats must have their ABS plans upgraded with
any changes, but pre-1987 boats are free to chop and change
at will. Caution and professional advice are the watchwords.
and finally, if you survived the last Hobart and Mooloolaba
does that mean you should ignore the above? Well, it certain-
Iy raises a point with boats and the sea. One good wave can
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The most significant three years in the history
of sailing the Southern emisphere is about to
start, and the boating clothin market is
already on the pace.

Augu I . September 1999

Above. .. some of the garments in the Louis Vuitton Cup range
released to mark the America's Cup challenger series in New
Zealand, starling in October.

Amerlca's Cup 2 and the lead-up Louis Vuitton
Cup in Auckland, the Sydney 2000 Olympic
Games, the SuperYacht Division of the 2001 Tel-
stra Sydney to Hobart, the 2.01-2002 Volvo
Ocean Race Around World will bing to AIStralasia

e very latest in state-of-the-art yachts, sails and
equipment.

Offshore Yochtlng

These ev nts, and more recent races such as the
uniUorea Round the add Race, are having a

significant impact on that we near then we go
boating, from the hardened offshore salor to the
social Sunday crew.

Louis Vuitton jacket,
galling trousers and
kit bag. .. part of the
America's Cup

release.

Offshore Yochtlng
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The Southern Ocean. The ultimate testing ground in the search for the ultimate lightweight,
for both man and machine. Speed is everything. To protective garment, the new breathing Offshore
achieve it, state-of-the-art equipment has to Racer Smock allowed the crews to be warm, dry
combine ultra light weight and extreme durability. and nearly a kilo lighter. The removal of full zips
From carbon fibre composite to foul weather gear and closures is possible because breathing Ultra

fabric allows heat and moisture vapour to escapenothing is left to chance.

without the need to unfasten clothing.
Five out of nine boats on the last Whitbread

Volvo Round the World Race were wearing Henri-Lloyd breathing Ultra is as techn, cally

Henri-LIDyd breathing'" incorporating GORE advanced as sailing g r gets. Just ask the guys in
TEX 'fabric Ocean Technology'" membrane. the Southern Ocean.

The world's most challenging racing demanded For more information c I +44 101.6,799.2,2 or
the world's most advanced inarin chnology. sit our we sri e
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111GEI PERFORMANCE RACING GLOVES
Made from 100% Australian Kangaroo leather
Kangaroo leather is the strongest for its weight
that available in the world. Being a naruml
product it allows your hand to breath. The
addi on of Lycra across the back of the glove
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The Vanguard 46 is not only the first
yacht built to a simple, performance-
orientated design by David Lyons, but
also the test bed for the innovative

tacking wheel steering system designed
and engineered by owner Dick Cawse.
Both boat and steering system have
come through with flying colours.

The combination of Lyons' hull and
rig desigyi skills and Cause's long expe-
tience in ocean racing and engineer
ing skills has produced a winning boat,
offshore during the 199899 summer
season and inshore during the CTuis-
ing Yacht Club of Australia's BMW Syd-

in ber 1999

ney Winter Series. In fact, when Off-
shore went to press, Vanguard held a
slender pointscore lead in the highly
competitive Division A of the Winter
Series.

As David Lyons says, it's not every
day that an experienced owner pre-
sents a brief for a design that actually
includes initial drawings. "That's nor
many our job! This approach worked
for all concerned in a very practical
way, as the nature of the yacht was
clearly defined at a very early stage, "
the Sydneybased naval architect
recalls.

Although unrestrained speed was
paramount in Dick Cawse's concept,
the results of Lyons Yacht Designers'
recent IMS research were included

where not in conflict, in order to pro-
vide the optimum placement of hull

Phone: (02) 9540 I 491
Email: sales@racingline. corn. au
Far (02) 9540 1496
P. 0. Box 71

Botany NSW 1455

volume. In a perfect world, this GID
would also have a favourable IMS rat- ^
ing outcome. In fact, in trials ^
against Admiral's Cup team 46foot-

CDer, Quest, just before her departure
for England, Vanguard showed a ^

^speed edge upwind, whilst having a
better IMS handicap. Q-

Lyons Yacht Designers used inod. 0
eru cad cam techniques in the design

i'I ';", ,;:':, 1jen;rati:n ;' ''l' 611
Gl,format. The mould frames were

then cut out by laser, ensuring close CD
tolerances and eliminating the need ^
for traditional lofting procedures.
This allowed the Vanguard 46 to be
produced as a
racer/cruiser at a production yacht
price.

With its carbon fibre masthead rig
ensuring headstay tension, swept-
back spreaders, gunwale mounted
champlates, non-overlapping head-
sails and no runners, the Vanguard
46 setrles into "the groove" quickly
and easily. Needless to say, tacking is
very fast.

Off\vind speed is exhilarating due
to the large masuiead spinnakers,
the narrow waterplane, low wetted
hull area, coupled with light-moder-
ate displacement providing very low
viscous and wave drag.

The keel is a deep cast iron foil
with a lead bulb, and, as designer
Lyons says, "with the deep, narrow
carbon rudder, upwind speed is con-
sistent as the heeled waterlines have

a minimum of asymmetry. " The long
att overhangleaves a clean wash. .. as
anyone who has raced close to her
during the orcA Winter Series
would quickly see.

Simplicity and functionality are
the themes of this boat. Only five
winches are on deck. The mainsheet

winch is centrally located on a
pedestal just art of the steering wheel
which contains all control lines for

the mainsail, outhaul, Cunningham
eye and leech line. Thus, the main-
sheet hand is self-sumcient as far as

manual trim is concerned. The prt-
mary winches are positioned to lead
directly from the jib cars without the
use of turning blocks. Halyard

We only use 100%
Australianleather

for all our products
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se reach duringVanguard on
a CYCA Winter Series race on

Sydney Harbour. The 46-footer
headed the Division A pointscore
with two races to sail. IPic - Ian
Mainsbridge)

.^.
^

winches are positioned atop the coach-
house with the usual array of clutches.

As shown in an early issue of Off-
shore, the steering is unique, with
Dick Cawse's "tacking wheel" which
moves from side to side, eliminating
the need for a huge "fonts wheel"
which completely blocks the cockpit
and requires a trench in the cockpit
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.
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The unique "tacking wheel"
designed by Dick Cawse for his new
co-footer, Vanguard. Note the
mainsail winch mounted on the

pedestal all of the helmsman'e
position. it also containg mainsail
sail trim conbols.

'*

,

floor, or the use of twin wheels. The
steering is very direct, light and has
good "feel" while sailing. Vanguard
Marine Industries now produce the
"tacking wheel" as a standard item in
two sizes.

Below, the Vanguard 46 is func-
tional and attractive with contort-

ably up holstered main saloon berths.

$9

D, "ENS, CNSs

14.14mLOA:

I 1.63mDWL:

3.96mBeam:

2.85mDraft

6750 kgDispl:
Yanmar 3GM30 (30hp)Engine:
5600

19470IG

17470P

6500E

5880LP

.57CP

Displ/length I 09
Sail arealdisp1. 32

542IMS HPH

1,223CHS

^ram 801.11 37

Few European designed and built
quality yachts are better suited to
Australian conditions than the Grand

Solei1 37 from Italy which makes its
appearance at the 1999 Sydney
International Boat Show, writes Peter
Campbell.

Pittwater on a showery winter's day was probably better suited
to enjoying a hot cup of coffee, with a dash of rum, below

.
^

Navigation station on Vanguard 19 located in a dry position just afl of the engine.
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THE TRUSTED NAME 11^ San^G

The quarter berths are placed art,
with the navigation station under
neath the cockpit floor, directly
behind the engine. This is a dry,
safe environment for all the usual

electronics that go with offshore
navigation today.

"In summary, we are delighted
with the onwater result, and feel

the design approach would work
just as well in the size range of 35
to 75 feet LOA, " comments design-

er Lyons.

...^.

The Grand Soloi137 cruiser racer from Italy

decks than steering the Grand Solei1 37 to windward in a
chilly sou'wester. The saloon, panelled in mahoganyfin-
ished cherryvood yet kept light and airy with long side win-
dows and an overhead hatch, was warni and comfortable, as

we relaxed on the U-shaped settee around a large, solid table
of the same timber.

But I must admit I enjoyed being on deck, an OPPortuni-
ty to sail a cruiser/racer of high quality and perfonnance that
I feel sure will attract Australian buyers looking for a well-
designed and meticulously built boat at the upper range of
the market.

Grand Soleil yachts are built by Cantiere de Pardo in
northern ItsIy, a company which has been in the business for
more than 26 years, establishing a reputation for elegant
design and quality workmanship said to match that of Nautor
Swan in Finland. The Grand Solei1 37 was designed by the
Slovenia-based team, I&I, as a cruised racer, with the empha-
sis on cruising. Nevertheless, Grand Soleil's boats have often
done well on the race course in their own categories, suc-

ceeding in round the buoys and offshore events. The first
Grand Solei137, U Numero Uno, has already been a winner

at several European regattas.
For while the boat is fitted out primarily for cruising, with

ease of handling under power and sail, a spacious and sim-
PIe deck and cockpit layout, luxury finish and contort below

Offshore Yochfing

S

GOD

provide you with

. Performance . Durability . Quality
. Service . Results
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Dick Cawse ^ Van, "ard 46

Call your local loft now and benefit from

The Hood Experience
Sydney (02) 9905 0800 albumin0 (03) 96465273
Brlsbane (07) 3893/022 Hubart (03) 62235660

Lake annual10 (02) 49504485 To. mine (077) 715429
Ginpsland Lakes (03) 51567099 Forth (08) 93863094 naruln. (08) 8981 2948

Email: sails@hoodaustralia. comau
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I

decks in the

saloon, galley
and cabins, one

immediately feels
the power of this
boat under sail.

There is noth-

startiingIng
about the Grand

Solei1 37, which

replaces the coin-
pany's best-seller,
343, of which
nearly 500 boats
are afloat, popu-
Iar not only in
Italy, but also

andGermany
France in particu-
Iar. The design
shows there is still

a market for ele-

gant, convention-

ally styled desigyis
with overhangs -
already some 60
have been built.

As I stepped

a-
v.
9

\a

In

Yachtsman Ken Langlord at the wheel of the Grand Solei137 cruiser racer.

from the Royal Prince AMred Yacht
Club's floating marina, two immediate
good impressions were the stable feel
of the boat in the pen, the wide, teak
laid sidedecks and the large cockpit
with high coamings, all good points for
entertaining on deck - Aussie style.

Next was the ease with which the
boat was reversed out of the pen. It has
a large wheel that enables the boat to
be steered standing or sitting behind
the wheel and mainsheet traveller
beam or sitting for'ard of the wheel,
steering from windward or leeward
with one hand. The steering is out
standing, either under sail or power
using the Sonmar system with self
aligning bearings which reduce friction
to a minimum. It is indeed among the
best steering systems I have encoun-
tered.

The mainsheet traveller and the prt-
mary winches are both close enough
for the helmsman to reach when CTuis-

ing, without making life too cramped
for a full crew in a race around the

Myths like the one that says that am sal battens are the
same. Or the one that would have you be tiere that after
spending countiess hours developing and designng a
sal, the salmaker would say; "what the hell. .. use
broom handles for an the difference it'11 make'

Some myths just won't go away

Forget the myths, lees look at facts.

Blues tieak battens are made of tougli yet lightwdght
vinylester resin and ate individualy taperground by
computer conttoUed shaping machinery to hold a sal s
optimum shape for maximum drive.

Bluest rat battens have been extensivdy developed and
exhaustively tested in an racing and cruising conditions
and are recoininened the world over by leading
sanmakers.

So if you're afraid of dullgs that go snap in the inglit,
have your Bluest teak stockist reassure you today

cans.
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Spacious cockpit of the Grand Solei137 - Note the teak deck, cabin Beats and grating, and simple layout.

Solei1 37 comes equipped with deck
gear and fittings from world renowned
manufacturers - the Sonmar steering
system, Harken winches and main and
genoa cars, Spinlock jammers and
Goiot hatches, and a reliable Yanmar

Everything is imported,engine.

except the excellent Finser sails - furl-
ing headsail and a fully battened main-
sail - and the latest B&G ST60 instru-

merits which were fitted here.

The boat comes standard with a two-

spreader masthead rig, with a taller rig
option.

Under sail, one quickly appreciates
the I&I design concept - the classic
lines of a good volume hull with inod-
erate freeboard have resulted in a fast,

balanced and sea kindly hull with a bet
rer stability rating than the highest EEC
class for safety. With two of us aboard,
myself and importer Ken Langford, an
experienced yachtsmen who once
cruised around the world with his farni-

Iy, hoisting sails was easy and the boat
was exceptionally responsive under sail.

,. ~-

Superior fibreglass battens

The Grand Solei1 37 hull is a solid

laminate and only incorporates a sand-
wich core material in the deck. There

are several innovative aspects that
underline Cantiere del Pardo's atten-

tion to structural strength. One is the
steering system mentioned earlier;
another the method of keel attach-

merit, bolted on with ten 24mm
bolts and one loinm and then

glued with epoxy resin; a third the
champlate attachment to the hull,
using stainless steel rods, secured
with 9x16mm diameter bolts to a

stainless steel fixing plate on the
main rib which supports the mast
base.

The Grand Solei1 37 goes a long
way to dispelling the view that you
can't have a comfortable and coin- Sail area:

petitive racing boat. it is a boat of Engine:
elegance and style, conformble
accommodation and a yacht that
will satisfy pride of ownership and
excellent value among yachts of dis-
uriction.

Offshore Yochting Offshore Yochting

Australian agent: Pacific Rim Yachts,
phone (02) 9960 6598 or 04182373
Fan (02) 99694141

., \.\, , \r, .*-*"
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ID, "ENS, CNSS
38.0'I 1.6mLOA

37.0'I 1.3mLength hull:
30' 8.4"9.36mLWL

12' 4.8"3.78mBeam:

1.6 or 2.05m 5' 3" or 6Draft

8.6"

Displacement: 6,4000kg 14.1 I I Ib
2.100 or 2,300kg 4,630 orBallast

5,075 Ib

70.7 in2 761 sq ft
Yanmar 3GM 30 - 27hp
saildrive

AUD 299,000 (may vary with
eXchange rates)
I&I
Cantriere Del Pardo, Italy

^

Price:

Designers:
Builders:
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Telstra has announced results of
its new mobilerecent testing on

phone network, CDMA (Code Divi-
sion Multiple Access), using Its
Extended Coverage features. The
results are of specific interest to boat
owners.

The Extended Coverage enhance-
merits delivered by Nortel's CDMA
Boomer Cell extended coverage over
long distances from the base station,
including off the South Coast of New
South Wales. This was achieved using
handheld phones in sumdard car kits
without the need for boosters. The

coverage compared favourably with a
boosted analogue phone.

Telstra's managing director,
Mobiles, Jonathan Marchbank, says
recent testing at Mt Dowe and Peak
Alone demonstrated that CDMA was

capable of more than adequately
meeting the requirements of region-
al and rural customers currently rely

ing on the analogue network for
extended coverage. "Telstra is the
only carrier building a national
CDMA network, and we are commit

ted to ensuring that the network's
coverage and perfomnance is of an
extremely high standard, " he said.
"Our ongoing testing is proof of this.
CDMA is achieving coverage perfor-
mance at distances that are just not
available from other land based digi-
toI technologies. "

Field testing of the Extended Cov-
erage enhancement took place
recently in two locations in New
South Wales, one in a remote rural
location and the second in a marine

environment.

Tests conducted from Mt Dowe, in

northern NSW achieved coverage at
distances up to 120kin from the base
station. The marine environment

test was made on the NSW South

Coast, from a base station located on
Peak Alone, a mountain top site
1000 metres above sea level, around
25krn inland from Narooma.

Testing took place on a boat off
the coast from UriaduUa, over a range
of disimices using a sumdard car kit,
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without any booster. CDMA calls were
achieved at distances of more than

130kin from the base station.

"During the testing, CDMA main-
tamed excellent voice quality and with
its background noise suppression,
CDMA will be particularly useful in a
marine environment to help suppress
the noise from engines, wind and waves
at sea, " Marchbank said.

Telstra says CDMA will provide cus-
tomers with a high quality replacement
network, with not only coinparable
coverage to the existing analogue net-
work, but with additional features that
in the future will include test messag

ing and data and facsimile transmis-

built-in illuminated and HD-stabilised

compass with Teticle for easy bearing
and distance reading, allowing instant
bearings in rough conditions.

Further nitromation:

Mainstay Marine ph (02) 99796702,
fax (02) 99993181, email romo-

jen@inpx. comau, website: http:/usr-
WWW. inpx. comau/~romqjen

SIon.
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Tels, re's Senior Product Manager. CDMA, Greg
Young, testing a handheld CDMA phone aboard
the vessel True Blue off the coast of Ulladulla on
the NSW South Coast.

est lifebuoy lights. These are also top
quality, SOLAS approved, and self-acti.
vating, and will perform as expected of
such important equipment. Three
alternative models are a 15 hour strobe

light with lithium battery and two x 2
hour constant glow types - one with a
lithium battery, the other with water
activated battery.

Further informion from Rin (AUS
trada Pty Ltd), ph (02) 9666/222 or
fax (02) 9666/389.

Steiner marine binoculars with yellow fiota"on
strap to keep them afloat if you happen to drop
them over board.

Steiner naniie
brineiilars

Limb". y lights
to last

Mainstay Marine Electronics, well-
known as importers of Brookes & Gate-
house and Yeoman equipment, is now
the official distributor in Australia of

Steiner's range of marine binoculars.
Steiner binoculars are dry nitrogen
filled and guaranteed fogfree from -
40C to 80C. Absolutely waterproof to
54m under water, they have a double
o-ring seal so that no dirt, no dust or
humidity can penetrate the body. The
soft rubber annouring makes Steiner
slip proof, noiseless and shock absorb-

and resistsnt to corrosion andIng,

temperature extremes.
Five different models are available,

offering various features, including

Tired of replacing lifebuoy lights?
Most of the "el cheapo" models don't
last more than a couple of years' Try
rays crack the plastic cases and they fill
with water.

New models from Run are SOLAS

approved and, although more expen-
sive to buy, will oudive inferior types
many times over. More importantly,
they can be depended upon to work if
the need should arise.

The IECAROS lifebuoy light from
Sweden is operated by a lithium battery
with a five year life. The light is coin-
PIetely sealed, is selfactivating and has
a built-in test facility

RED also represents the Us coinpa-
ny, ACR, and has released its three lab
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block is the first of a totally new, future
generation of blocks specifically
designed for line attachment. Harken

have combined high-strength engi-
neering plastic with lightweight, small
diameter Spectra line to develop a
small boat block said to be sigriificantiy

stronger and lighter than anything else
on the market.

For example, compared to a
Harken 2.25" (57mm) small boat block
with the same diameter she ave, the Ti-

Light 57mm block has a working load
60% higher (364 kg vs 226 kg) and is
40% lighter (77 g v 128 g). The design
eliminates the he ary stainless steel
head post, shackle and extra weight in
the block head needed for support.Quin Marine have released the new

10" orS-8841/8842Koden

Chronascope cathode ray tube colour
depth sounder. This model replaces
the previous 8" and 11" models that
were so popular with professional fish-
emuen and serious recreational fisher-

men.

Combining the best features of the
two previous models on one large

to many a necessity - in remote holiday,
business or farming locations.

Murray Foster, managing director of
the newly-formed Satellite Phone
Rental Company, knows he is going
after a niche market - given the spread
of mobile phones. But he is also sure
that it's not a tiny niche. "Try using a
mobile phone in the mountains of Tan-
mania, or deep in the Outback, " he
says.

Satellite Phone Rental Company
rents out satellite handsets for short or

long terms. The rate is $25 a day, plus
$1 a day insurance.

A

Ikaros L"ebuoy Light from
Sweden, distributed in Australia
by RFD ,

A

\

\,

,\

New Koden ,0' depth sounder from Quin Marine
in MeIaido.

Harken'S new in-Ugh. 57nm block, attached
with SPCba line.

\

\ \

screen, but dimensionalIy compact
unit, the new Koden 10" sounder now
offers 16 colours for enhanced disciim-

in ation. In addition, the screen now

offers an even higher resolution than
before, with a greater pixel content of
320 x 240.

Further information: Quin Marine,
ton free phone 1800 811303.
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Raytheon, the leading supplier to the
worldwide recreational electronics

market, has unveiled a new class of
onboard instruments for yacht and
power boat owiiers, the ST60 series.

Big, bold and distinctive with its
larger style digits and new coordinated
grey styling, ST60 offers a complete
choice of digital and analogue displays.
Speed, depth multi and hidata digital
displays provide vital numeric perfor-
mance data infommation. quickly and
at distance, while analogue wind, coin-
pass, rudder angle, close hauled wind
and clubhouse wind provide analogue
need readouts of exceptional clarity
and accuracy

Building on the worldwise success of
the ST50 instrument system, ST60
employs an intuitive user, with all the
alarm, calibration and control func-
tions harmonised on all iristitiinents.

Further information: Oceantalk

Australia, ph (02) 9905 3456 or free
call 1800 029948.

A

You are in the Southern Ocean, 1,000

km south of Hobart, and your ketch
starts breaking up in huge seas. Or you
find yourself in the middle of the
Sinnpson Desert, and your 4WD snaps
an code. Or perhaps in the New Guinea
Highlands, and the only way to get the
swift answer needed to a big business
deal is to contact your Melbourne
headquarters immediately. Who are
you going to call?

The answer to all of the

above is: anyone you damn
well like - if you've got a
satellite phone.

If you've taken on the
oceans of the world, you're
very likely to have a satellite
phone on board - marine
applications prompted
their development. But
people are now beginning
to realise their usefulness -

FF. ."

furkeii's new
generation 1,100ks
Harken's patent-pending Ti-Lite 57mm

Offshore Yochting
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Go

Big, bold arxi dialndive with i's larger s^e digits - the new
Sr60 AULD, .Im series now available from Oceantalk nuchalia.
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Telstra has announced results of
its new mobilerecent testing on

phone network, CDMA (Code Divi-
sion Multiple Access), using Its
Extended Coverage features. The
results are of specific interest to boat
owners.

The Extended Coverage enhance-
merits delivered by Nortel's CDMA
Boomer Cell extended coverage over
long distances from the base station,
including off the South Coast of New
South Wales. This was achieved using
handheld phones in sumdard car kits
without the need for boosters. The

coverage compared favourably with a
boosted analogue phone.

Telstra's managing director,
Mobiles, Jonathan Marchbank, says
recent testing at Mt Dowe and Peak
Alone demonstrated that CDMA was

capable of more than adequately
meeting the requirements of region-
al and rural customers currently rely

ing on the analogue network for
extended coverage. "Telstra is the
only carrier building a national
CDMA network, and we are commit

ted to ensuring that the network's
coverage and perfomnance is of an
extremely high standard, " he said.
"Our ongoing testing is proof of this.
CDMA is achieving coverage perfor-
mance at distances that are just not
available from other land based digi-
toI technologies. "

Field testing of the Extended Cov-
erage enhancement took place
recently in two locations in New
South Wales, one in a remote rural
location and the second in a marine

environment.

Tests conducted from Mt Dowe, in

northern NSW achieved coverage at
distances up to 120kin from the base
station. The marine environment

test was made on the NSW South

Coast, from a base station located on
Peak Alone, a mountain top site
1000 metres above sea level, around
25krn inland from Narooma.

Testing took place on a boat off
the coast from UriaduUa, over a range
of disimices using a sumdard car kit,
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without any booster. CDMA calls were
achieved at distances of more than

130kin from the base station.

"During the testing, CDMA main-
tamed excellent voice quality and with
its background noise suppression,
CDMA will be particularly useful in a
marine environment to help suppress
the noise from engines, wind and waves
at sea, " Marchbank said.

Telstra says CDMA will provide cus-
tomers with a high quality replacement
network, with not only coinparable
coverage to the existing analogue net-
work, but with additional features that
in the future will include test messag

ing and data and facsimile transmis-

built-in illuminated and HD-stabilised

compass with Teticle for easy bearing
and distance reading, allowing instant
bearings in rough conditions.

Further nitromation:

Mainstay Marine ph (02) 99796702,
fax (02) 99993181, email romo-

jen@inpx. comau, website: http:/usr-
WWW. inpx. comau/~romqjen
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Young, testing a handheld CDMA phone aboard
the vessel True Blue off the coast of Ulladulla on
the NSW South Coast.
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grey styling, ST60 offers a complete
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alarm, calibration and control func-
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Buy feelings in bulk and save.

Telstra 0018 Easy I-,"2 hours' are the most

relaxing way to save on overseas calls. From now

on, call the UK, USA, Canada & Ireland for only

$8 for each half hour block.

To use Easy I-,"2 hours, simply dial 0018 instead

Telstra. 0018

E^sy ^^""2 1,024r;s'
1.1K, LISA,
Cariad. a &

11'e^und now only

"Fatal Stun"I"
TllE BOOK

Is^

^ Team Millenium
^, I, ", 22.2 Olympic Partner"

Making life easier'"<25^>

IThe same dunge exists for eachliaff hour or parr thereof. it the can lasts for one immune orless, a charge of only $1 applies instead of the bathour
charge. Avallable from most home (or business) phones. Exdudes colts from mobiles, interimtiorial Homehrik@, Phoneaway@, Telecard'" and
Telepath@ services. Easy 1/2 hour coll druges are not ehgible for any international Direct Spot Specials or other discounts. *A freer all except from
a mobile phone which win be charged at an applicable mobile rate. ORegistered trade rumk and ultrade rumk of Telstra Corporation Lintted.
ACN 051775556. in O SOCOG 1996 MqOTCR0759

The first book

about the 1998

Sydney to Hobart
Yacht Race has

just been
published. .."Fatal
Storm" is an

extraordinary
story of courage
and survival.
"I hit the water, then when I managed
to break the surface, I was in a trough
and saw a solid vertical wall in front of

me. It was a 90-foot wave. I was sucked

up the front of it, then the buoyancy of
my wetsuit took over and I was tumbled
back down its face. I was completely dis-
orientsted and had swallowed a large
amount of seawater. I felt like I was a

rag doll. I was hit by another wave and

driven under the water

once more.

In these words,
Senior Constable David

Key related to yachting
journalist Rob Mundle
the remarkable rescue

operation carried by the
Victoria Police Air Wing

the afterhelicopter on
noon of December 27,
1998.

DF John Campbell, an
American, had been swept
overboard from the Victori-

an yacht Kingi4?VC as it was
rolled over by an enonnous
wave in Bass Strait during the

1998 Telstra Sydney to Hobart. He
had been injured and had floated away
from the yacht, semiconscious, and
was suffering severe hypothennia when
rescued.

The recovery of John Campbell
from a stonmswept sea was just one of
many heroic rescues made by hen-
copter crews which saved the lives of 55
sailors. Sadly, six others were lost at sea
that day and night.

of 0011, then your country code and number. it's

available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

When you buy feelings in bulk, you get so

much more from your call. To find out more,
FREECALL'"* 1800 052 052.

,

^

everyday

"Fatal Storm" underlines the enor-

mous strength of the sea that summer's
day, of winds that reached 80 knots, of
breaking seas almost half the height of
the Sydney Opera House, of stout
yachts rolled 360 degrees and their cab
ms and hulls crushed, of literalrs spin-
rimg away like toys.

The frenzy and fury of that day and
night are recorded by some remark-
able pictures taken by Richard Bennett
and his daughter, Nice, many of which
have been published around the world
and in issues of Offshore Yachting.

"Fatal Storm" is an extraordinary
story of courage and survival, recalling
the most tragic race in the long history
of the Sydney to Hobart, the largest
peacetime search and rescue operation
ever camed out in Australian waters.
Author Mundle believes that, but for

that search and rescue operation, as
many as 40 lives could have been lost as
the fleet became embroiled in that

"Bass Strait Bomb", a temperate zone
cyclone.
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~e, s *, rc,

, ater on yo"r walls"

'if'@t@I Shore" - by Rob Marred!e. Publtshed
by H",?aC"!Jim.

Offshore Yochting

In my photographic correction
there are thousands of images
of yacht racing action from
all the major bluewater classics
including the recent gale swept
Sydney to Hobart.
To order some of these dramatic

photos shot in extreme weather
conditions please give me a call
or visit my website.

Richard Bennett Photography
RO. Box 385 Kingston
Tasmania Australia 7051

Pho"e + 61 (3) 62292559
Foesimi!e + 61 (3) 62297725
EMCi! richard@richardbennett. coin. an
Website WWW. richardbennett. coin. au
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Russell Goutts

OFFSHORE's publisher
Larry jamieson, in New
Zealand recently to see
preparations for
America's Cup 2000,
was invited to join Team
Zealand winning skipper
Russell Coutts for "a few
beers" and an interview

for our readers,

O All b shit really. I mean, we are
with the '95 boats so there areon y

secrets there - come out tomorrow

and take as many pictures as you omit. I
don't mind. anyone with eyes can see
that we have lengthened the boats. I'M
give you that for free - the boats need to
be longer.
Offshore: And thinner?

RCS Maybe. So what's happening with
Syd? us he really as much of an old bus-
hard as he seems?

Offshore (ducking the personality ques-
tion) I must have been asked that ques-
tion about fifty times and I've only been
in Auckland three days. Nothing is hap-
pening really.
RC: What do you mean? For most Kiwi's
the dream showdown in the finals would
be between the Kiwis and Aussies.

Offshore: it won't happen - not this
ume.

.

The interview with Russell Coutts turned

into a two-way affair, with the Kiwi throw-
ing almost as many questions at OFF-
SHORE as we did to him. This is how

the evening went, with a scoop line from
Russell about his future as a professional
yachtsman.
Russell Coutts: Sorry, I'm late - what are
you drinking?
Offshores A Steinlager will be fine.
RC to wadti'ess: A Steiny and a Lion Red
thanks.

Offshore: So - where have you been
today?
RC: Two boat testing. A great day for
what we wanted to do today and I got
caught up in the debriefing session after
wards.

Offshore: So what have you learned?
RCs (laughs) 1'11just give you a copy of
the latest design if you want - take it home
With you.
Offshore: No. really. We hear about
punch-ups between chase boats and that
I'm not allowed to photograph you guys
training. us it really all that intense?
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RCS Why nod You guys have the talent.
Plenty of it. You know how to win it.
Offshores Tell me about it. What we

am't got is the bucks to build new boats.
The Olympics seemed to have drained all
the sponsorship dollars out of the coun-
try. Unfortunately, there won't be a new
boat out of Australia. Syd has just
announced that he is going with a re-
vamped Sydney '95, re-named Young
Australia 2000. The idea is that it is going
to be a bare bones campaign aimed at
blooding a new generation of talent.
RCS So who's the driver?

Offshore: James Spithi11. .. 19 years old.
RCS The young bioke that was over here
for the youth match racing worlds?
Offshore: Yeah - he won it. How old are

you Russell?
RCs 37

Offshores Andjust mained, I hear.
RC: Yeah. You know, I reckon you could

still put together a good single boat cam-
palgn for not a lot of money
Offshores What do you call not a lot.
RC: Oh - under $Us 12 million.
Offshore $Us12 million! ! ! Give Syd
that and he'd have the full blown multi

boat campaign going.
RC: (laughs) Well, it's a shame you guys
can't get the backing. I'm sure you have
the people.
Offshores We seem to have the sailing
^lent, but not the entrepreneurial talent
required to connect the sponsors. There
is certainly a big "positions vacant" sign

.

Team New Zealand America's Cup akipper
Russell Gouts. .preencising for another victory?
pie - ALLSpor, Australiaj

AYF online
The Internet is fast becoming a new and fast source of infor-
mation on sailing, with many yacht and sailing clubs around
the world having attractive and infonnative web sites pro
inoting their regattas and club events.

in Australia, an increasing number of yacht clubs have
their weekend race results on the web with minutes of them

00 going physically on the club notice board.
GB The Australian Yachting Federation now has an excellent

web site - WWW. aussailing. org - which is updated at least week.
Iy, with daily national and international saling news breaks,
in particular with reports from international regattas and
races during the Northern Hemisphere summer. The AXE site
also contains important infonnation on the new National
Membership Scheme, 1999 Australian Champions, a calen-
dar of minor events and an archive of previous news.

Australia has two excellent independent sailing web sites
which update daily with local and international news and

there. The stillfing around with the TV
deal (in the Us) certainly didn't help.
RC: To be honest, it didn't really affect
us. it is simply a matter of whether we
make more money or not.
Offshore: All up market position to be
in. What do you think about the future
of the America's Cup? Has the constant
infighting over management degraded it
and do you think it may be in danger of
being taken over by other yacht races?
RC: Like what?

Offshore: Like the Volvo Ocean Race,

the fomier Whitbread.

RCS I don't think so. They are two dif-
forent events. The America's Cup has so
much history and, lets face it, politics and
fighting are all part of the amenca's Cup.
Offshore: The last unitbread seemed

such a great media success and looks set
to go from strength to strength with Vol-
vo backing it.
RC: Sure, they're both great events. I'd
like to think that I'm impartial because
1'11 compete in both. I'vejust signed up
for the next one!

Offshore: What - you're doing the next
Volvo as well?

RCS Yeah - don't tell anyone, though. it
won't be announced until after the inner

ica's Cup.
Offshore No talk about Team Black

Magic in the next Volvo Race. Trust me -
I'm an Aussie!

At which point it was OFFSHORE's
"shout".

mews:

Sailing Online: WWW. sailing-online. con. au
Boating Or WWW. boatingoz. coin. au

From a worldwide news viewpoint , the International Sail-
ing Federation (ISAF) web site is the best sailing site in the
world, with webmaster David MCCreary updating news and
regatta reports daily, sometimes more often for in;^jor hap-
perilngs.

Royal Ocean Racing Club: WWW. rorc. org

America's Cup 2000: WWW. amencascup2000. Qin. nz

Melbourne-Osaka Cup Race WWW. osakacup. coin
THE RACE/La course do Millenaire: WWW/themee. coin

Kenwood Cup: WWW. more. org

Around Alone Race: WWW. aroundalone. con

Australian Martime Safety Authority: WWW. am 00.90v. au

WWW. btchallenge. coinBT Global Challenge:
Go SAILCompuServe Sail Racing Forum:

WWW. taged. edu. a. of, agonline/", roepks/Three Peaks Racer

Sydney Afloat: WWW. afloat. corn. aU

WWW. me fin. coin. a. Vofishore/Offshore Yachting magazines
International Sailing Federation: WWW. sailing. org

Cruising Yacht Club of Australia: WWW. eyea. coin. aU

WWW. ayd-hob. telslra. corn. auTelstra Sydney to Hobart:
WWW. sailing-online. coin. auSailing Online:

Ponta Coinstat Marine Radio: htlp:// WWW. ozemail. coma. V~ponta
WWW. aussailing. QinAustralian Yachting Federation:
WWW. yachting rigw. org. auYachting Association of NSW:

Queensland Yachting Association WWW. qldyachting. org. au
WWW. aussailing. Org/victoriaVictorian Yachting Council:
WWW. aussailing. org/soulhaustYachting South Australia:
WWW. aussailing. o. 91waYachting Association of WA:
WWW. osakacup. coin,999 Melbourne-Osaka Race:

WWW. born. gov. auBureau of Meteorology:
WWW. dinr. CSiro. auCSIRO Marine Laboratories

WWW. inhyc. corn. auSydney-Mooloolaba race ,999:
WWW. qldyachting. org. auBrisbane-Glads, one race 1999:

The Royal Yacht Club of Taemania: WWW. tosod. .du. a. Vtasonline/ryel
WWW. sailing. conzSailing New Zealand magazine:
WWW. 490r. sailing. cornOlympic roer class:
WWW. sydneyolympiC. OreSOCOG - Sydney Olympics
WWW. richardbennet. .comauRichard Bonnett Photography:

Sail-online= WWW. sail-online. coin

Waterways Authority of NSW: WWW. waterways. nsw. gov. aU
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Russell Goutts

OFFSHORE's publisher
Larry jamieson, in New
Zealand recently to see
preparations for
America's Cup 2000,
was invited to join Team
Zealand winning skipper
Russell Coutts for "a few
beers" and an interview

for our readers,

O All b shit really. I mean, we are
with the '95 boats so there areon y

secrets there - come out tomorrow

and take as many pictures as you omit. I
don't mind. anyone with eyes can see
that we have lengthened the boats. I'M
give you that for free - the boats need to
be longer.
Offshore: And thinner?

RCS Maybe. So what's happening with
Syd? us he really as much of an old bus-
hard as he seems?

Offshore (ducking the personality ques-
tion) I must have been asked that ques-
tion about fifty times and I've only been
in Auckland three days. Nothing is hap-
pening really.
RC: What do you mean? For most Kiwi's
the dream showdown in the finals would
be between the Kiwis and Aussies.

Offshore: it won't happen - not this
ume.

.

The interview with Russell Coutts turned

into a two-way affair, with the Kiwi throw-
ing almost as many questions at OFF-
SHORE as we did to him. This is how

the evening went, with a scoop line from
Russell about his future as a professional
yachtsman.
Russell Coutts: Sorry, I'm late - what are
you drinking?
Offshores A Steinlager will be fine.
RC to wadti'ess: A Steiny and a Lion Red
thanks.

Offshore: So - where have you been
today?
RC: Two boat testing. A great day for
what we wanted to do today and I got
caught up in the debriefing session after
wards.

Offshore: So what have you learned?
RCs (laughs) 1'11just give you a copy of
the latest design if you want - take it home
With you.
Offshore: No. really. We hear about
punch-ups between chase boats and that
I'm not allowed to photograph you guys
training. us it really all that intense?
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RCS Why nod You guys have the talent.
Plenty of it. You know how to win it.
Offshores Tell me about it. What we

am't got is the bucks to build new boats.
The Olympics seemed to have drained all
the sponsorship dollars out of the coun-
try. Unfortunately, there won't be a new
boat out of Australia. Syd has just
announced that he is going with a re-
vamped Sydney '95, re-named Young
Australia 2000. The idea is that it is going
to be a bare bones campaign aimed at
blooding a new generation of talent.
RCS So who's the driver?

Offshore: James Spithi11. .. 19 years old.
RCS The young bioke that was over here
for the youth match racing worlds?
Offshore: Yeah - he won it. How old are

you Russell?
RCs 37

Offshores Andjust mained, I hear.
RC: Yeah. You know, I reckon you could

still put together a good single boat cam-
palgn for not a lot of money
Offshores What do you call not a lot.
RC: Oh - under $Us 12 million.
Offshore $Us12 million! ! ! Give Syd
that and he'd have the full blown multi

boat campaign going.
RC: (laughs) Well, it's a shame you guys
can't get the backing. I'm sure you have
the people.
Offshores We seem to have the sailing
^lent, but not the entrepreneurial talent
required to connect the sponsors. There
is certainly a big "positions vacant" sign

.

Team New Zealand America's Cup akipper
Russell Gouts. .preencising for another victory?
pie - ALLSpor, Australiaj

AYF online
The Internet is fast becoming a new and fast source of infor-
mation on sailing, with many yacht and sailing clubs around
the world having attractive and infonnative web sites pro
inoting their regattas and club events.

in Australia, an increasing number of yacht clubs have
their weekend race results on the web with minutes of them

00 going physically on the club notice board.
GB The Australian Yachting Federation now has an excellent

web site - WWW. aussailing. org - which is updated at least week.
Iy, with daily national and international saling news breaks,
in particular with reports from international regattas and
races during the Northern Hemisphere summer. The AXE site
also contains important infonnation on the new National
Membership Scheme, 1999 Australian Champions, a calen-
dar of minor events and an archive of previous news.

Australia has two excellent independent sailing web sites
which update daily with local and international news and

there. The stillfing around with the TV
deal (in the Us) certainly didn't help.
RC: To be honest, it didn't really affect
us. it is simply a matter of whether we
make more money or not.
Offshore: All up market position to be
in. What do you think about the future
of the America's Cup? Has the constant
infighting over management degraded it
and do you think it may be in danger of
being taken over by other yacht races?
RC: Like what?

Offshore: Like the Volvo Ocean Race,

the fomier Whitbread.

RCS I don't think so. They are two dif-
forent events. The America's Cup has so
much history and, lets face it, politics and
fighting are all part of the amenca's Cup.
Offshore: The last unitbread seemed

such a great media success and looks set
to go from strength to strength with Vol-
vo backing it.
RC: Sure, they're both great events. I'd
like to think that I'm impartial because
1'11 compete in both. I'vejust signed up
for the next one!

Offshore: What - you're doing the next
Volvo as well?

RCS Yeah - don't tell anyone, though. it
won't be announced until after the inner

ica's Cup.
Offshore No talk about Team Black

Magic in the next Volvo Race. Trust me -
I'm an Aussie!

At which point it was OFFSHORE's
"shout".
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From a worldwide news viewpoint , the International Sail-
ing Federation (ISAF) web site is the best sailing site in the
world, with webmaster David MCCreary updating news and
regatta reports daily, sometimes more often for in;^jor hap-
perilngs.
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Melbourne-Osaka Cup Race WWW. osakacup. coin
THE RACE/La course do Millenaire: WWW/themee. coin

Kenwood Cup: WWW. more. org
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Australian Martime Safety Authority: WWW. am 00.90v. au
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wo veterans of earlier Admiral's Cup
hallengers. 92-yearold Stan Darling Ileft
rid Trygve Halvorsen. joined the winning
earn of 1979. IPic - Ian Mainsbridge)
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The

skippers of the three
yachts in Australia's winning team

at the 1979 Admiral's Cup enjoy a pre-dinner
drink at the 20th Anniversary Reunion Dinner at

the RSYS, left to right. Peter Cantwell IPOlice
Can. Ginham Lambert 11mpetuousj. team

manager Lou Abrahams and team captain Syd
F1scher IRagamuffinj. IPIc - Ian Mainsbridge)

Iv 11c \

Members of

winning crew
Admiral's Cu

Anniversary
R al Sydne

- Ian M
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"elayeil start IC Sun"By racing
Because of the heaw use of Sydney
Harbour in September in the lead-up to
and during SOCOG's 1999 Sydney
Harbour Regatta test event for the
Sydney 2000 Olympic Games, the start
of club pointscore racing on the main
harbour and offshore will be delayed
until early October.

Up to 400 competitors from 50
nations are expected to contest the

Sydney Harbour Regatta, sailing some
250 boats in the I I Olympic sailing
disciplines between September 16-26.
Courses will be set on the harbour and

off Sydney Heads. Race management
teams from the major Sydney clubs will
be involved in conducting the Sydney
Harbour Regatta, again based at
Rushcutters Bay.

As a result, there will be no club

racing on the harbour between
September I I and October I to allow
for practice racing by this huge influx of
overseas Olympic class sailors.

Royal Sydney Yacht Squadron will
conduct the first offshore racing for the
Sydney and Pinnater fleets with its
Spring Offshore Regatta over the
October long weekend (I -4). The
Cruising Yacht Club of Australia will
open its offshore season for 1999-2000
(other than the Sydney-Gold Coast
Race starting July 31) on Saturday,
October 9 with a short ocean race,

followed by the Bird Island overnight
race starting Friday, October I5. The
first two races in the Combined Clubs

Offshore Pointscore will be the first two

races of the Ord Mirinett Regatta run by

{' \I .

I 111

~
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Team manager Lou Abrahams Ileft)
and team captain Syd F1scher of the
winning Australian team at the 1979

Admiral's Cup. IPIc - lain
Mainsbridge)

Tony de Young. assistant manager of the
1979 Admiral's Cup team and chairman of

the organising committee for the 20th
Reunion Dinner. with Noreen and Trygve

Halvorsen. IPIc - Ian Mainsbridge)

" Grin, ,' ,',^" C, ,,!,
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Middle Harbour Yacht Club over the

weekend of December 4-5.
Middle Harbour Yacht Club will hold

its Opening Day on September 4 with a
Harbour race. On the Harbour the

Royal Sydney Yacht Squadron/Royal
Prince Edward Yacht Club harbour

pointscore racing will not start until
RSYS willSaturday, October 9.

conduct a couple of non pointscore
races in early September, but nothing
else.

.

.

.

nanoad mm"BS Inwail

spurnrdi",

the series will be the 148 nautical mile

Molokai Race. The middle distance

race will be a day race of around 60 emiles. This will shorten the series to
^

eight days.
Courses under consideration for ^̂

the middle distance race include a G,
course from Diamond Head to 11io

Point on Molokai and return or a race =
from Diamond Head to a turning mark

in the vicinity of Kaneoke Bay and .
return. ,

CupKenwood website:

munchorc. org

.

The Kenwood Corporation has
renewed its sponsorship of the

2000 HawaiiCupKenwood

International Offshore Series, with the
Royal Hawaiian Ocean Racing Club
already receiving its first entry for next

Gl,

ĈDLater start 10r Colts Race

The Royal Prince A1fred Yacht Club ^
has decided to delay the start of its
annual Strathfield Pinnater to Coffs

Harbour offshore race until January 2,
2000 from the traditional starting day
of December 27.

.

bore Yochiing

Action at the ,998 Kenwood Cup in Hawaii. IPIc -
Ian Mainsbridge)

year's event.
RHORC member Vic Bishop from

Vancouver,

' Canada, has paid
his entry fee for a
new boat he is

building for his
millenium

campaign.

As a result of

comments during
skippers'the

debrief following
the 1998 Kenwood

Cup, a number of
changes are being
considered for next

The longyear.

distance race for

4;;.
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The historic former naval base at RushcuL, ors Bay will again be
treadquar. .rs for the Sydney Harbour Regatta in September, SOCOG'S final
test regatta before the Sydney 2000 Olympic Games. A total o, 400 sailors
from more than 50 nations are expected to compete in ,999 and again in
2000. pie - Peter Campbel"
Offshore Yochfing

The major

reason is to cater

for the many sailors
who have indicated

they want to stay in
Sydney for massive
Millennium New

Year celebrations.

However, the club

also is hoping for
mediagreater

exposure rather
competingthan

with the Sydney to

7
e
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The start of this coming season's Sirath"eld
Pinealer to Cots Harbour Race has been put
back to January 2 to enable yacht owners to
take their boats to Sydney Harbour for the
massive New Year's Eve celebrations.
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Can. Ginham Lambert 11mpetuousj. team
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"elayeil start IC Sun"By racing
Because of the heaw use of Sydney
Harbour in September in the lead-up to
and during SOCOG's 1999 Sydney
Harbour Regatta test event for the
Sydney 2000 Olympic Games, the start
of club pointscore racing on the main
harbour and offshore will be delayed
until early October.

Up to 400 competitors from 50
nations are expected to contest the

Sydney Harbour Regatta, sailing some
250 boats in the I I Olympic sailing
disciplines between September 16-26.
Courses will be set on the harbour and

off Sydney Heads. Race management
teams from the major Sydney clubs will
be involved in conducting the Sydney
Harbour Regatta, again based at
Rushcutters Bay.

As a result, there will be no club

racing on the harbour between
September I I and October I to allow
for practice racing by this huge influx of
overseas Olympic class sailors.

Royal Sydney Yacht Squadron will
conduct the first offshore racing for the
Sydney and Pinnater fleets with its
Spring Offshore Regatta over the
October long weekend (I -4). The
Cruising Yacht Club of Australia will
open its offshore season for 1999-2000
(other than the Sydney-Gold Coast
Race starting July 31) on Saturday,
October 9 with a short ocean race,

followed by the Bird Island overnight
race starting Friday, October I5. The
first two races in the Combined Clubs

Offshore Pointscore will be the first two

races of the Ord Mirinett Regatta run by
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and team captain Syd F1scher of the
winning Australian team at the 1979

Admiral's Cup. IPIc - lain
Mainsbridge)

Tony de Young. assistant manager of the
1979 Admiral's Cup team and chairman of

the organising committee for the 20th
Reunion Dinner. with Noreen and Trygve
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Middle Harbour Yacht Club over the

weekend of December 4-5.
Middle Harbour Yacht Club will hold

its Opening Day on September 4 with a
Harbour race. On the Harbour the

Royal Sydney Yacht Squadron/Royal
Prince Edward Yacht Club harbour

pointscore racing will not start until
RSYS willSaturday, October 9.

conduct a couple of non pointscore
races in early September, but nothing
else.
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the series will be the 148 nautical mile

Molokai Race. The middle distance

race will be a day race of around 60 emiles. This will shorten the series to
^

eight days.
Courses under consideration for ^̂

the middle distance race include a G,
course from Diamond Head to 11io

Point on Molokai and return or a race =
from Diamond Head to a turning mark

in the vicinity of Kaneoke Bay and .
return. ,

CupKenwood website:
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The Kenwood Corporation has
renewed its sponsorship of the

2000 HawaiiCupKenwood

International Offshore Series, with the
Royal Hawaiian Ocean Racing Club
already receiving its first entry for next

Gl,

ĈDLater start 10r Colts Race

The Royal Prince A1fred Yacht Club ^
has decided to delay the start of its
annual Strathfield Pinnater to Coffs

Harbour offshore race until January 2,
2000 from the traditional starting day
of December 27.
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RHORC member Vic Bishop from
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his entry fee for a
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The historic former naval base at RushcuL, ors Bay will again be
treadquar. .rs for the Sydney Harbour Regatta in September, SOCOG'S final
test regatta before the Sydney 2000 Olympic Games. A total o, 400 sailors
from more than 50 nations are expected to compete in ,999 and again in
2000. pie - Peter Campbel"
Offshore Yochfing

The major

reason is to cater

for the many sailors
who have indicated

they want to stay in
Sydney for massive
Millennium New

Year celebrations.

However, the club

also is hoping for
mediagreater

exposure rather
competingthan

with the Sydney to
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The start of this coming season's Sirath"eld
Pinealer to Cots Harbour Race has been put
back to January 2 to enable yacht owners to
take their boats to Sydney Harbour for the
massive New Year's Eve celebrations.
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Hobart which will start as always on
Boxing Day, December 26.

The first two short races of the

^ Strathfield Cots Harbour Series will be
sailed on Broken Bay on December 27

^ and 28, 1999 with races five and six off^

G, Ooffs Harbour on January 6 and 6,
2000.

This will be the RPAYC's 19th

annual 261 nautical mile race to Ooffs

Harbour and, by changing the start to
January 2, the race may go down in
history as the first long offshore race to
start in the year 2000.

CD VIEl. rla" Grew win

^
e
.

Q-

Gl,

^
= Miter Eternals

officials considered the strong wind
warning, was in an aggressive mood
but never strayed from his pre-set race
plan to start at the committee boat end
in clean air and sail the right hand side
of the beat.

Surprising Iy Michael Coxon, who
was obviously happy with his results in
the previous seven heats, elected a
middle of the line start and a middle to

left hand first windward beat which

never appeared to be the way to go.
The tactical plan fell apart and North

Sydney Sintibn's hard fought control of
the pointscore was placed in damage
with a struggling 34 th place at the end
of the first windward beat.

in contrast, Johnson , who had
sailed the leg conservative Iy, had
Bananas in Pyjamas in a championship
winning third place behind the nip-n-
tuck duelling RST (Richard Hammond)
from Sydney and first heat winner
Andrew Hunn, helming the champion
Hobart SIoop Zulu.

But the never say die North Sydney
Statibn hauled back into title contention

passing 17 rivals over the next lap,
eventually finishing 14th while Bananas
in Pyjamas wrapped up the title holding
third place behind Zulu and RST as they
crossed the finish boat-for boat, the

Tasmanian getting the gun by just one
second.

Highly respected International Etchells
skipper Ian Johnson of Melbourne
produced faultless fighting tactics to
win the 1999 Landmark/ Tradelink

Australian Winter championship on the
Mooloolaba Yacht Clubs offshore

course over the Queen's Birthday
holiday weekend.

Johnson, helming Bananas in
PMamas and ranked as one of the best
tacticians in the class, has been

knocking on the door for some time and
was naturally ecstatic with his come
from behind win to defeat the title

favourite MIChael Coxon in North

Sydney Statibn.
The talented crew of Johnson,

representing Sandringham Yacht Club
and his two Royal Prince A1fred yacht
club crew mates Galy Smith and Tim
Ede produced an amazing fight back in
the final of eight close tactical races,
erasing a I 06 penalty point deficit to
eventually defeat North Sydney Statibn
by 77points.

There was a strong possibility that
the final would have been blown out

with Coxon winning the title when a
strong wind warning was issued but
officials elected to go ahead with what
turned into a classic tactical race.

As in most Etchells class races the

penalty for making tactical or technique
errors can prove very costly and a good
clear wind start backed by electing to
sail the correct side of the beat are

crucial to building a top placing.
Johnson, who was a little annoyed

about the delayed start due while

inclusive.

3. GPH between 595.0 & 644.9, min
LOA 9m.

"ew nane inn Farr yaehi designs

Bruce Farr, OBE, and Russell Bowler
have announced that they are changing
the name of their 18 yearold yacht
design company from Bruce Farr &
Associates, Inc. to Farr Yacht Design,
Ltd. The new name comes in time for

the next millennium and as a reaction to

the changing nature of the company.
"We have grown over the years into

a very strong team with I O designers on
staff, each bringing different talents,
experience and education to the table, "
said Bruce Farr, President of Farr Yacht
Design, Ltd.

record of achievement includes 33

World Champion designs and a
multitude of victories at internationally
prestigious grand prix yachting events
and round the world races.

They are currently designing the
boats for New York Yacht Club' s entry
in the America' s Cup 2000 race in
AUGkland, New Zealand, as well as

us 0118". re w. menanj, lunchij,
Hans Zuiderbaan, chairman of the
Offshore Racing Council, in conjunction
with the Yacht Club Costa Sineralda,

has announced that the 1999 IMS

Offshore World Championship will be
held in Porto Cervo, Sardinia from

September 12.9. it is intended that
the series, open to all IMS class yachts,
will be moved to the shores of the Us

East Coast for the 2000 Millennium

event.

Sanctioned by the ISAF, the regatta
will bring together some of the best
talent involved in yacht racing. The
event will be sponsored by the Rolex
watch company with a six day program
for three classes of yacht:

62 August . September 1999

continue to do so at a similar level, but
will automatically become Silver
Members and receive the associated
benefits.

Gold Membership will be available
to any boating enthusiast, irrespective
of whether they are Yacht Club

containingmember. Brochures

World champion maxi yacht Sayonara is a
produc, of Bruce Farr and his design team, now
known as Farr Yacht Design, Ltd. IPic - Ian
Mainsbridgej

"A design by Bruce Farr is no longer
just a Bruce Farr' design, but rather a
representation of the entire design
team. We have changed our name to
reflect this evolution while making a
clearer statement of what we do, both

simply and concisely. Our old name was
clearly too cumbersome and led to
abbreviations and confusion. "

Farr Yacht Design, Ltd. is
acknowledged as one of the top yacht
design teams in the world based upon
one of the most extensive and

impressive records of winning race
results ever compiled by the yachts of a
single design group. Their long-running

I . GPH between 435.0 & 534.9, max

LOA 26m.

2. GPH between 535.0 & 594.9,

Australian Yachting Federation DirecLor lain
Murray shows the brochure explaining the new
National Membership Scheme. launched on July
, . , 999.

information about the Scheme are

available from MYAs or from the AYF,

telephone (02) 99224333.

Spinlll wl"a tie hardy Challenge
The old yachting adage about the "nut
on the end of tiller" being the most
critical component in a sailing craft is

nowhere more true

than in the Hardy
SeriesChallenge

which aims to identify
Australia's top
helmsmen.

The Royal Sydney
Yacht Squadron has
hosted this annually
ever since the former

Cup,America's

Admiral's Cup and
Olympic yachtsman
Sir James Hardy

theestablished

working on several large cruising
projects and racing boats.

-.

AYF Ia""thus "aw

nan"Granij, semene

The Australian Yachting Federation
launched its new National Membership
Scheme for boating on July I, 1999.
The scheme has been developed for
three reasons:

I . To offer services and tangible
benefits to members;

2. To provide a platform of
communication between the

administrators of the sport and the
boating public; and

3. To provide a structure that will
facilitate the future of boating, both
financially and politically.
There will be three categories of

membership - Gold, Silver and Youth.
Silver and Youth will be available

through Yacht Clubs only. All those
currently contributing to their MYA
(Member Yachting Association) and the
AYF through their Yacht Clubs will

James Spithill, winner of the Hardy Challenge. ... now for the America's Cup.

Offshore Yochtlng
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BETTER ODDS
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Offshore Yochflng

THREE BMWs . ONLY ,500 TICKETS SOLD

$300 A TICKET

For further information call102j 936345,7

THE BLACK & WHITE COMMITTEE

Proudly supporting Royal Blind Society
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Shield and Deed of Gift in 1983.

matching, small, production keelboats

^ provided complete with crews by the
organisers. Each time a competing

^ helmsman starts a race, it is in a^

G, different boat and with a different crew,
so it really does come down to the

ability to work with the equipment and
personnel he is given.

The national final of the 1999 Hardy
Challenge was sailed in Yngling class
yachts. This year's top "nut on the tiller"
was 19-yearold James Spithill from the

CD Royal Prince A1fred Yacht Club in
^ Sydney. He rounded off a convincing

win in the match racing final against
reigning champion Sean Kirkjian, sailing
for the Woollahra Sailing Club. Third
overall was Tasmania's David Ellis.

^ consistency of the helmsman and his
e
.
,-

GID

^

whilst racing along at breakneck
speeds, Nicolas F10rin, the bowman
from one of the 60 foot trimarans
^soults de Ia innitaine, was swept off
the boat. His harness broke under the
force of the water as the boat dived in
to a wave in testing conditions.

Several boats were immediately
detailed to search as well as two

helicopters, but at daylight there was
still no sign of him. F10rin was a very
experienced sailor, and previously part
of the Corum Sailing Team, having
raced Admiral's Cup, Mumm 36 Worlds
and even the Paris Dakar rally in a

buggy.
These Open 60 minarans in

particular are the equivalent of Formula
I racing cars. They are raced to the
limit, and crewed by some of the most
experienced sailors in the world.

than. GB inn I 89. tom
inwe bland Race

Following release of the CYCA Review
Committee's report into the 1998
Sydney to Hobart Race, Gosford
Sailing Club has issued a revised Notice
of Race for the 26th Gosford to Lord
Howe island Race which starts on

Saturday, October 23.
The revised NOR includes as many

as practical of the recommendations
made by the CYCAS Review
Committee. In particular, the changes
cover eligibility of yachts, including a

Sale Loam". has "ever
Lee" co rewarding

Recreational boating authorities in
Australia and New Zealand are offering
students an opportunity to win
thousands of dollars in prizes in a new
internet safe boating competition.
Details of the competition, with prizes
that include a sailing dinghy, a sail
training course and a custom-made
wetsuit, can be found at the Kids in
Boats website of ANZSBEG, the

Australia New Zealand Safe Boating
Education Group:

Stability Index of Limit of Positive
Stability (whichever is the greater) of not
less than I 15 degrees, and for a crews
an age limit of 18 years'

Strict requirements for lodging
documentation have been implemented
for this Category I race and spot safety
checks will be made before the start.

As in past years, there is a limit of 25
yachts racing to Lord Howe Island
because of the delicate environment of

the island and its unique coral lagoon.
As at the end of June, the club had
received 30 entries.

WWW anzber .or .au

Entrants need to correctly answer
12 multiple choice questions on boating
safety and regulations, and compose a
safety motto (in I O words or less) about
why water and boating safety is
important. The quiz is based on
Australian and New Zealand boating

regulations, but is relevant to
recreational sailors world-wide.

Aged 88, 81/11 sailing
mice a week

Old sailors never die, they simply wash
away! On course for his 88th birthday
on Christmas Eve, 1999, Royal Sydney
Yacht Squadron member Lloyd
Thornton is a living example for those
who promote sailing as a great
participant sport for for anyone aged
between 8 and 80 (give away a year or
two either way).

Thornton received an outstanding
ovation from fellow Squadron members
at the RSYS trophy presentation when
he collected a swag of trophies he had
won in the Half Ton Division during the
1998-1999 season.

Owner/skipper of the Adams-
designed 31-footer Lindabel, Thornton
and his son Rob, a former America's

Cup crewman, notched up seven wins,

two seconds and three thirds during the season. Lihdabel
won the main season pointscore and finished second in the
spring series and in the summer series.

"Dad sails every Saturday and Wednesday, summer and
winter, " Rob Thornton told Offshore. "He's been sailing since
he was a teenager every year, except for the war years with the
Naw, and has owned Lindabel since 1976. "

RSYS Yachtsman of the Year award went to Olympic
Soling aspirent Neville Winey and his crew, David Edwards
and Joshua Grace, the Yachtswoman of the Year award going
to 17-year-old Laser Radial sailor Elizabeth Curran.

Man 1.81 over11nr"

in 110"". ampe Race

As Kingfisher's Ellen and Yves Parlier
crossed the line on Aquitaine
innnovatibns to take victory in the
monohull section of the Round Europe

Race, there was sadly not much to
cheer about. Late the day before,

64

Townsville to funk Island Race
Varying wind conditions made this year's Townsville to Dunk
Island Yacht Race a testing time for yachts and their crews. it
began in light easterly winds of I 0-15 knots and ended for
some of the fleet experiencing gusty wind squalls of 25-30
knots with tropical rain reducing visibilities at times to between
I O and 20 metres.

Division I yachts consisted of racing monohulls, multihulls
and cruising yachts. Their course took them around Magnetic

August . September 1999

F, dolls competing in the ,998 Godord to Lord Howe Island Race. IPic - Peter Campbelm
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^,

Cairns yacht Star Ferry heads Zoo across the
start line in the Townsville to Dunk Island Race.

IPIc - Leo Thomas)

Island to Albino Light (off Palm Island),
then on to Brooks island (north of
Hinchinbrook Island) and finally to
Dunk Island.

Division 11 yachts comprised
cruising yachts which sailed inside
Magnetic Island to Havannah Island
before heading towards Brook Island
Light and on to Dunk Island.

Star Ferry a Davidson 34
skippered by Steven Smith from
Cairns Yacht Club, won the start but
30 minutes after the start the wind

dropped, becalming many yachts for
more than an hour' During this time,
Wayne Millar's new boat, the Sydney
41, Zoe, slipped away to lead the fleet

. Easy release system

. Superb quality and lightweight

. Aerospace 15-5P" Stainless Steel

. 4 sizes from 8,000 to 30,0001bs break strength

. Used by top racing teams worldwide

Offshore Yochting
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towards Magnetic Island.
Then came the rain and wind squalls, although at the front

of the fleet, boats were experiencing only light winds. Sitka,
the Adams/Kaufman 12m skippered Danielle Williams blew
out two spinnakers.

Line honours went to Zoe with a race time of 13.5 hours,

Certainly a change of pace for skipper Millar and several of his
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some of the fleet experiencing gusty wind squalls of 25-30
knots with tropical rain reducing visibilities at times to between
I O and 20 metres.

Division I yachts consisted of racing monohulls, multihulls
and cruising yachts. Their course took them around Magnetic

August . September 1999

F, dolls competing in the ,998 Godord to Lord Howe Island Race. IPic - Peter Campbelm
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Cairns yacht Star Ferry heads Zoo across the
start line in the Townsville to Dunk Island Race.

IPIc - Leo Thomas)

Island to Albino Light (off Palm Island),
then on to Brooks island (north of
Hinchinbrook Island) and finally to
Dunk Island.

Division 11 yachts comprised
cruising yachts which sailed inside
Magnetic Island to Havannah Island
before heading towards Brook Island
Light and on to Dunk Island.

Star Ferry a Davidson 34
skippered by Steven Smith from
Cairns Yacht Club, won the start but
30 minutes after the start the wind

dropped, becalming many yachts for
more than an hour' During this time,
Wayne Millar's new boat, the Sydney
41, Zoe, slipped away to lead the fleet
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towards Magnetic Island.
Then came the rain and wind squalls, although at the front

of the fleet, boats were experiencing only light winds. Sitka,
the Adams/Kaufman 12m skippered Danielle Williams blew
out two spinnakers.

Line honours went to Zoe with a race time of 13.5 hours,

Certainly a change of pace for skipper Millar and several of his
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Beating to windward, Star Ferry leads from Zoe and Supen"ac soon after the start. IPic - Leo Thomasj

crew who had been aboard 852 in the

stormswept Sydney to Hobart.
On corrected time, first place in

Division I went to The Maibc skippered
by A1an Starks. "It was the best race I
have been in for years, " Starks said. "it
was perfect kite weather. We were able

UpER HB

.

and Dot Gole), The navigator's prize
went to 14-yearold Julie Lee.
(Margaret Thomas).

Balmai" Regatta - I 50 years

Sunday, October 31 will mark 150 years
of sailing and other aquatic events at
the Balmain Regatta on the upper
reaches of Sydney Harbour

The regatta is open to any sailing
vessel, but emphasis will certainly be
on older and/or traditionally built boats,
with two divisions for wooden yachts
and a division for vintage skiffs.

in addition, special events are
planned for "putt-putt" boats and
"gentlemen's launches" open to
wooden boats with inboard engines.
Appropriate for the maritime history of
the Balmain peninsula, there will be a
"Water man" event open to any boat
that is capable of carrying a payload
equivalent to a sack of potatoes, and is
propelled by oars

Further information is available from

the Balmain Sailing Club (02) 981 O
2086 or through the club's website:
WWW streetn t. om. au/bsc/Ind .html

to surf down waves. " The Maibr won
from Sitka (Danielle Williams) and
Supermac (Russell MacLaughlin).

in Division 11 the winner was Jemini

Jo, skippered by Hank Mini. Second
place went to Reneter (Peter and Irene
Jol), third to September Morn (A1istair
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Doy^e - Fraser -
mew Lane :,. sai^", aki"g
in an agreement signed in Marblehead, USA, between the
founders of two major sailmaking companies, Robbie Doyle,
president of the Doyle group, and Bob Fraser, managing
director of the Fraser Sails group of lofts, the Fraser lofts will
join forces with Doyle Sanmakers, trading under the name
of "Doyle-Fraser".

"The alliance will strengthen both groups and bring bene-
fits to both parties, but more importantly will offer a broader
product range and global service base to our customers, "
Fraser told OFFSHORE

" The Doyle group are particularly strong in One Design,
with multi world champions Dave Curtis and Iudd Smith
heading the One Design program. For example, Doyle Cur
us sails took out the 1st six places at the past Etchells World
Championships and 1st, 2nd and 3rd in the last Soling
Worlds. These same designs will now be manufactured in
Australia.

Other areas of interest to our group include the emerging
Mega yacht market. Doyles have an outstanding customer list
in this market with sail inventories supplied to over 40 mega
yachts. InterestingIy, Rupert Murdoch's 140' Morning Glory
is equipped with Doyle sails while the

Australian loft is presently building more sails for son
Lauchlan's Swan 51' Karakoram.

Doyles have also introduced a number of sensible innova-
tions to the cruising market including the foam Iuff roller
furler headsail known as "Quicksilver" and the patented
"Stack Pack" mainsail handling system which is now used on
all Moorings charter yachts around the world. "

Robbie Doyle commented "The inclusion of the Fraser
lofts within the group is a real winner. Their success in the
grand prix area, particularly in offshore racing yachts is well
known throughout the world. We have been particularly
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Heading to sea in the Townsville to Cairns Island Race are Diab10 (999), The Major (3429), Leonie
Suzanne (1544) and Silka. IPic - Leo Thomas)
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Awes. ne toting a un
hibart race vine"
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A Race of Survival, a stunning video
which captures the drama, struggle and
spectacular sailing conditions of the
1998 Telstra Sydney to Hobart Race is
now available for purchase

Edited from live footage captured
via helicopter by the Australian Ten
Network television crew, a Race of

Survival depicts the wild conditions,
never before experienced in the 52 year
history of the race.

The video documents the entire

race, from its colourful start on Sydney
Harbour on a sparkling summer's day,
through to the harrowing ocean
conditions and mixed emotions at the

race finish shortly after sunrise on
Hobart's Denyent River.

A Race of Survival costs $24.95

plus postage and can be ordered online
through Titan Australia's website:
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interested in the 04 sails developed in Australia. The victory
of the 04 sails in this year's grueling SydneyHobart race con-
firms the durability of this innovative sailmaking method. Now
we have the opportunity to offer these sails to our customers
through our network of lofts. "
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On corrected time, first place in

Division I went to The Maibc skippered
by A1an Starks. "It was the best race I
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was perfect kite weather. We were able
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of sailing and other aquatic events at
the Balmain Regatta on the upper
reaches of Sydney Harbour

The regatta is open to any sailing
vessel, but emphasis will certainly be
on older and/or traditionally built boats,
with two divisions for wooden yachts
and a division for vintage skiffs.

in addition, special events are
planned for "putt-putt" boats and
"gentlemen's launches" open to
wooden boats with inboard engines.
Appropriate for the maritime history of
the Balmain peninsula, there will be a
"Water man" event open to any boat
that is capable of carrying a payload
equivalent to a sack of potatoes, and is
propelled by oars

Further information is available from

the Balmain Sailing Club (02) 981 O
2086 or through the club's website:
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"The alliance will strengthen both groups and bring bene-
fits to both parties, but more importantly will offer a broader
product range and global service base to our customers, "
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" The Doyle group are particularly strong in One Design,
with multi world champions Dave Curtis and Iudd Smith
heading the One Design program. For example, Doyle Cur
us sails took out the 1st six places at the past Etchells World
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Worlds. These same designs will now be manufactured in
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Other areas of interest to our group include the emerging
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in this market with sail inventories supplied to over 40 mega
yachts. InterestingIy, Rupert Murdoch's 140' Morning Glory
is equipped with Doyle sails while the

Australian loft is presently building more sails for son
Lauchlan's Swan 51' Karakoram.

Doyles have also introduced a number of sensible innova-
tions to the cruising market including the foam Iuff roller
furler headsail known as "Quicksilver" and the patented
"Stack Pack" mainsail handling system which is now used on
all Moorings charter yachts around the world. "

Robbie Doyle commented "The inclusion of the Fraser
lofts within the group is a real winner. Their success in the
grand prix area, particularly in offshore racing yachts is well
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John Quinn

of yachts to withstand those extreme
conditions has been somewhat skated
around.

I think alot of yacht designers, naval
architects and researchers would dis-

agree with the findings of the report. "

complied with. However, I feel that we
were given sufficient infonnation at the
Race Briefing on what to expect. When
we go to sea, there are risks. We all
know that. "

,
DC"it Farad, A^IDed Computing -
"I would like to take this opportunity

to acknowledge the input and effort of
the Committee and all those involved

in producing this document. However,
I thought that the recommendations
listed in the report could have been
more extensive.

I would like to see a winter race

south included on the Club sailing cal-
endar and I think all crew should be

able to demonstrate their ability to acti-
vate safety procedures before they are
allowed to go ocean racing.

I also believe the recommendation

of bringing in an age limit goes against
the orcA's role to foster ocean racing.
Age is no guarantee of skill, after all. "

Lou forehams

Lo" Ahah"ms, Ch"""!g" Again -
"The report was very positive and cov-
ered all relevant areas. it highlighted
aspects which definitely should be
improved, such as EPIRBs and the
need for safety demonstrations. The
recommendations are fair and can be

easily implemented. "

Ian Kiernan

the Bureau of Meteorology. I also dis-
agree with imposing an age limit to
compete is this race as our 17-year-old
helmsman is one of the best in the busi-
ness.

The issue of life rafts is being inves-
tigated further, which is a good thing.

I think it is important that we avoid
overregulating the event or adding
unnecessary costs to our sport. I feel
that seeking the practical cooperation
of competitors towards higher safety
standards is the way to go. "

Gooff Ross

Geqjff mss, hadys -
'With the effective demise of the Fast

net race in the UK, the Sydney to
Hobart now stands as the pinnacle of
ocean racing. This challenge will
remain irresistible to yachtsmen the
world over.

The investigation and report by the
orcA into the tragic 1998 race has pro-
vided a comprehensive blueprint for
the Club, owners and crew to raise this
race, and ocean racing generally, to a
new level. it has significantly advanced
thinking on safety yacht management
and race management. it is a very POSi-
tive outcome for those of us planning
to head south on Boxing Day and we
are in the process of implementing the
recommendations on board landys. "

tions. Any sensible and responsible of what a 'weather forecast' issued by sumd how S&R units operate. Obviously
yachtsman should adopt both the coin- the Bureau of Meteorology really the different methods used in retrieval
pulsory and suggested recommenda- means. Availability of comprehensive did create problems. tRef 82.83, p 131-
tions. Yacht administrators should also infomnation, utilising weather special- 136 & 9.9, PI48-1491

There is need for competency in theists with local knowledge is crucial forfollow suit with the recommendations

planning a race such as this. tRef p. 51. actiial use of all safety equipment andrelating to their involvement.
However, in this age of trying to 52 (Roger Badham. Post Review, p. 8) better undersumding of the perfor.

mance expectations-limitations of thatapportion blame, it is obvious that no & PI38.1
The report confirms that contrary to equipment. tRef 6.4, p. 84,100 & 96, p.single entity can be expected to carry

the burden for the tragedy that general perceptions, myself included, 141-145)
With respect to those yachtingengulfed the fleet. The fact is, the problems were not caused by light.

weight hulls, seasickiiess, fatigue or enthusiasts who lost their lives in thisweather conditions were such that all

reasonable preparations did not suf- race, hopefully their loved ones mayInexperience.

Attention is drawn to the structural seek some small comfort in the factfice.

For the majority of those caught in integrity of decks. tRef p 78 & 9.5, p. that such an exhaustive investigation
has been undertaken by the Cruisingappalling conditions, one can only 1401411
Yacht Club of Australia. The Report'sSearch and Rescue assets wereadmire the ingenuity demonstrated

undoubtedly the shining light in this din- significant recommendations, if adoptand their amazing will to survive.
it is my view that specific benefits in a. However, there is an urgent need for ed, win certainly lessen the chance of a

will be gained by clear understanding training by yacht crews so they may under- repeat tragedy" ^

r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.

John Walker

I"fom Walker, linfercable -
"The report was constructive and coin-
prehensive and the additional safety
recommendations will be helpful if

Robe, t Bad"meh, Race Director, fool@!
foeht Club of fomng"to .
"I coinmend the report and the work
done by the Review Committee under
the leadership of Peter Bush. The
report is very comprehensive and I
look forward to being part of the
implementation of the Committee's
recommendations.

I feel that the recommendations will

further enhance the stringent safety
regulations that the race already POS

68 August . September 1999

sesses "

ran Kim, @", Canon Marts -
"While I agreed with most of the rec-
ommendations in the report, I am con-
cemed about the criticism directed at

I ^"I'S^ril, ^ I^low : I

I Send to Jamieson Publishing - PO Box 197, Cronulla NSW 2230. pH: (02) 9544/501. Fax: (02) 9544/502.
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Lindsay May

Linch"y May, Brimfobel!" -
"The official orcA Report into the
1998 Sydney to Hobart makes coin-
pening reading.

The Review Committee is to be con-

gratulated for their intensive investiga-
tion, detailed report and recommenda-
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GET THE BEST OUT OF YOUR BOAT

Call (02) 9905 0800 or your local boat loft now

GOD
SAILMAKERS

"0 '.'.. S^.. LS

AUSTRALZA. 'S
L^ADrlVG

SAILL, A RF:RS
SYDNEY

(02) 99975966
FAX: (02) 99974805
WWW. northsails. coin

MELBOURNE

1031 9534 0363
FAX: (03) 95253095

I I Nell Road
W"I Gosford "SW 2250

AUSTRAUA

phi 61 +2043232989
Fax: 61 +2043234023

BOATSPEED@bigpond. con
WWW. hauls"ed. con. .u

Fine Quolity Composite Yocht Builders
'Brind. bella', 'Team Jaguar', 'Mc, rg. rel Rin, CUI5'

'Ninety Seven', 'Alum', 'Ragamuf, in'
10R/IMS Conversions. Foil Optimisofioin

.^.

^-\^I,

M U R. RAY

BURNS

DOVELL PTY ITD

NAVAL ARCHiTEcruRE
COMPOSITE ENGINEERING

4

O F'RASERSA, LS
Titre Maimate I^, 13ae", g

am"! ^",,,^^", g' Sat^

Suite a RF'IAC
Micala 5tre

Newporc N5W 2106
PO box 729

Newpor, Beach N5W 2106
AUSTRALIA

For information on our Sails, Services & Products, please wrlte to:
6 NiELD AVE. , RUSHcurrERS BAY, 201,
pH (02) 936,4836. FAX: 1021 9332327,

MELBOURNE 1031 939922,0BRISBANE 1071 3252516,
HOBART (03) 62345422 SOMERSBY (02) 43405083 PERTH (08) 9430 5366

Tel. 61.2-99796202
Fax. 61-2.99796215

e-mail: IABURN5@COMPU5ERVE. COM
ACN 060 651747

Mio Palauzzo

Fine Australian made Bed Linen
224 New South Head Road

Edgecliff NSW 2027

.

CUSTOM MADE

BED 111N'EN

FROM MIO FAIAZZO

FOR YOUR FLOATING
FA I A 71ZO

Most Medals - Barcelona '92
Most Medals - Savannah '96

Most Medals - Sydney 2000?
Be a Contender ... Buy Contender!

CONTENDER

.,

^\.,!
*

. Boat Covers . Car Trimming
. Carpets . Upholstery

^". ne to, ^ to^ q".*^ (02) 9363 5998

. Waterfront Premises

. Mobile workstations

. Standing and running
rigging

. Rigs'am a rod rigging

. Windborne spars

6 John Street, North Sydney NSW 2060
Phone: (02) 9925 0306 Fax: (02) 99296028

Steinm""" & Associ. leg Ply Ltd AC" 004 736483
NAVAL ARCHITECTS YACHT DESIGNERS

Callerwnlelo. Contentsr Sailcloth Ply than Willmere Place Mona Vale 2103 NSW102199974099 o, 1800252350
Sinkislol Conterder Sakloih. Challenge Salebil, Hadwaie. Rulgeian Hadware. PN P. PIaduds, Blue Streak

Battens, Webbings. Tapes. Adhesive Saildoihs. Furle, Furlers, Seldon Rodk"kan. Ferrari PVC Fabms

^RI IE, ^
^.

d'A1bora Marinas
New Beach Rd

Rushcutters Bay

NO ,

SAILCLOrH

'IGGING

LEWMAR

GIBB

NAVTEC

WINCHES. HATCHES & HARDWARE

^t, ^iru"I, ^;... mm

6 Neild Ave

Rushcutters Bay
NSW 2027
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RIGGING & DYFORM WIRE

RLOW DISTRIBUTORS (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD
177 PHILLIP ST, REDFERN NSW 2016
TEL: 0293/82128 FAX: 0293/9/858

PO Box 453 Avulon Bench NSW 2107
Emuil: steinmunn@SOS4. none. net. uu
Mobile: 0414444499

RIGGING & HYDRAULICS

PERi;'ORMANCE BOATING SERVICE
SPECIAUSINGIN PERFORMANCE ORIENTED YACHTS
RON IACOBS CHRIS CALDECOAT

PHONE

(02) 9525 001 I

I!am ^
Bonfire

ERVICES

ANDY COYLE'S
BOATING SERVICE

^:^,
^..,
,.

EN^',"E' ExC"AN'^E

Charter

PBS international (Yachts) Pry. Ltd
Ginson Marina 1710 Pithyater Road
BAYVIEW NSW 2104 AUSTRAun

Puma:, (612) 99799780 Ph 99799755

INTERNATIONAL YACHTS
MARiNF nLAi FRs a rip ,KFRA, .F

complete boat maintenance
& management

PO Box 448
Vaucluse
NSW 2030

Cheapest, easiest and best way to repower
2 YEAR FULL WARRANTY

DVT0 $3950 - DV20 $4950
Austin, .an D, .tr. butor

JAMIE MACPHNL

New & Used Yachts
Performance Optiniising
Project Supervision
Boat Maintenance

'82
,,,.

Te, ep, ,ones 102,93632,30
ratsimi, es 102,9327 1465

Mobi, e= 04. 2032,30

Tel & Far (02) 93888085

FAX

(02) 9526/084

SILVA WINDWATCH
Measures wind speed

precisely and reliably
Current, peak & average wind speeds

to 40 mrs, inph, km/h, Be autort &
knots. Also temperature and wind chM

Waterproof. Site IOCm. Weight 469
$229 from major ship chandleries

77ade enq: Macson Trading Co
Tel: (03) 94899766. Fax: (03) 9481 5368

^,

D. & R. S". PWR, G"TS

IC. y. C. A. ,

Mobile: 0411 886089

New Beach Road

Rushcutters Bay NSW 2027

Your resident CYCA Yacht Broker
JohnRobRodMaurice

Landis PearceMackayDrent

We have a full range of new & used racing & cruising yachts.
Call us now to discuss your requirements:

Central Office, New Beach Rd, Darling Point NSW 2077
Ph (02) 93639945 Fax (02) 93278534

MCIi, rice Drei, t

Boating Services

Boats o0ki for c

Crew Ionici. rig for boars

,b, atcre ,netOr, Ij
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Ours is a name more and more

yachtsme" are looking I, p to!
SparMaster Australia insist on the highest quality, the most careful and

painstaking design and personally supervised installation. From new

at,

^
<
=
Q
.

rigs to total refurbishment, re-rigging or repairs.
Talk to Slimon Fitcroit, Rob MCLellan or Geoff Cruse on
Telephone (07) 3390 6522 Facsimile (07) 3390 6833

r^'"Dr
1356 Iytton Rd.
Hemman* Q. 4174

NORT. . S^.. LS

^in:PLOYZ^^^IT
JOIN' TH^ WORLDS #I

SAILMAXTIVG T^AM

SYDNEY (02) 99975966 FAX: (02) 99974805

MELBOURNE (03) 9534 0363 FAX: (03) 95253095

AUSrRAL, A pry LTD

NORTH SAILS - Sydriey and
Melbourne Lofts wish to employ

tradespeople and apprentices

Au ul. Pi in
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MAJOR OFFSHORE AND INSHORE EVENTS IN AUSTRALIA AND OVERSEAS 
AUSTRALIA 

14th Sydney-Gold Coast Race, Cruising Yacht Club of Australia. 

8th Hog's Breath Mooloolaba to Airlie Beach Race, Mooloolaba 
Yacht Club. 
Joico Hayman Island Big Boat Series, Hayman Island Yacht Club. 
XXXX-Ansett Hamilton Island Race Week, Hamilton Island Yacht
Club. 

SEPTEMBER 

1-5 10th annual Hog's Breath Race Week, Whitsunday Sailing Club. 
11 Lion Island Race, Sydney Amateur Sailing Club. 
11-18 Coffs Coast Week, Coffs Coast Yacht Club. 
16-26 Sydney Harbour Regatta, Olympic practice event all classes, 

SOCOG. 

OCTOBER 

1-4
4

9 
9 

15 

17 
18 
23 
23 

29 

Spring Offshore Regatta, Royal Sydney Yacht Squadron. 
Monica Geddes Memorial Trophy Sydney Harbour Island Race, 
"CYCA. 
Short Ocean Race, 32nd Rubber Kellaway Trophy, CYCA. 
Opening pointscore races, RSYS, Sydney Harbour. 
Bird Island Race, 43rd Janzoon Trophy, 24Ih George Barton Trophy, 
CYCA. 
Parade of Sail, CYCA. 
Gascoigne Cup, RSYS. 
Short Haul to Pittwater, 44Ih Paul Royle Memorial Trophy, CYCA. 
26TH Gosford to Lord Howe Island ocean race, 410 nm, Gosford 
Sailing Club. 
Flinders Island Race, CYCA. 

NOVEMBER 

5 Sir James Hardy Sunshine Home Regatta, CYCA. 
6 Short Ocean Race, MHYC. 
12 Foxtel Youth lnterclub Regatta, CYCA. 
12 Cabbage Tree Island Race, 37th Halvorsen Bras Trophy, 27th 

Woollahra Cup, CYCA. 
12 Bird Island Race, Ocean Pointscore, CYCA. 
19 Fund raising event for Childrens Hospital, Sydney Cove Rotary 

DECEMBER 

Club, CYCA. 
Short Ocean Race, RSYS. 
Commodore's BBQ, Quarantine Beach, CYCA. 
Flinders Islet Race, 39Ih Ron Robertson Memorial, 51,1 Kings 
Birthday Cup, CYCA. 
Port Hacking Race, Ocean Pointscore, CYCA. 

4-5 Ord Minnett Regatta, IMS, CHS, JOG short ocean racing series, 
Middle Harbour Yacht Club. 

11 

15 

16 

17 
18 

19 

20 

26 

27 

JANUARY 

2 
26 

FEBRUARY 

Southern Cross Cup invitation race, David Burke Memorial Race, 
CYCA. 
Southern Cross Cup/Telstra Cup, Races 1 & 2, 2 x 1 O nm short 
windward/leeward, CYCA. 
Southern Cross Cup/Telstra Cup, Races 3 & 4, 2 x 10nm 
windward/leeward, CYCA> 
Canon Big Boat Challenge, Sydney Harbour, CYCA. 
Southern Cross Cup/Telstra Cup, Races 5 & 6, 2 x 10nm 
windward/leeward, CYCA. 
Southern Cross Cup/Telstra Cup, Race 7, 30nm offshore triangle, 
CYCA. 
Southern Cross Cup/Telstra Cup, Race 8 & 9, 2 x 1 O nm 
windward/leeward, CYCA. 
Telstra 55th Sydney to Hobart ocean race/Southern Cross Cup, 
Race 10, 630 nm, CYCA. 
Melbourne-Hobart and Melbourne-Devonport races, ORCV. 

Strathfield Pittwater-Coffs Harbour race, 350nm, RPAYC 
166th Australia Day Regatta, Sydney Harbour and offshore. 

5 Milson Cup short ocean race, RSYS. 
18-19 Wollongong Weekend, CYCA. 

MARCH 

24 50TH Adelaide to Port Linciln Race, Port Lincoln Yacht Club 

APRIL 

15 Sydney - Mooloolaba Race, MHYC. 

INTERNATIONAL 

SEPTEMBER 

5-11 Maxi Yacht Rolex Cup - ILC World championship 1999, Porto 
Cerva, Sardinia. 

12-19 Rolex Offshore World Championship, IMS yachts over 1 Orn LOA, 
Port Cerva, Sardinia. 

DECEMBER 

15-20 Southern Cross Cup and Telstra Cup, CYCA. 
17 Canon Big Boat Challenge, Sydney Harbour, CYCA 
26 Telstra 55th Sydney to Hobart, CYCA. 

LOUIS VUITTON CUP 

Round Robin 1 begins October 18, 1999 
Round Robin 2 begins November 6, 1999 
Round Robin 3 begins December 2, 1999 
Semi-finals begin January 2, 2000 
Finals begin January 25, 2000 

AMERICA'S CUP 

Best-of-nine Match begins February 19, 2000. 
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AUSTRALIA

JULY
31

AUGUST
13

14th Sydney-Gold Coast Race, Cruising Yacht Club of Australia

14-19
21-28

8th Hog's Breath Mooloolaba to Airlie Beach Race, Mooloolaba
Yacht Club

Joico Hayman Island Big Boat Series, Hayman island Yacht Club
XXXX-Arisett Hamilton island Race Week, Hamilton island Yacht
Club

SEPIEMBER

10th annual Hog's Breath Race Week, Whitsunday Sailing Club1-5

Lion Island Race, Sydney Amateur Sailing Club11
Cads Coast Week, Coffs Coast Yacht Club.11.18

Sydney Harbour Regatta, Olympic practice event all classes,16-26
SOCOG.

OCTOBER
14
4

9
9
15

Spring Offshore Regatta, Royal Sydney Yacht Squadron
Monica Geddes Memorial Trophy Sydney Harbour Island Race,
CYCA

Short Ocean Race, 32, " Rubber Kellaway Trophy, CYCA.
Opening pointscore races, RSYS, Sydney Harbour.
Bird Island Race, 43, d Janzoon Trophy, 24th George Banon Trophy,
CYCA.

Parade of Sail, CYCA
Gascoigne Cup, RSYS.
Short Haul to Pinnater, 44th Paul Royle Memorial Trophy, CYCA.
26TH Gosford to Lord Howe Island ocean race, 410 rim, Gosford
Sailing Club
F1inders Island Race, CYCA

.

11

17
18
23
23

.

15

Southern Cross Cup invimtion race, Dadd Burke Memorial Race,
CYCA.

Southern Cross Cupn'elstra Cup. Races I & 2.2 xiO rim short
windward/leeward, CYCA.
Southern Cross Cupn'81stra Cup, Races 3 & 4.2 x ronin
windward/leeward, CYCA>
Canon Big Boat Challenge, Sydney Harbour, CYCA.
Southern Cross Cupn'elstra Cup, Races 5 & 6.2 x 10nm
windward/leeward, CYCA
Southern Cross Cupn'BIStra Cup, Race 7.30nm offshore triangle,
CYCA.

Southern Cross Cupn'elstra Cup, Race 8 & 9.2 x 10 rim
windward/leeward, CYCA
Telstra 55th Sydney to Hobart ocean racersouthern Cross Cup,
Race 10,630 rim, CYCA
Melbourne-Hobarl and Melbourne-Devonport races, ORCV

16

17
18

29

.

"OVEMBER

Sir James Hardy Sunshine Home Regatta, CYCA.5
Short Ocean Race, MHYC6

Foxlel Youth Intentub Regatta, CYCA12

Cabbage Tree Island Race, 371h Halvorsen Bros Trophy. 271h12
CYCAWoollahra Cup,

Bird Island Race, Ocean Pointscore, CYCA.
Fund raising event for Childrens Hospital, Sydney Cove Rotary
Club, CYCA
Short Ocean Race, RSYS
Commodore's BBQ, Quarantine Beach, CYCA
F1inders Islet Race, 39h Ron Robertson Memorial, 51.1 Kings
Birthday Cup, CYCA
Port Hacking Race, Ocean Pointscore, CYCA

19

20

26

12
19

27

JA"UrnY
2
26

20
21
26

Struthfield Pinnate roofl$ Harbour race, 350nm, RPAYC
166th Australia Day Regatta, Sydney Harbour and of ishore.

27

BRUARY
5
18.19

DECEMBER
4-5

ARCH
24

Milson Cup short ocean race, RSYS
Wollongong Weekend, CYCA

Test dr've the 1999 BMW 5 Series.
Yours for a week: --^^^* am ^" *", mm".,, hymn, ,,

APRIL
15

Ord Mirinett Regatta, IMS, CHS, JOG short ocean racing series,
Middle Harbour Yacht Club

COMPLETE yAC"T FA, ,11nNG SERV, CES

50TH Adelaide to Port Linciln Race, Port Lincoln Yacht Club

I"TER"ATIO"AL

ENAMELL, NG . VARN, S", NG . DECO, RAT, VE UNES . S^GNWR^TING

. S, '"AWNC OF Z PACK ENAMELS . Epoxy COATINGS . ANT, FOUL^NG

Sydney - Mooloolaba Race, MHYC.

SEPTEMBER
Maxi Yacht Rolex Cup - ILC World championship 1999, Porto5-11
Cervo, Sardinia
Rolex Offshore World Championship, IMS yachts over loin LOA,
Port Cervo, Sardinia

12-19

DECEMBER
15-20
17
26

Southern Cross Cup and Telstra Cup, CYCA
Canon Big Boat Challenge, Sydney Harbour, CYCA
Telstra 55th Sydney to HDbart, CYCA

Louis vujTro" Cup

Round Robin I begins October 18,1999
Round Robin 2 begins November 6,1999
Round Robin 3 begins December 2,1999
Semi-finals begin January 2,2000

begin January 25,2000Finals

AMERICA'S cup

Best-of-nine Match begins February 19,2000

The greatest luxury car test drive this century ^s now
on. t's a once o I opportunity to xperie ce the s eer
riving p ea e of a ew BMW 5 eries 23i or 5 8i -

fo af Iweek. otakeadva ta eoft Is er, come n

and see to a . t do hurry, as cars are 11 i e a d
off re s ug st 1,199 . fy o 't eserve to

drvet e' ord gre tes car;the hod es?

T"E BOATyARo
I BRADLY AVE. , MILSONS POINT NSW

PHONE: (02) 99224612

. .

' Conditions apply M Sport option shown available on BMW 5281.5351 and 540i

5 Series

B MW Syd n ey
65 Craigend Street, Rushcutters Bay
Telephone: 93344555
Internet: WWW. binWSydney. ComaU DL 14

.

^,

Sheer Driving Pleasure

M
^.
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So why not make Raytheon your weapon in the

to win the elusive trophy next year.
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